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Foreword 
This document is the result of many years of research and personal experience world-wide.  

I sincerely hope that it will be useful to your personal learning experience and contribute to 

your personal training and development.  

To bring about this document, I have chosen to include comparative literature research of 

some of the most influential works  in the history of dressage. However, since it is impossible 

to include all books written, I have made a specific selection based on what is most relevant.  

 

In doing so, this document contains more variation in French compared to Germain writings. 

This is not by any means a bias, but simply the result of cautious research for the intended 

purpose. Useful and complentary  works left out in include: Otto Lörke, Egon von Neindorff, 

Harry Boldt and Louis Seeger. These works will be used and discussed more in-depth in a 

separate manual centred around the history and development of dressage.  

 

Although this manual includes many citations, I wholeheartedly recommend to read the 

original works yourself as well.  

 

Copyrights 

Please take note that the content of this manual is copyrighted by Thirza Hendriks. It is 

strictly forbidden to change or publish this document online or distribute to third parties 

without the explicit written consent of Thirza Hendriks herself.  

Disclaimer 

This document has been compiled with great care to ensure the accuracy of the information. 

This document is part of Classical Horse Training Online Support Program. The content is 

therefore incomplete without the accompanying videos. Thirza Hendriks cannot be held 

responsible for incorrect information in this document or any damage caused by incorrect 

use of this information. This document does not replace veterinary diagnosis and no definite 

medical conclusions can be drawn from this document.  
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                                     INTRODUCTION 
 
 

In order for us to work with horses and teach them how to carry a rider in the most effective 

way, we must communicate appropriately with them. Since the horse does not speak our 

verbal language, we must seek to other forms of communication to converse. Hence, the 

equitation of gestures – the correct application of so-called aids – was invented.  

 

When applying aids we actually work with and on the senses of the horse which requires  

a sophisticated dialogue of courtesy and finesse as the senses are an important part of what 

makes a horse behaviourally distinct to humans. In his book, the father of modern dressage 

Francois Robinchon de la Guérinière stated that:  

 

         ‘‘The aids and corrections must be applied without making any great motion,  

           yet much  nicety and quickness is requisite, for the correction must be given  

          the very instant after the fault is committed, otherwise they will be more  

          dangerous than useful, but above all without ill humour or passion, and always  

          with coolness; to conclude, the management of the aids and correction may be  

          said the be the nicest part of horsemanship.’’  

 

However, it is important to realize that the horse’s physique functions at a higher level  

of sophistication than it was believed when the equitation of gestures was created. An 

important feature within classical literature is the concept of ‘total obedience’: ‘‘Aids are 

used to prevent faults that a horse might make. Punishments are used only at the time a 

fault is committed. A horse obeys through fear of punishment. The aids are nothing more 

than a warning to the horse that he will be punished if he does not respond to them.’’ 

 

As another example, Steinbrecht wrote that ‘‘the aids are the rider’s influences on his horse 

with which he conveys his will. They are the language through which he communicates with 

his horse. Although the horse’s obedience to the aids is ultimately the result of the respect 
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the horse has of the pain that the rider might inflict on it as punishment in the case of 

disobedience, this must not lead to the conclusion that strong aids ensure obedience.’’ 

 

With the accomplishment of modern day science it is no longer about shooting words “the 

aids”, but instead, the conversation with the horse demands complete sentences and more 

nuances than just ‘obedience’ or ‘punishment’ . Timing for instance is an important nuance 

in the dialogue with the horse.  

 

The swiftness of the rider’s adjustments needs to be in tune with the horse’s rhythm. The 

rider might increase or decrease the tone of the back and abdominal muscles in the right 

amount, but if the adjustment is executed faster than the horse’s rhythm, the given aid will 

likely trigger protective reflex contraction of the horse. The dialogue with the horse is thus 

all about subtle nuances in muscle tone within an overall integrity.    

 

In summary, when it comes to the ‘’aids’’ there are roughly five things to take into account:  

 

• To use them as less as possible 

• To use them as small as possible 

• To use them intelligently  

• To time them correctly in rhythm  

• To think beyond them  

 

 
The first point has been emphasized by all great masters: ‘’One must use neither more leg 

nor more hand than is necessary. These principals should be applied to all horses: minimal 

aids (…) One preoccupation of each moment in dressage must be to practise descents 

[yielding] of the hands and legs (Nuno Oliveira).’’  Philippe Karl beautifully summarizes this 

principle stating that: ‘’dressage is correct in every sense of the word when it tends towards 

using fewer and fewer aids – when, according to La Guérinière it preserves the horse’s ‘’will 

to go’’ or when according to Baucher, it provides impulsion with a descente de jambes.’’ 
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The second point states the obvious. Making stronger use of the aids, cannot be a goal in 

itself. Large hand and leg movements as well as shifts of the rider weight are dropping the 

conversation with the horse to ‘’cues that the horse might distinguish in the middle of a 

chaos.’’ – Jean Luc Cornille 2012  

 

The third point was beautifully summarized by Alois Podhasjky who stated that: ‘’The rider 

must make use of the aids intelligently; he must not allow himself to be influenced by his 

feelings.’’  

 

The fourth point has been hinted by the greatest classical masters throughout the centuries. 

According to Nuno Oliveira, correct timing is an important aspect of the so-called trainers 

tact: ‘’It is essential to have a sense of timing coupled with the knowledge of the precise 

method to be used at any given moment.’’ 

 

The need for correctness should also not be underestimated. A horse cannot understand 

what you cannot explain, and you cannot explain what you do not understand. Hence, it is 

important to study the correct application of the aids as their effect depend more on their 

nature rather than their intensity – which I already discussed at point two. Something that  

is correct but too strong simply needs to be revised downwards – whereas something that  

is incorrect, whether it is strong or not, should simply be got rid of.  

 

And finally, it is important to always think beyond the technicality of the aids. The goal is 

 to create a willing partner over an obedient but subdued one. In the words of Nuno Oliveira:  

 

            ‘‘Equestrian art is the perfect understanding and harmony between horse  

              and rider (…) The apex of perfection in equestrian art is not an exhibition of a  

              great deal of different airs and movements by the same horse, but rather the  

              conversation of the horse’s enjoyment, suppleness and finesse during the  

             performance, which calls for comparison with the finest ballet.’’ 

 

Within this book, I will aim to elaborate on the aids in the spirit of the points  

mentioned above. First, I will explore the essence and goals of dressage. From there, I will 
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dive deeper on all the aids separately, as well as explore their possible combinations and 

outcomes. I will use and compare literature written by the greatest of masters throughout 

history. Since it will be impossible to include all great works written, I have carefully selected 

those most relevant for the task at hand. Finally, I will conclude with some training examples 

of past masters. By the end of this book, I hope you will have a better understanding of how 

to prepare your horse for the athletic demand of performance in a way that allows 

maximum efficiency with minimal effort.  

 

 

                                THE ESSENCE OF DRESSAGE 

 
The training aids are nothing more than tools which serve to achieve the essence of 

dressage. Thus, any work on the training aids would not be complete without exploring  

this essence as well as its goals:  

 

       ‘’We must remember that riding can only be termed classical, in the noble sense of  

         the term if it respects nature (…) The fine arts produce truth only if they stay within  

         the confines of nature. Any digression beyond these boundaries is punished by   

        distortions and caricatures and, although fashion sometimes sees beauty in such  

        aberrations, they have nothing in common with true art.’’ – Philippe Karl 2008 

 

 

Hence, the essence of correct dressage training is to develop and regulate the natural 

physical forces and capabilities of the horse [to perfection] through gradual and appropriate 

exercises. This inevitably also involves the horse’s mental capabilities and their perfection.  

 

 

Correct dressage training cannot be defined into methods or concepts, but only by the truth 

of the horse itself. Knowledge of anatomy as well as the basic principle of equine movement 

is thus indispensable and should be at the basis of any dressage training worth of its name.  

In the words of Steinbrecht (1844):   
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      ‘’All arts and sciences of our time have made such rapid advances from the study 

        of nature that the successes attained often approach the miraculous. It is time 

        to  follow this example, to eliminate all old-fashioned prejudices, and to listen 

        only to  nature in order to learn the basic principles of producing a good horse.  

        Nature works according  to strict, immutable laws, which can be discovered only 

        by observing nature’s unadulterated creations.’’  

 

Nature is diverse. There is ‘’such versatility in her creations that we will find no two 

completely identical examples among the millions of beings of the same species, not  

even among the leaves of one and the same tree (Steinbrecht).’’ This calls for tailor made  

training for each particular horse as well as understanding that classical/academic dressage 

is not about blindly repeating the old masters. They themselves understood the necessity  

of progress, but only had limited means of science available. No doubt, that if they had the 

means and knowledge available of today, they would have described some of their teachings 

differently and changed certain practises.  

 

Although we have much more scientific knowledge available, this does not mean we know  

it all. In fact, the more we learn the less we know. Hence, managing and training horses is  

a continuous evolving study.  

 

Today, studying nature’s creations is challenged through modern breeding programs. Due 

to advanced human manipulation, the question arises how ‘natural’ certain modern day 

[sport]horses still are. It seems that normal anatomy and biomechanics is rare to come by.  

Does this mean that dressage cannot be practised with such horses? On the contrary, for 

those affected by abnormal anatomy or movement – whether congenital or achieved  

during life - correct dressage training can be elevated to physical therapy.  

 

Although science is a core element of progress, we must never forget the need for kindness, 

beauty and respect when it comes to training with horses:  
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            ‘’Since the growth of knowledge is the core of progress, the history of science ought  

              to be the core of general history. Yet the main problems of life cannot be solved by  

              men of science alone, or by artists and humanists: we need the cooperation of them  

             all. Science is always indispensable, but never sufficient. We are hungry for beauty, 

             and where charity is lacking nothing else is of avail.’’ – George Sarton 1965 

 

Academic horsemanship1 aims to stay true to its essence. To do so, it is important to  

make a very clear outline of this horsemanship in order to distinguish it from the common 

practises that have moved away from it (De Braçanga). As such, the Art of Horsemanship  

and Dressage is:  

 

• General 

• Personal 

• Unique 

 

 

It is general because the goal of the  art is not only to ride a well-conformed horse,  

but also to develop those who were less well-gifted by nature (Hünersdorf).  

 

The passionate work necessary to rehabilitate a horse and using dressage as a therapeutical 

tool for balance is rarely undertaken because it ‘’requires a very pronounced taste for 

equestrian art, and above all, a knowledge and practise most rarely found today (..) It 

requires maximum patience, observation, intelligence and tact. Those are the rare qualities 

that very few are willing to dedicate to an equestrian art that is tending to disappear.’’ 

 – Dom Diogo De Braçanga 

 

 

 

                                                        
1 Academic does not refer to a specific method, but simply perceiving dressage with an academic mindset.   
  Academic horsemanship is classical dressage.  
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Jean Luc Cornille (2014) differentiates between three type of learners:  

 

• Superficial learners  

• Strategic learners 

• Deep learners  

 

Superficial learners are satisfied by the gesture without any understanding or concern for 

the ‘’athletic demand that the gesture imposes on the horse’s physique’’. They do not 

question how the horse does it. They are not concerned with the biomechanics behind it.  

As long as the horse moves sideways, superficial learners believe they are doing dressage.  

 

Strategic learners further their knowledge, but mostly to pass an exam or to satisfy judging 

standards. The focus is the movement and exploring systems which can teach the move. 

They apply systems that hastens the horse’s obedience and are content by believing that 

bending is about holding the horse between the inside leg and outside rein.  

 

Deep learners consider themselves a ‘forever student’ of the horse and do not believe that a 

sound education can be achieved fitting the horse to formulas. They are interested to learn 

how the equine body and mind effectively functions. Deep learners focus on the muscular 

development and coordination preparing the horse’s physique for the athletic demand of 

the performance.  

 

Only deep learners are truly able to apply the Art of Horsemanship and Dressage to horses 

who are less gifted by nature, suffered from illness or injury or have been poorly trained in 

the past. Deep learners are concerned with developing equestrian tact, listening to the 

advice of a master, by reading scientific research and constant practise. 

 

Deep learners are necessary to keep the Art of Horsemanship and Dressage alive as it seems 

that, through modern breeding programs, most horses are now being bred for purposes of 

spectacle and fashion instead of function. More and more horses show signs of poor 
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conformation, posture and abnormalities such as hypermobility.   

 

However, ‘’to consider the Art of Horsemanship and Dressage as general, we must admit 

exceptions to the rules, without departing from some absolute principles. ‘’ The absolute 

principles are the anatomy and biomechanics of the horse . These are the key to decide  

what are tolerable exceptions. Be a deeper learner, your horse will thank you.  

 

The Art of Dressage is personal,  because the details of implementation vary with the tact 

and sensitivity of each trainer and horse.  

 

There have been many remarkable riders, many methods of horsemanship and dressage, 

but if someone asks what is an infallible system of training, the answer remains silent. Why? 

Because certain ways of acting are more appropriate to one rider and horse than to another 

and it is necessary to adapt these ways to the horse that the rider is working. As long as the 

procedure employed to attain this quality does not cause any suffering on the part of the 

horse, the choice of these procedures becomes secondary.  

 

In their lessons, great masters put the accent on recommendations that were a reflection  

of their personalities. ‘’sit, sit’’ repeated d’Abzac. Baucher’s preoccupation was ‘’light, light’’. 

Cesar Fiaschi and Oliveira accompanied the training of horses with music.  

 

General L’Hotte (1906) already wrote: ‘’the means, used to the application of principles, 

should not be fixed in an invariable way, whether it applies to the rider or to the horse.’’ 

 

If, for example, the horse twists its poll in a lateral flexion of the neck, the normal placement 

of both hands must be modified, and it may be that it is necessary in some fashion for the 

hands to be used in the position in reverse of what is normally required. One of the greatest 

difficulties in dressage resides in the necessity of choosing the right means, whether they are 

carefully thought over or instantaneously decided.  
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The goals of dressage are unique, since the goal to pursue is the same, whatever the means 

employed to achieve this.  

 

The goal is balance in every gait and airs. Howe to achieve that balance? By the practise of 

lightness. How does one appreciate this lightness? By the more or less greater facility with 

which the rider can produce the yielding of the hand and legs that allow the horse to go as  

if by himself continuing without the help of the aids, to execute whatever is asked of him.  

 

Dressage must allow us to make the horse evolve with the minimum of effort and 

consequently with the maximum discretion in the aids.  

 

In the next chapters, I will elaborate more on what constitutes these specific goals.  

 

 

                                THE GOALS OF DRESSAGE 
 

In the beginning of studying Academic Equitation, we are presented with two specific 

concepts: that of the rassembler and l’egèreté. Both concepts find their roots within French 

Classical Dressage and hence I like to prefer the original terms. Now let’s consider their 

meaning.  

 

RASSEMBLER 

General Decarpentry (1932) summarizes the rassembler as: ‘’the disposition of the horse’s 

body which affects all of its parts and places each one in the best position to ensure the most 

efficient use of the energy produced by the efforts of the hind legs.’’ 

 

     In other words, the rassembler is considered as a balance on a short [collected] base  

      of support. The piaffe is one of the most brilliant demonstrations of a horse rassemblé.  
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The measure of concentration of forces thought necessary has varied throughout history.  

The limit has been exceeded when the concentration of forces nullifies the disposition of  

the horse to carry itself forward without hesitation:  

      

          ‘‘One must seek harmony between the forehand and haunches, so that the impulsion  

           is not lost. In the Old School, the disposition to forward movement does not appear  

           in any way to be affected.’’ – Nuno Oliveira  

 

Professor Jaime da Costa riding Hioral, an Alter Real horse in 1975 showing perfect rassembler in lightness.  
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A good example can be found within the comparisons of Baucher’s First and Second Manner.  

In the First Manner, the rassembler was achieved by using the effet d’ensemble, which 

means the simultaneous application of the driving and restraining aids, in such a way that 

the opposition of forces makes the latter annul the effects of the former completely. This 

practise required a great concentration of forces as both front- and hind limbs of the horse 

approached the centre which resulted in a so-called mountain goat stance in standstill. 

  

 
The Mountain goat position according to Baucher’s First Manner. To the right, the same horse finds in the piaffe 

the correction of the gait. However, this one of the few examples that a master actually knows how to use the 

techniques correctly. Most horses will struggle will impulsion.  

 

Upon movement, this would bring the front limbs to the same height as the hind limbs, 

equally dividing the weight. Dom Diogo de Braçanga defends this practise with the following 

citation:  

 

      ‘’This rassembler at the halt according to the First Manner is an exercise, and does not  

       constitute in the position of a trained horse. This exercise must not leave a trace in the  

       finished horse. [Furthermore] This position is less artificial than it appears because a  

       horse eating grass in a field or his hay in the stable sometimes takes it up himself.  

       Besides, it is an excellent gymnastic of the back and loins.’’ 
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On the left: Nuno Oliveira riding Saturno. This is more a piaffe according to Baucher’s first manner with hind leg 

and front limb reach even height. On the right: Nuno Oliveira riding Farista. In this piaffe, the haunches start to 

lower more, coming a bit closer to the ideal of the Old Masters. To train your eye, compare these two pictures 

to that of professor Jaime Da Costa on the previous page.  

 

However, no matter its supposed benefits, this is prejudicial to the impulsion as it 

concentrated the forces too much from the applied effet d’ensemble and thus does not 

lead to true rassembler. Baucher himself recognized this error and revised his methods.  

In his Second Manner, the rassembler is obtained by alternating effet d’ensemble with the 

use of ‘’leg without hands, hands without legs’’, arriving at a less pronounced concentration, 

but with the hindquarters carrying more 

weight than the fore. The rassembler is 

now approached through engagement  

of the hind legs under the body and the 

horse should move with the forehand 

higher than the hindquarters, closer to 

the Old School concept. Maxine Gaussen 

refered to this as ‘’rassembler without 

concentration of forces’’.  
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The definition of true rassembler has thus greatly varied throughout history. Furthermore, 

the means to achieve it can also vary per horse:  

 

          ‘’It is for this reason that with some horses it will be necessary to start by conquering  

           the hindquarters and with others by obtaining a perfect mise-en-main [balance  

           in hand]. In practise it will be difficult to follow a rigid rule to produce constant and  

           good effects. Therefore the rider must exercise his tact and have an eclectic attitude  

          towards the writings of the masters.’’ – Dom Diogo de Braçanga 

 

In summary, the true rassembler  consists and depends of several connecting elements 

which will be discussed extensively in the upcoming chapters:  

 

• Upwards impulsion of the front limbs  

• Engagement of the hindquarters 

• Straightness [as a general quality  

• Ramener [head and neck position]  

• Mise en main [balance in hand] 

• Lightness [as a quality of rassembler] 

• Superior [Academic] impulsion  

• Flexibility, Suppleness & Mobility  

 

 

UPWARDS IMPULSION OF THE FRONT LIMBS  
The idea of achieving the rassembler through engagement of the hindquarters has  

been adopted throughout history. However, true rassembler is harmony between the 

forehand and haunches. The hindquarters cannot engage if there are certain ‘brakes’ in  

the front.  
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In reality, the net effect of the hind 

limbs is a horizontal force in the 

direction movement.  

The front limbs interact by 

coordinating a vertical impulse that 

propels the horse’s body upwards 

against gravity – and thus provide self-

carriage and balance control.  

 

A horse adjusts the braking and 

pushing activities of both front and 

hind limbs depending on the demand 

of performance. If that demand is 

piaffe [rassembler], the hind leg on 

support increases the braking activity in order to resist the body shifting forwards over the 

front limbs. As such, the front limbs, actually have a larger propulsive activity. ‘’Hence, 

efficiency in the horse’s gaits and performances rely on the rider’s ability to enhance the 

forelegs’ upward propulsive activity.‘’ – Jean Luc Cornille  

      Painting by Andrade in 1790. Note the posture: horizontal forces hind limbs and vertical upwards forces  

       front limbs. The haunches lowered, nose in front of the vertical and lightness in the reins.  

 

In this matter, the knowledge of the mechanism of the horse’s  chest and spine is the 

missing link of classical wisdom2. The load on the front limbs can be regulated through the 

biomechanical properties of the cybernetic muscles arising from the chest and the 

coordination mechanism of the equine vertebral column. 

 

As mentioned earlier, classical literature conveys a treasure of knowledge, but they did 

 not have the science available of today. Hence, their words can sometimes be ill adapted  

to explaining the interaction of forces. As a result, conventional equitation attempts to 

influence the horse’s spine and collection by acting on extremities: the longitudinal 

 [hyper] flexion of the neck at one and driving the hindquarters at the other, leading  

                                                        
2 For more information, access the manual: Mechanisms Explained: The Thoracolumbar Spine  
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to inefficient performances. Strong horses will always be able to perform through their 

talent, despite unsophisticated training techniques. However, this subdues to the horse  

to a perform below its potential in an inefficient way and raising the likelihood of injury.  

 

Hence, this means that describing the rassembler does not suffice by the concept of 

engaging the hindquarters. Rassembler is not just about what the legs are doing, but 

mostly about what the back is doing. 

 
A non-ruined, non-injured and talented horse might be able to achieve the rassembler by 

targeting the hindquarters straightaway. However, in most cases, dysfunctional anatomy 

requires a different approach of restoring functionality in the front limbs prior to be able  

to engage the hindquarters3.  

 

ENGAGEMENT OF THE HINDQUARTERS 
It is a general given that in order to move with maximal efficiency, excess load on the 

forehand needs to be shifted towards the hindquarters: ‘’The fundamental challenge in 

dressage is being able, at will, to displace toward the hindquarters the quantity of weight 

necessary for movement in balance.’’ – Dom Diogo De Braçanga  

 

The engagement of the hindquarters as a condition for the rassembler is justified by the 

necessity to reduce the base of support. The terms refers to the progressive advance of the 

hindquarters under the body – which favours supple action of back and loins, without the 

drawing back of the front limbs behind the vertical line.  

 

The hind legs only really come further towards the centre of gravity in extreme collection 

such as a collected halt, canter pirouette, terre a terra and piaffe. As such, it is important to 

not confuse engagement of the hindquarters with an increase of  propulsion:  

 

                 ‘’Due to the horse’s locomotion, the simultaneous engagement of the hind legs  

                                                        
3 For more information, access the manual: Engaging the Thoracic Sling 
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                   require the constant flexion of the haunches, which is incompatible with the  

                  extension movement needed for forward movement.’’  - Philippe Karl  

 

In order to achieve the rassembler, the engagement of the hindquarters is ensured through 

an increase in the braking activity of the hind leg on support in order to resist a forward shift 

over the body through the front limbs: ‘’The hind legs have a considerable breaking activity 

to avoid forward movement of the body over the forelegs.’’ – Barry and Biau 2002   

 

As already explained in the previous chapters, this leaves the front limbs with a larger 

propulsive activity. Hence, the practise of engagement of the hindquarters is incompatible 

with increasing the propulsive force of the hind limbs. This is for example why applying 

driving whip aids does not lead to a true rassembler – a topic which will be discussed later. 
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STRAIGHTNESS 
                              ‘’Ride your horse forward and straight. ’’ – Steinbrecht  

 

By nature, every horse and human - is crooked on multiple levels including:  

 

• Lateral [left-right] asymmetry of the spine  

• Difference in development of front limbs and shoulders  [vertical imbalance] 

• Uneven loading between front-  and  hind limbs [horizontal imbalance] 

• Difference in push and carrying capacity of the hind limbs 

• Difference in  development of the jaw muscles [uneven chewing] 

• Difference in coordination and body awareness on left-right side  

• Difference in anatomical structures [uneven ribs for example] 

• Uneven front to back ratio [smaller shoulders than hips] 

• Uneven development between topline and underline muscles  

 

 

 

 
                      Left: horizontal asymmetry. Right: lateral asymmetry [left bended horse] 

 

If these differences are left uncorrected [straightened] the horse will be prone to injury  

as the horse’s body will be loaded unevenly – which will also influence the horse’s mental 
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balance. In fact, asymmetry could be a direct cause of lameness and development of 

orthopaedic conditions such as arthritis.  

 

To experience this yourself, let’s consider an experiment: Take a square bit of pencil gum 

and tape it under one of your bare feet. Then, put on some socks and your shoes for the day 

and do your regular activities. How do you feel after one day? Spoiler alert: sore! This will be 

the same for your horse.  

 

 

              Progression in straightness of the horse Acaliena – breed unknown. Time frame 2 years  

 

Without straightness, there can be no balance [rassembler] or lightness: ‘’Straightness is the 

soul of rideability – crookedness is the dangerous support base for all disobediences.’’ – Kurt 

Albrecht 1993  
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Because of the many dimensions, Jacques Auvergne (1720) rightfully pointed out that the 

journey to straightness takes a lifetime: ‘’The horseman spends his entire life correcting this 

flaw through the perfection of his art.’’  

 

Interestingly, it seems that the quest for straightness unifies both German and French 

approaches, as despite all their differences, both Steinbrecht and Baucher agree on the 

necessity of straightness. After all, the laws of movement apply everywhere in the same 

way. General L’Hotte (1895) wrote:  

 

                 ‘’The straightness of the horse is of such importance that it constitutes – I have  

                   said this and am saying it again – the basis of Classical or savant equitation.  

                  And the straight position is the touchstone to lightness.’’ 

 

So how could we define straightness? Faverot de Kerbrech (1891) wrote:  

 

                '‘From day one, we have to concentrate on straightening the horse, i.e.  

                  to align the forehand and hindquarters correctly with each other.’’  

 

               ‘’One of the greatest challenges in riding is to keep the horse straight as  

                 consistently as possible, i.e. to achieve and maintain the position in which  

                 the forehand and the haunches line up with each other. As difficult as this 

                 may be, it is a main prerequisite for balancing the horse.’’  

 

Hence, straightness involves alignment of the spine and limbs. Straightness is thus not 

a static, but dynamic concept. As such, you could say that functional straightness is the 

ability of the horse to move both hips, shoulders and bending of the spine equally and 

without effort to the left and right.  

 

Without straightness, there is no balance or lightness and the aids won’t be able to go 

through fully:  
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                    ‘’Permeability can only exist when, on the one hand, the thrust and  

                      impulsion from the hind legs reach the forehand undiminished, and on  

                      the other hand, when the weighting and flexing half-halts fully reach the  

                     hind legs. This requires the forehand and hindquarters to be aligned in such  

                     a way that, on a single track, the horse always adjusts his spine to the  

                     straight or curved line of travel, so that the hind legs follow in the same   

                     line as the front legs.’’ – Waldemar Seunig 1949 

 

So without straightness, the aids will always be met with some resistance and the 

rassembler in lightness cannot be achieved. The Germans have this beautiful word: 

durchlässigkeit. It’s meaning cannot be translated into English in one word, but in its  

best effort it comes close to ‘’throughness’’. With straightness, there will be throughness  

in the horse: the thrust of the hindlimbs are flowing throughout the body via the horse’s 

thoracolumbar spine. As such, the rider’s aid can also fully flow through the horse’s body.  

 

Straightness is not about having the best moving horse, but to prepare it’s body logically  

for effort of athletic performance so that the horse can move into perfect self-carriage. Help 

your horse. Ride it forward and straight!  

 

RAMENER 

Decarpentry (1932) defined the ramener as: ‘’The neck raised and self-supporting, 

(quasi) verticality of the head [or a position of the head close to the vertical, in front of it],  

the poll the highest point of the neck.’’  I’d like to add the clean definition of the parotid 

glands to this description.  

 

So the ramener refers to the ideal head and neck position in which the end of the nose 

comes at a higher level than the hip joint. Without the ramener, certain actions of the hand  

[such as half halts], are not transmitted to the hind legs. Furthermore, the effects of the legs 

– especially that of the spurs – will always meet some resistance. 
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      The progression of the Ramener. Left: the horse is not ramené. The poll is dropped down and the horse is on  

      the forehand. Right: the horse starts to lift through better and the poll becomes highest point. Note how  

      much more the horse is collected and how the shape of the lower back has changed. Top: the ultimate  

     height  of the ramener is relative. The horse a horse can collect, the better the ramener and vice versa.  

 

Its importance has long been recognized throughout history. Already in 1774 Baron de Sind 

wrote: ‘‘it is certain, and, I will give all the proof that one could want, that all parts of the 

horse’s body are organized by the position of the head and neck.’’  
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Later on, General Decarpentry (1932) wrote: ‘’The horse has a tendency to ‘fall on the  

front’ if the ramener does not intervene in the inverse direction, by bringing back the  

centre of gravity from the shortening imposed on the ensemble of the neck and the head.’’ 

 

There are different thoughts on how to achieve the ramener. The Old School considered the 

ramener as a consequence of the engagement of the hindquarters. Baucher and its followers 

considered it both a cause and a consequence.  

 

In Baucher’s First Manner, one began with the ramener by bringing the head to the body.  

In the Second Manner, the ramener is the consequence of the elevation of the front [done 

through flexions of the neck consecutive to the relaxation of the jaw after maximum 

elevation of the neck and head] and the advance of the body of the horse to meet the 

forehand. So now, the body was pushed towards the head, which is placed as high as 

possible4. The ramener ceases to be, as it was at the beginning, a position of the head 

independent of the general position of the body [First Manner], to become a consequence 

of the balance of the horse.  

 

Controversy around this topic remained. According to Captain Beudant the ramener is  

not indispensable to the schooling of the horse. However, General L’Hotte (1906) wrote: 

‘‘The experienced écuyer moreover knows that he must not seek the rassembler until he has 

the ramener. If he engages the hocks under the body prematurely, his hands would no longer 

feel the opposition in the direction of the impulsion that is necessary for them to be able to 

vanquish the resistances characteristic of the frond end.’’ 

 

I think it is Nuno Oliveira who is most brilliant in dealing with the controversy around this 

topic saying:  

 

               ‘’The horse does not possess a prefect equilibrium unless he is ramené (…)  

                 James Fillis advised putting the horse in ramener by means of direct flexions  

                and with the maximum elevation of the head and neck, from the outset of training.  

                                                        
4 The topic of flexions and maximum elevation of the neck will be explained further in the respective chapters. 
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                The Germans also insist on the utility of sending the horse onto the bit in order to  

                stabilize his head position. Few horses, because of temperament, constitution, or  

               sometimes because of acquire faults, tolerate this system. I entirely degree that  

               when trained, the horse must, on demand, go onto the bit, but not by force (…)  

               What is necessary is not to seek the ramener by direct and static means, but  

               through  gymnastic exercises in the forward movement, through the shoulder-in  

               and suppling  the back, for it is then that the horse will inevitably fall into the  

              ramener.’’ 

 

Hence, the ramener should not be demanded by force, but through education the horse’s 

physique by creating the body coordination appropriate for the effort.  

 

Finally, it must be said that the ramener is an ideal picture. However, in reality this ideal 

picture cannot always be obtained. Again, it is Nuno Oliveira who brilliantly wrote:  

 

‘’All horses cannot be given a head position bordering on the vertical. Certain one  

can only be put in hand after great difficulty. For some, it is because they have badly 

attached and poor neck constitution or position. The cases of horses suffering from 

loin, hock and back troubles, must be considered as they are consequently difficult to 

put in hand. In any case, horses with a defective neck always presents problems in 

training, which takes a long time. Before having him, relatively speaking, in  ramener, 

he must be put through progressive and appropriate gymnastic exercises for a long 

time so that his muscles will develop in the desirable position without causing him to 

suffer. The horse, through these exercises, will finish by taking contact with the hand, 

and will then be in ramener. He should then be rewarded right away, and allowed to 

move on a loose rein, as it is useless to keep him in an uncomfortable position which 

he is unable to hold without constraint. Extraordinary patience is required for this 

work. Obviously, this sort of horse should not be sought after for dressage. Only 

tactful riders know that by patience and persistence they will win through. During a 

bad lesson, which is frequent with these horses before they are trained to a certain 

degree, irritation and force can only harm all that has been achieved before.’’ 
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So although an ideal ramener cannot  

always be obtained, it is good to know  

what to strive for and to watch against  

false practise so commonly seen today.  

 

The  picture to the left shows false practise which  

can be commonly observed. The parotid glands are 

closed, poll dropped, neck overflexed  and the  

horse’s visual impaired.  

  

 

In High School, the concept of Ramener is intimately linked to that of Lightness- producing 

what is called the mise en main - and to that of flexibility. So let’s have a look at each of 

these connecting concepts in the coming sections.  

 

MISE-EN-MAIN 
The concept of mise-en-main refers to the balance in hand. It can be described as a:  

 

                ‘’light and supple connection with the mouth of the horse in complete submission 

                 to the hand of the rider. There must be neither resistance of the horse’s weight  

                 [a passive resistance resulting from a faulty equilibrium, with too much weight  

                 on the forehand], nor of the horse’s force [an active resistance of the muscles in the  

                neck and jaw]. The horse may be balanced in hand by keeping the natural carriage  

                of his head and neck, as long as he has this light and willing communication with  

                the rider’s hands.’’ - Decarpentry 1932  

 

In short the mise-en-main can be considered as a horse being balanced in the hand with  

a relaxed jaw. This way, the hands can receive the impulsion from the hind limbs and the 

actions of the hand can be transmitted throughout the entire body. ‘’When capable of  

giving the mise en main, the horse can even tolerate a sudden movement of the hand 

without feeling the discomfort that would result if the horse is stiff.’’ - Wachter 1862  
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     Acaliena balanced in hand, but not yet ramener. See pictures in the previous chapter for the mise-en-main  

     and ramener combined.  

 

It is important to understand the relationship of the mise-en-main with the ramener.  

When the horse is ramené, he is also balanced in hand, but he may be balanced in 

 hand without being in the ramener [yet]. This shows again that the ramener should be  

not be sought after directly, but will be achieved as the natural result of good training:  

 

‘’When the ramener is obtained with the perfect mise-en-main, it has a profound impact on 

the entire vertebral column and increases its supple flexion throughout.’’ - Decarpentry 1932  

 

Only through lightness, and thus self-carriage, the mise-en-main can be achieved.  
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LIGHTNESS  
Total lightness is not a quality itself that indicates that a horse is schooled in academic 

fashion. Instead, it is conceived as the major quality of true rassembler, its maximum 

expression. ‘’It is the lightness of the horse which gives great cachet to advanced dressage, 

and at the same time expresses the indubitable talent of the rider.’’ - General L’Hotte  

 

The concept of lightness is much talked of in equestrian literature. In so far, all authors  

are in agreement to its necessity, but they differ in their conception of this quality.  

 

In the narrow sense of the word, lightness is understood as an easy means to apply the  

aids, and for the horse to respond -  through the relaxation of the jaw and the mobility of the 

haunches: ‘’if lightness of the jaw is transmitted to the cervical vertebrae and to the rest of 

the spinal column, likewise the lightness of the haunches has repercussion to the mouth, and 

provokes relaxation of the jaw (De Braçanga).’’ Nuno Oliveira confirmed this connection 

stating that ‘’A lack of mobility is always linked with the absence of lightness.’’ However, in 

its narrow sense, the concept of lightness has a limit: ‘’the flexibility of the joints of the jaw 

and the haunches must be developed as necessary, but not to the point where suppleness 

becomes weakness.’’  

 

Oliveira stated: ‘’True lightness does not only reveal itself in the jaw. It is obtained, above all, 

through a suppled back which carries the weight of the rider without effort and contraction.’’  

 

Lightness can be seen as playfulness in that the horse gives the impression that all he is 

doing is natural, however complicated it may be. Thus, in the largest sense of the word,  

 

 

              ‘’lightness signifies the general state of relaxation that allows the horse to work  

               with only the effort necessary to a movement in the course of its execution.’’   
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Since it is with lightness that horse and rider are acting with minimum effort, we must seek 

to bring the horse to the point where it executes the requested movements almost without 

aids:  

 

          ‘’The rider must train the horse to a permanent state of relaxation, which is not  

           compatible with the need for the intervention of the hand every time there is a loss  

           of lightness, precisely because the hand has ceased to act. Make him understand and  

           then let him do it.’’ – Dom Diogo  De Braçanga.  

 

The Old School considered lightness to 

be a consequence of the general 

flexibility of the horse. Baucher 

considered lightness the effect of  

its flexibility as well as its cause, 

referring to the lightness of the jaw.  

As a cause, it can contribute to 

obtaining a good balance, that Is to say 

the rassembler. As an effect, it can be 

the consequence of the rassembler.  

 

Rassembler without lightness exists in well-trained horses in School Horsemanship: ‘’some  

of the horses of the School of Vienna, and the majority of German horses present rassembler 

without maximum lightness.’’ (De Braçanga).  However, lightness gives the rassembler its 

greatest value. Lightness ennobles it, and finally, confers on the rassembler the artistic 

quality that it must have. 

 

As such, lightness is self-carriage. The goal of dressage is not to create balance, but for the 

horse to be able to keep its balance within self-carriage in order to allow maximal efficiency 

with minimal effort. A piaffe that requires constant aids of the rider is no piaffe, as it lacks 

self-carriage. Thus, remember these words: ‘’make the horse understand and then let him do 

it’’.  
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FLEXIBILITY, SUPPLENESS & MOBILITY  
              ‘’The aim of dressage training is to eradicate from the horse stiffness in the joints,  

                to develop in them flexibility, ease in moving in a well-balanced attitude in which  

                they can continue a long time, much longer than an untrained horse, and with less  

               expenditure of strength.’’ - General Josipovich  

 

 

         Flexibility can be understood as  

   the range of possible movement 

in one joint or in a series of 

joints in combination with the 

length of the muscles that cross 

these joints:  

 

 

 

 

             ’’Flexibility has the goal of making the horse so handy that he will be able to  

               advance, halt, rein-back, and move laterally with the greatest of ease, but  

               without ever  harming the impulsion of the gait requested by the rider. That  

               is the limit of flexibility.’’ – Dom Diogo De Braçanga  

 

Flexibility allows impulsion to pass from the back to front by way of muscles, joint and the 

elastic recoils of tendons. Hence, impulsion must derive from flexibility. ‘’Normal impulsion is 

necessary to obtaining any movement, just like steam pressure is necessary to the machine, 

whatever the direction of its work. But for the changes of direction the horse must be 

sufficiently flexible.’’ - Saint Phalle (1907)  

 

A trainer must seek to give the horse the flexibility it should possess by nature or as close  

as possible. Naturally, flexibility is variable concept between individual horses. It is essential 
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to achieve the rassembler, but should never be pushed to excess:  

 

             ‘’If the rassembler is apparently correct, but at a request for lengthening, the horse  

               does not respond whether because he holds back, or he hurries his stride, losing  

              coordination, it is proof that the flexibility acquired with the rassembler was pushed           

              to excess’’ – Dom Diogo De Braçanga.  

 

It must be noted that today, the term flexibility is often used interchangeable with that of 

mobility and suppleness. Although the terms are linked indeed, it is worth to explore their 

differences as well. In general, it can be said that suppleness is more than flexibility. Being 

supple implies bending and moving with grace. For example, ballerinas are certainly flexible 

– but they are far more than just being flexible – they’re the epitome of supple. It is 

suppleness that makes a well-schooled dressage horse looks gracious.  

 

 

Suppleness  can be increased through bending5: ‘’ 

Bending will increase the horse’s suppleness and  

proficiency and help to eliminate stiffness (Alois 

Podhasjky).’’ Bending is also key to improve the 

horse’s straightness. True balance can be obtained 

only when the horse is as optimally straight as 

possible.  

 

Picture to the right showing Alois Podhasjky in the shoulder-  

in. An excellent exercise to straighten and mobilize the horse.  

 

 

 

Then let’s compare flexibility to mobility. Flexibility is passive as it simply means that the 

joints and connective tissue are stretch and pliable. Mobility on the other hand is the active 

                                                        
5 The lateral bend should be practised before the longitudinal bend  
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ability of a joint through a range of motion with control before being restricted. ‘’Mobility is 

having strength within flexibility’’ – Sheppard 2018.  

 

Mobility is not only the muscles stretching over a joint but also how far the joint moves 

within the joint capsule. Mobility also takes into account the component of motor control 

within the nervous system. Thus, apart from flexibility it also requires strength, coordination 

and body awareness. Hence, mobility might even be a better indication of how well and 

efficiently the horse moves than just flexibility.  

 

Mobility has two opposing  limits.  Hypermobility for instance, is a syndrome over flexes 

 the joints, which might cause damage to the joint itself or the surrounding tissues. In these 

cases, hyper flexibility leads to weakness, which is opposite to the goals of dressage. Since a 

lot of modern horses are hypermobile, it is something that we need to be cautious of during 

our trainings, as it is easy to overexert the bodies of these horses with all its consequences.  

Above all, these horses don’t need more flexibility or mobility, but instead strength and 

steadiness.   

 
Picture showing hypermobility in the fetlocks.  

 

The opposite limit of mobility and suppleness  is stiffness. However, it must be considered 

that in many cases a horse is not truly stiff, but resisting:  

 

 

                 ‘’If the green horse initially appears to be very stiff and inflexible under the rider,  
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                  this is more a consequence of resistance with which the horse acts against the  

                 unfamiliar load than a lack of flexibility.  

 

                Every horse is by nature free in the shoulders, as we can observe when we see them  

                in freedom when it surprises us by the freedom of its striders at the moment of  

                excitement. If it moves constrained and stiff under the rider, this is only the result of  

               its body being tense and the weight being carrier on the forehand with the addition  

               of the rider’s weight which is unfamiliar and uncomfortable for the horse. Once it  

               attains the natural, relaxed carriage and the weight is generally taken away from  

               the forehand, the natural freedom of the shoulders will return. ‘’ – G. Steinbrecht  

 

Let’s perform a little experiment: take a horse that is considered to be ‘stiff’ to bend to the 

left. Show it a carrot and the horse – at least most horses6 - will easily bend around you at an 

angle of 90 degrees without any difficulty.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                        
6 Those who also show difficulty within the experiment  are the ones rightfully labelled as stiff. However, this is 
not always the case.  
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The theory of stiffness is thus not valid in this case. Stiffness would mean: physical 

impossibility of bending. However, we have seen that this is not the case. There is no 

inability, but there is refusal. This is therefore not stiffness but a contraction. Resisting more 

by contraction than natural stiffness, the horse is more in need of relaxation than suppling.  

 

In summary, it can thus be said that the concepts of flexibility, suppleness and mobility are 

all closely intertwined. Although it is necessary to have a flexible and mobile horse, it should 

always be coupled with perfect steadiness and strength. Within those limits, these concepts 

are essential for achieving straightness and thus ultimately balance:  

              

              ‘’Dressage training seeks to give a horse which is not gifted with a magnificent back  

               the vertical and horizontal flexibility necessary to the harmony of the gaits and  

               movement so that there may be suppleness and the minimum of effort. Each  

              exercise, whose aim is to contribute to this flexibility, must be carried out with  

              a head and neck position rigorously correct.‘’ – Nuno Oliveira  

 

IMPULSION 
As mentioned earlier, impulsion is a consequence of the general flexibility [and thus 

mobility] of the horse. It is the result of contraction and de-contraction of muscles so  

that the rider can have this facility at his disposal both laterally and longitudinally. 

Nuno Oliveira often stressed the importance of impulsion: ‘’To work your horses well,  

never forget that they must always be in a state of permanent impulsion, and must never  

be behind the bit during exercises. Otherwise, they will be in a false lightness. Impulsion is 

regulated by a hand that does not feel any resistance (…) True impulsion is the possibility of 

taking contact with the bit, a gentle contact, with a descente de jambes [a yielding of the 

legs].’’ 

 

Today, impulsion often gets explained as the simple propensity of the horse’s desire to  

go forward: ‘’From the very beginning what most matters is the instantaneous forward 

movement; anything deleted from the impulsion is bad for the progression of training.’’  

– Nuno Oliveira 
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However, this often description is incomplete and often gets wrongly interpreted as a 

justification for driving the horse to a faster tempo. On the contrary, It is important to 

understand that forward movement has nothing to do with speed. A fast horse isn’t a 

forward horse. When speed is generated, the thoracolumbar spine stiffens. A similar  

rigidity happens when the horse  is pushing on the bit.  

 

Picture of a racehorse going fast, but not forward. The hind limbs only push away from the body. 
 
Forward movement includes the ability of the vertebral column to transmit the forces  
generated by the hind limbs through the body:  
 
          ‘’Forward movement is not concerned with how much the horse’s body is moving  

            forward but rather how well the thrust generated by the hind legs is transmitted  

           forward through the horse’s axis of motion, which is the vertebral column.’’ – Cornille  

 

AND:  

 

             ‘’It is in relation to the flexibility of the back that one distinguishes between a horse  

              that walks with his back’’ and one that ‘’walk with his legs. The dorsal spine transmits  

              the impulsion from the hindquarters to the horse’s mouth through the hand of the  

              rider.’’ – Nuno Oliveira  
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The mechanism of the vertebral column to convert the forces of the limbs is enhanced 

through acquiring the ramener with the perfect mise-en-main:  

 

            ‘’When the ramener is obtained with the perfect mise en main, it has a profound  

              impact on the entire vertebral column and increases its supple flexion throughout.  

             The flexion has an impulsive quality all its own and the horse who is brought to the  

             perfect position of collection and left free to move in that position by the release of  

            the rider’s aids will suddenly gain a new level of energy that the rider did not even  

            suspect was there.’’ – Dom Diogo de Braçanga.  

 

A beautiful forward: the hind limb is travelling forward under the body.  
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Furthermore, forward movement includes balance control through the coordinated action  

of the hind leg on support, which produces a force in the direction of the motion, and the 

foreleg on ground contact that propels the horse’s body upward. That is not to say that a 

fully uphill balance is required at all levels, but that the horse will show a balance that is 

appropriate to the level of current training. 

 

Only with proper impulsion can there be elasticity in the horse’s steps through the elastic 

recoil system of the horse’s elastic structures. This is otherwise referred to as cadence: ‘’The 

marked accentuation of the rhythm and beat that is a result of a steady and suitable tempo 

harmonizing with a springy impulsion.’’  

 

 

Cadence is thus the result of impulsion while slowing down on the beat and thus is also 

accentuates suspension. A good passage shows optimal cadence.  

 

 

In summary can be said that superior impulsion is the outcome of lightness. The process of 

acquiring this impulsion is not always easy as: ‘’Many horses do not possess the constitution 

to tolerate the gymnastic bending that leads to superior impulsion. An écuyer deserving 

of the name will seek to develop any deficient muscles in horses.’’  

 

In that sense, acquiring impulsion is one of the most ultimate goals of dressage:  

 

         ‘’Impulsion and the purity of the paces is  

           the ultimate object of dressage, which  

          can be obtained only by the correct  

          position of the head and the raising of 

          the forehand  brought about collection.’’  

         – Alois Podhasjky  

 

Michel Henriquet on Mugelista, a Lusitano stallion in 1980 

showing beautiful cadence and superior impulsion.  
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                             CLASSIFICATION OF THE AIDS 
 

So now that I’ve elaborated into the essence and goals of true academic dressage, we  

can move on to explore the application of training aids – starting by their classification.  

 

At a very basic level, the aids can be separated into:  

 

• Driving aids 

• Restraining aids 

• Directional aids  

  

 

The driving aids are concerned with forwards movement and mainly consists of the aids of 

the seat, legs or whip. The restraining aids are those that control the forward movement and 

give direction to it - from which they become directional aids. They are mainly concerned 

with the aids of the seat and reins.  

 

As dressage is all about the convergence of the hindquarters and front end, the right  

coordination and measure of the pushing and restraining aids is of utmost importance:  

 

               ‘’Experience has taught that the rider should never push more with his leg than he  

                can control with his reins, or hold with his hands more than he can absorb with his  

                legs and seat. This gives the individual measure of the degree of the aids.’’ – Alois  

               Podhasjky  

 

The application of  aids can further distinguished between:  

 

• Primary aids 

• Secondary aids  
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The primary aids are those most essential to the demand at hand. The secondary aids are 

there to support the primary aids and to make them better understood by the horse.  

For example: a primary leg aid can be assisted by a secondary voice aid.  

 

Although the number of aids available are limited, the combinations and nuances in 

application are infinite.  

 

As a quick reminder, the aids are generally applied to achieve the following:  

 

• To relax and yield  

• To straighten  

• To collect   

 

 

In the rest of this manual, I will specify on each of the aids available as well as the  

most common combinations and their effects.  

 

 

                                     TRAINERS TACT 
 

‘’There are all sorts of tact in the equestrian field: that of the hands, that of the  

   legs, that of the seat, and, quite simply, the tact of the head’’ – Oliveira.  

 

Applying equestrian tact as a subtle primary aid that distinguishes between people with 

horses and horse people. Only the person who loves horses, understands them and feels 

their needs can have equestrian tact.  

 

It is necessary to have great skill. However, if tact is lacking, all the skills in the world are 

useless and thus tact should be considered as a first training aid. So what is tact really?  
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Tact is indispensable to patience and finesse:  

 

     ‘’The greater the finesse of the rider, the greater must be his tact, thus obtaining results  

       which enable the horse to acquire the most flexibility and mobility possible, resulting  

       in a superior physical education (…) When I speak of a rider who has finesse, I am not  

       speaking of one who does not help his horse, and does not maintain lightness or dash  

       in order not to deviate from a totally perfect position which may impress the spectator,  

       but which will not obtain the best results from the horse.’’ – Nuno Oliveira 

 

Timing is a great example of finesse and tact as and thus the ability to honour and guide the 

horse’s brain to optimal performance – something I will discuss in the next chapters.  

 

 A horse will not tire of a trainer who possesses both tact and finesse as the horse knows it 

will never be pushed beyond its possibilities. It will make the horse feel respected, listen to 

and understood. Only then can human and horse engage in a partnership worthy of its 

name. A tactful trainer will always practise the words of Captain Beudant (1938):  

 

                       ‘’Ask for much, be content with little, and reward often.’’ 

 

HONOUR THE EQUINE BRAIN  
Equestrian tact is closely related to understanding the horse’s learning process to avoid 

possible conflict or how to solve it. To solve conflicts, it is quintessential to apply the tact of 

the head and not be guided by emotions. To train well, we must honour the equine brain. In 

the broad sense, the application and sensitivity of the aids is a direct conversation with the 

horse’s brain and thus establishing muscle memory.  

 

Most conflicts simply arise because of the difference between the human brain and that  

of the horse. We’ve all been there: at the crossroads of the behaviour we want and the 

behaviour that the horse is giving you. Horses are very generous, but sometimes they’re 

saying no to a certain question. The more we insist, the more they resist. The more we ask, 

the more they  ignore.  
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    Rough comparison of the difference in horse and human brains.  

The biggest difference between the human brain and horse brain lies in the development of 

the cerebral cortex. In humans, 41% of the brain consists of the cerebral cortex – i.e. frontal 

lobe. This part of the brain is responsible for language, writing and all main executive 

functions such as planning, organizing and evaluating. This results that humans are ‘wired’ 

for goal-oriented behaviour which  demands direct results from direct techniques. Thus, 

when a horse acts up, our human brain tries to insist and demand in order to achieve its 

goal. 

 

In addition to the cerebral cortex, the human brain also facilitates a limbic system that is 

composed of structures in the brain that deal with emotions as well as memories. Activities 

related to food, sex, bonding and memories are all functions of the limbic system. The limbic 

system includes the Thalamus which collects incoming information such as sight, sound, 

smells, tastes, touches, verbal and non-verbal cues. The Basal Ganglia then prepare the 

body for movement in reaction to that information. At this time – unless we consciously hold 

it back - the cerebral cortex intervenes to consider the new data and determine whether and 

how to act – setting goals, creating strategies and planning steps to achieve those goals.  
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The equine brain on the other hand  is mainly guided by the brain stem and cerebellum.  

This part of the brain – often referred to as the ‘reptilian brain’ -  is concerned with survival 

and body maintenance. Digestion, reproduction, circulation, breathing, and the ‘flight or 

fight’ response are all reptilian brain functions. Because a horse is a motor/sensory animal, 

the horse is all but ruled by the cerebellum. The cerebellum plays a role in controlling 

balance, head, and eye movements. For the rest of the horse’s life, the cerebellum will  

act as a library for storing all learning regarding physical movement. 

 

Where the cerebral cortex is almost absent in the equine brain, the limbic system is quite 

well developed. In the horse, the Thalamus collections information. The Basal Ganglia then 

prepares the body for instant movement. There is no cerebral cortex that intervenes to  

hold reactions back and thus when the horse perceives something, it reacts instantly.  

Hence, we cannot expect a horse to learn in ways that require executive function  

because the equine brain simply does not have that capacity. This does not mean 

 the horse is less intelligent, but simply that its brain is ‘wired’ differently.  

Hence, in order to train effectively, it is crucial to understand the consequences of the 

differences in the human and equine brain. The horse’s brain focusses on one thing at  

a time, not on an order sequence of actions that lead to a long term goal. Specifically,  

the equine brain is designed to pay special attention to the emotion of fear:  

 

                ‘’ Just as our brains are designed for executive function, equine brains are  

                   engineered to pay special attention to fear.’’ – Jones 2017   

 

Fear is every teacher’s enemy. Unfortunately, the human brain often pushes to direct  

means of training exactly when the horse’s brain requires an indirect approach. The 

mismatch between the approach favoured from a human brain perspective versus the 

approach desired from the equine brain perspective often is the main source for conflicts.  

A tactful trainer will understand the necessity of honouring the equine brain as there is  

no use demanding that the horse thinks like we do.  
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         A dissection picture of an equine brain  

 

Let’s compare the two different approaches mentioned earlier:  

 

• Direct training 

• Indirect training  

  

 

Imagine a horse that is nervous walking past a certain object. Our human brain that wants 

to achieve a goal – getting the horse to move past the object - favours a direct training 

approach by pushing the horse forward. When the horse resists, often it gets pushed harder, 

eventually adding the whip and/or spurs. The horse is prevented from turning around and 

running away by sharp pulls on the reins. After a while, the horse will walk past the object, 

not because he trusts his rider, but because he is possibly even more afraid of the rider in 

addition to the environment. The doubled fear will make the horse even more nervous when 

being in a similar situation in the future. However, the rider believes to have ‘won’. This 
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mislead feeling of victory is not solving conflicts, but creating a possibly dangerous horse by 

adding more pressure on top of fear.  

 

Now let’s consider an indirect approach instead. Instead of pushing the horse, a tactful 

trainer will try to approach the object from a different angle. From there, a tactful trainer 

will turn the horse away when it tenses and finishes the training with something the horse  

is good at to change the focus. When the horse suddenly stops and/or freezes, ask two or 

three steps forward, praise and turn back. The process can be repeated, adding a few extra 

steps towards the object a day. After a while, the horse will move along the object in full 

relaxation as it has learned to trust its trainer for executive functions. The horse knows  

it will not be pushed when its brain is in a different mode than our human brain.  

 

The above example clearly shows the differences between a direct and indirect approach. 

With a direct approach, we ask the horse to perform a new task. If the horse responds 

positively, we’re golden. However, when the horse resists the direct approach poses a 

problem as it does not allow the horse to evade the goal set and thus we ask relentlessly 

untill the horse performs as desired. Unfortunately, ‘’direct behaviour comes most naturally 

when we are tired, annoyed or worried – exactly when our horses need it the least.’’ – Jones 
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The indirect approach at work. Left above: the horse is scared for the yellow pole. Right above: instead of 

pushing, I let the horse turn away before tensions rise to much. I walk with the horse and give on the rein. Left 

middle: the horse knows I will not demand. As such, the horse is more open to investigate. Right middle: the 

horse know has enough confidence to start investigating as it knows that I won’t push. She doesn’t have to go 

over it, everything is fine and I will keep turning away when tension builds up. One thing at a time. Bottom: the 

horse is now fully relaxed and confident to walk over the pole.  

 

Although the direct approach often creates many problems, this does not mean it must be 

discarded completely. Sometimes it is needed in case of safety or simply setting boundaries. 

A horse that bites to get attention or treats sometimes needs to be told that this is not 

respectful – of course assuming that respect from your side is properly assured. Ever 

watched a herd of horses for a long time? They will show corrective behaviour when needed 

– sometimes quite harsh. However, there is no emotion behind it. They correct each other, 

and when the message gets through and respect or boundaries are restored, it is all water 

under the bridge. So the direct approach is sometimes needed. Problems arise because we 

often apply it in the wrong situations with too many emotions.  

 

The indirect approach on the other hand helps horses to overcome their fears because the 

process is broken down into smaller steps, allowing the horse to identify and focus on one 

task at a time. Within the indirect approach you sit down and think: why is my horse evading 
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this request? Is he sound and pain-free? What is he afraid of? How does he perceive the 

situation? How can I break the task down into small steps that will be easier for him?  

 

When you have analysed the situation from an equine perspective, set a realistic goal, create 

a strategy, identify the steps, don’t ask too much all at once, respect the horse’s intelligence 

and communicate clearly. Adapt to an equine time frame. Step 2 only begins when the horse 

has mastered step 1, and there is no way of knowing how long that will take. If you ask the 

horse for too much one day, go back to the previous. Give your horse a chance to succeed at 

something he has already learned. Revise the plan freely, but not during a moment of 

resistance as the indirect method is not effective when the horse has already blown up. 

Instead, the key to applying the indirect technique is to move the horse gently onto a 

different trajectory before the early indication of concern morphs into a problem. Move  

to a task your horse performs well and easily, praise and return to the stables or pasture. 

 

The indirect approach is only a temporary technique. Once the horse trusts you for executive 

functioning, the horse will be able to respond to a direct technique. For example, consider  

a horse that takes the wrong canter lead. The direct approach will restrain the horse every 

time untill it finally takes the right canter lead. The indirect approach will leave the horse  

be in the beginning and change direction according to the lead the horse chooses. So if the 

horse breaks into a right canter when going to the left, then just change direction to the 

right in the canter. Furthermore, sit down and consider why your horse is not able to take 

the right lead and work on other exercises that prepare its physique correctly. After a while, 

you will be able to train the horse to take the right lead at any direction from the outside leg 

and thus replace the indirect approach to the direct approach.   

 

Let’s consider two extra examples:  

1) A horse that walks off when mounting. The direct approach would pull on the reins – 

maybe give a shout with the voice as well, every time the horse starts to move. The indirect 

approach considers to stand the horse next to a fence- or even in the corner. Later on, the 

success can be transferred to open areas.  
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2) The same principle can be applied when the horse does not want to halt on the lunge line 

– either not at all or constantly coming in towards you. The direct approach will ‘punish’ the 

horse every time it does so or make a lot of fuss on the lunge rein. The indirect approach 

considers to walk with the horse on the lunge rein along the fence, move a little forward in 

advance of its shoulders when approaching a corner and then ask the halt and reward.  

When the horse understands, the success can be transferred to lungeing in the middle of  

the arena without the use of a fence.  

 

Hence, in summary it can be said that in order to enhance the mental processing of the 

horse, we must honour the equine brain and train our mind to consider indirect training 

techniques: 

 

       ‘’Through a mixture of empathy, pragmatism and horse sense, indirect training offers  

         an effective way of changing a horse’s behaviour and gaining its trust.’’ – Jones 2017  

 

A tactful trainer starts by honing sensitivity toward the horse until you can feel upcoming 

problems before they begin. Notice signs such as breathing, tail movement, eyes and ear 

position and honour the equine brain for success.  

 

GUIDE THE EQUINE BRAIN  
As mentioned earlier, the horse’s brain is not equipped for executive function. However,  

it does provide a very sophisticated control centre for athletic performances. In fact, the 

horse in general is much more athletic than a human. In the narrow sense of the word, 

training is educating a horse through applying aids via several techniques. In the broad  

sense of the word, training is about guiding the horse’s brain towards advanced body 

control:  

 

          "Although certain skills, might require the strengthening of certain muscles, the  

           processes that are important for learning and memory of new skills occur mainly in  

           the brain, not in the muscles,"	– Johnstone 2019  
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To guide the horse’s brain towards optimal performance requires great finesse and trainers 

tact: ‘’The greater the finesse of the rider, the greater must be his tact.’’ 

 

In advanced eventing, a jumping combination that presents technical difficulties is referred 

to as a question. The question is for the rider who, during the approach, prepares the horse’s 

physique for the effort by selecting speed, angle, balance etc. The question is also for the 

horse who has to combine athletic abilities, experience and creativity to resolve the 

challenge. Sometimes, the creativity that pulls the horse out of a certain question becomes 

an experience that the horse uses later to resolve another challenge (Cornille 2017).   

 

Experience relates to muscle memory. Muscle memory is a common concept within human 

artistry: ‘’Musicians must practice until muscle memory sets in, until the brain is free to 

forget, but the body still clearly remembers.’’ So how does this relate to horse training?  

 

First of all, the name is somewhat a misnomer as there is no literal memory in the muscles 

and the brain hasn’t forgotten7. A better name might be subconscious memory as the 

information is stored in the brain, but is most readily accessible – or only accessible – by  

non-conscious means: ‘’These fast and efficient movements resulting from practice are 

procedural memories stored in areas of the brain that operate outside of conscious 

awareness (Foster 2019).’’ 

 

When teaching the horse a new motor skill or sequence, the first attempts require conscious 

attention and sensory-motor feedback about the movements that lead to a desired result.  

This feedback goes via a pathway of both gymnastic and cybernetic muscles. Gymnastic 

muscles are typically long and poorly innervated muscles that mainly produce movement. 

Cybernetic muscles on the other hand are usually shorter muscles and are rich in nerve 

innervation8. It is these muscles that have a large capacity to quickly ‘remember’ once  

a behaviour is repeated multiple times. In doing so, the sequence of actions becomes 

unconscious and automatic, freeing up attention to learn something else while flawlessly 

                                                        
7 The octopus is the only creature known to have a brain in their limbs and thus have direct ‘muscle memory’.  
8 For more information about muscle types also read the manual Basic Anatomy  
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performing the action. At this point, implicit [procedural] memory is at work. While this 

process is often advantageous in training, once it begins the behaviour sequence it can be 

hard to interrupt or change. This explains why constant repetition actually reverses progress.  

 

Habits are also learned through repeated experiences and can become fixed and inflexible. 

Habit learning is a reflexive behaviour elicited by antecedent stimuli rather than controlled 

by sequences:  

 

        ‘’Reaction time includes the time it takes to both initiate a response and complete a  

          behaviour sequence. In many cases of sequence learning, the animal becomes slower  

          to initiate the action but faster at completing the sequence, and this pattern is  

          characteristic of habit learning.’’ – Foster 2019  

 

Thus, one can say that practise is good, but [endless] repetition is not. We have all heard 

that ‘‘practise makes perfect’’, but recent studies have shown that making variations on how 

we practise is much more effective than repeating the same thing over and over again. The 

same can be said for horses. Repeating a movement does not educate the horse’s physique, 

but instead, ‘’equine education needs to create the body coordination appropriate for the 

effort.’’ – Cornille 2017 

 

Hence, an intelligent an tactful trainer leads the horse’s brain toward a coordination of  

the equine physique precisely adapted to the performance. In many cases, this means the 

trainer has to ‘rewire muscle memory’ through intelligent questions and thus guide the 

horse’s brain into efficient and advanced body control. Such education is based upon the 

partnership of two intelligences: ‘’the rider’s intellect which has the capacity of analysis and 

the horse’s mental processing which must incorporate the rider’s insights.’’ – Cornille 2017.   

 

In the words of Nuno Oliveira: ‘’To practise Equestrian Art is to facilitate a dialogue  

on a higher level with the horse that requires courtesy and finesse.’’ 

 

This is the true application of equestrian tact as a primary and subtle aid to guide the  

horse’s physical education and mental processing appropriately.  
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                                     INNER INTENTION 
 

 

 

In conjunction with equestrian tact, the inner intention is a powerful aid. You need to know 

what you want, because if you don’t know what you want, how will the horse ever? On the 

other hand, you cannot do what you do not know. Thus, it is important to first understand  

a specific task or exercise from which you can internally visualise and feel, and, as such, 

radiate this towards the horse. Self-confidence without being arrogant is the first key in 

mastering ourselves so that we can guide our horses in an elevated, focussed and refined 

way. 

 

You can experience the strength of inner intention by trying to push someone’s lower arm to 

the shoulder9:  Keep your arm in a bended angle and ask someone to push your hand 

towards your shoulder. Use your force in trying to prevent this person from succeeding. 

Result: in the beginning the person will struggle, but eventually, the person will succeed  

in pushing your hand towards your shoulder. Now come back to the same base position. 

                                                        
9 Watch the video ‘focus versus force’ for more in depth demonstration showing the power of inner intention.  
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Instead of using force to resist, imagine your arm is a garden hose and you want to water  

a specific object in front of you. Really focus on that object. Result: the person will not 

succeed in pushing your hand towards your shoulder – or at least it will take much more 

effort. Hence, focus and inner intention is stronger than blunt force.  

 

Therefore, train SMARTER not HARDER!  

 

 

                                    BODY POSTURE 
 

• In this section I will mainly focus on groundwork and general handling.  

Rider’s posture  will be discussed in the chapters about the seat. 

 

Horses are masters of sensing and mirroring bodily energy and posture. They can tell  

the difference between dominant versus submissive postures. Although most training 

methods use posture as a training cue, little research has investigated whether horses would 

be sensitive to these cues without any specific training. An empirical research done in 2017 

concluded that horses are perfectly capable of reading body language of all humans – even 

unfamiliar ones.  

 

Personally, I feel empirical observations are good enough to know. Science is not always 

needed to ‘confirm’ something. Sometimes it is just about what the horse shows us in daily 

interactions and hence it becomes a commonly accepted truth.  

 

Using common sense, it is quite easy to understand that when you’re training a horse  

with a collapsed body posture, you are likely not inspiring your horse to adapt an elevated 

posture.  

 

To acquire appropriate body postures for different situations is a real skill to master. There 

are entire studies devoted to learning how to acquire a good posture when presenting in 

front of a human audience. I think it should be no less when working with a horse. As already 
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mentioned in the previous chapters, most of the times it is not only about what you’re trying 

to tell, but mostly about HOW you are telling it. Your horse needs to fully trust you and find 

you interesting, otherwise why would it engage with you?  

 

Key elements for a neutral good posture include:  

 

• Even distribution of load through the back 

• Respecting the natural S-curve of your back 

• Good balance and stability  

• Changing posture regularly  

 

 

If you stand upright correctly, your body weight is evenly distributed on both feet. When 

working with your horse on the ground, try to really connect your feet to the earth. Be 

conscious about them. Feel the earth under your feet. This way you get stability. And that 

stability is needed. Stable means durable and resistant. A stable construction can take a 

beating. 

 

To feel this, try to stand with two feet on the floor. Distribute your weight evenly, the 

 knees slightly bent – never lock them. Tilt your pelvis a bit back and slightly tighten your 

pelvic floor muscles. Lightly tighten your abs now. Pay attention! Tightening your abdominal 

muscles is not the same as retracting your abdomen. Then lift your chest, where the rib  

cage is, as it were, unfolded. Relax your shoulders and pull them back a bit. To know the 

correct posture of your chin, make an L with your thumb and index finger, your index finger 

coming down at the bottom of your chin, and your thumb at your chest. 

 

Make sure you retain the natural S-shape of your spine. Consider the power of the flexible 

bamboo, as opposed to a stiff broomstick. The first can take a beating, the second is 

vulnerable. 
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It is important to realize that a correct and upright body posture has nothing to do with 

dominance or arrogance. Again, your posture needs to be attractive to the horse. 

Dominance deters whereas elegance invites. 

 

It can happen that we are so used to a wrong posture that we no longer even notice our own 

instability. Even our nervous system might consider it normal. So here we need to rewire our 

own muscle memory in order to help our horses!  

 

To improve overall body posture usually requires two things:  

 

• Correct breathing 

• Postural exercise   
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The first step in improving your body posture lies in breathing. It is something we all do 

naturally, but hardly ever think about consciously. Most people tend to breath too quick  

and from the chest only. This way, the air gets ‘refreshed’ too often, with the result that  

a lot of carbon dioxide is lost and our body cells absorb less oxygen from our blood.  

 

Dysfunctional breathing could lead to a lot of health problems such as anxiety, difficulty 

concentrating, headaches, fatigue, poor sleep, chest pressure, palpitations, dizziness,  

nausea and clammy hands. Because we are generally unaware of our breathing, the 

connection between these symptoms and breathing is often missed. This means a lot  

can be gained by learning to breath properly.  

 

Much has been written about the right way of breathing, but in general you can start  

with these general guidelines:  

 

• Breath in through your nose instead of your moth  

• Breath through your stomach as much as possible 

• At rest, breath between 6 – 12 times per minute 

• Breath effortlessly and without tension 

• Do not put unnecessary strain on shoulder  and neck muscles 

• Breath smoothly and rhythmical without sighs or breaks 

 

 

In stressful situations or even in daily life it could help to take a few moments to breath 

consciously. It will help both you mind and body to relax and be in the moment. Try this:  

 

 

1. Breath in through you nose and stomach for 3 seconds 

2. Hold for one second 

3. Breath out by relaxing for four seconds 

4. Pause until you feel the natural urge to breath in again 

5. Repeat for at least a minute 
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These techniques will help you to stay calm when training your horse and to take  

moments to fully focus on relaxation and processing.  

 

A final tip to control and check your breathing is to SING while riding or training from the 

ground. It is a good way to relax your body and at the same time control your breathing. So 

find your artistic side!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A second step to improve your posture is simply physical training. If you experience any 

specific limitation or pains, general physiotherapy might be for you. In addition, work outs  

that focus on balance such as Pilates, Yoga or dancing are great to improve your posture.  

 

You don’t need to be super flexible as long as you have calmness in your breathing  

and motivation. Our horses are carrying our weight all the time so the least we can do in 

return is to also learn how to manage our own posture to make their job easier. It takes 

some effort so give it time, but success guaranteed.   
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                                         VOICE CUES 
 

The horse’s range of hearing is much larger than that of humans. Horses can hear very low 

to very high frequency sounds within the range of 14Hz to 25kHz compared to a human 

range of 20Hz to 20 kHz.  

 

Horses have ten different muscles – compared to three muscles for the human ear. Their 

ears can rotate about 180 degrees. This unique anatomical feature allows the horse to orient 

itself towards the direction from which the sound is coming, to isolate it, and, if needed, to 

run the other way.  

 

Hence, voice aids can be used to address the horses hearing sense. Already in the 16th 

century La Guérinière wrote: ‘’The horse is dressed by the sense of the hearing, when he is 

accustomed to the noise of arms, drums, and other warlike sounds, when made attentive  

and obedient to call of the tongue, or to the sound of the switch in the air, and to the rider’s 

voice.’’ 

 

Later on, Steinbrecht wrote:  

 

            ‘’By nature, the horse is a mentally very talented creature whose intelligence is  

             shaped considerably by its association with humans, so that it can be made very  

             receptive to impressions coming from the human voice (…) Yet the effectiveness of  

             such aids is always conditional only, because no horse will lower its haunches or take  

             on a bent position upon a mere word. The click of the tongue is the most common of  

             the voice aids. It serves to enliven the horse and has the great advantage that the  

             rider need not change the direction and position of his body, which is often of great  

             importance in upper level dressage movements. ‘’ 
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On a practical note, both masters warned against using voice aids when there are multiple 

riders in the arena: ‘’Voice aids must be avoided if possible in the presence of other riders  

or must be used very discreetly. Such aids would easily irritate other horses, and a strange 

concert would result if a dozen riders were simultaneously talking to their horses with  

clicking tongues.’’  

 

So now let’s elaborate a bit more on the application of voice aids.  

 

First of all, It is important to realize that due to the horse’s sophisticated hearing, it can 

respond to voice cues given at a very low volume. We don’t need to shout to be heard. 

Also, horses are very sensitive to the specific tone of voice as that gives the horse tools  

to distinguish different questions.  

 

I usually distinguish between the five most important voice cues that all have to be 

combined with proper trainer’s tact and body posture:  

 

• Transitional cues 

• Rhythmical cues 

• Keep going cues 

• Restraining cues 

• Reward/Relax cues  

 

Transitional cues can be used to ask for a transition or a change of speed. For example, if 

you are working on the ground and you want to make an upward  transition from walk to 

trot you can use the word as a voice cue. You may want to breath in and divide the word 

‘trot’ into two syllables and raise your voice an octave as you say ‘‘to-rot’’. This way, the 

horse can distinguish both cues of breathing in as well as a higher tone as a request for an 

upwards transition. When performing a downwards transition, you may want to breath out 

and lower your voice an octave on the second syllable of ‘‘wa-alk’’.    
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Rhythmical cues can be applied to invite the horse in to a certain rhythm. For example, 

clicking the tongue in a piaffe rhythm. Together with your intention and body posture you 

are inviting the horse to join a certain dance.  

 

Keep going cues are there to encourage the horse to continue and figuring out. For example: 

‘come on you’re doing great almost…come on’. You can use these cues in a situation where 

the horse is learning a new exercise and is figuring out where to go. It is meant to encourage 

and re-assure when the horse is hesitating. Use an excited voice without too much energy 

and avoid shrill, high pitches.  

 

Restraining cues can be used to restrain undesired behaviour or guide towards desired 

behaviour indirectly as mentioned in the previous chapters about training the horse’s brain.  

 

Restraining cues have nothing to do with punishment, but instead with clarity and setting 

boundaries. For example, when a horse wants to escape or when it is not in a right place. 

There is a lot of focus on just rewarding the horse via positive reinforcement, but in the 

process of figuring out new things, it can also be useful to let the horse know when it is not 

thinking in the right direction in a non-hurtful way. Let’s say you are teaching the exercise of 

Shoulder-In. So you ask a question. The horse doesn’t know the ‘right’ answer yet so it is 

guessing. Is it this? Is it this? All the way, you keep ignoring the horse only until it gives the 

‘perfect’ answer. That is not very nice is it?  

 

To make this more clear, let’s use a human example since we can only reason from our own 

human centric perspective. Let’s assume I ask you: I see what you don’t see and the colour is 

green. Naturally, you will start guessing. Is it this? Is it this? A logical response from me 

would not be to ignore you until you got the right answer, but to assist you by saying: ‘good 

guess, you are getting warm/cold’. That way, you’ll have more idea what direction to look 

and where not to go.  

 

The same goes for the horse. When the horse is trying, but thinking in the wrong direction, it 

is more efficient to assist and say ‘good guess, but this is not it’ so the horse has more clarity 

and gets triggered in its resourcefulness to keep thinking for a different answer. So it has 
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nothing to do with punishment, but everything with guidance.  

 

If we go back of the example of teaching shoulder-in and the horse gets tensed and thinks it 

has to run forward through you, you could  use a calm, but decisive voice saying: Who. Stop. 

Think. As such, you work indirectly and try to intervene before the horse explodes. This way,  

both you and the horse get a break in which we can focus on our breath and contemplate. 

Then, continue with an exercise the horse already knows before trying again.  

 

Furthermore, every relationship has boundaries. That is healthy and needed. Everyone 

benefits from having someone correct them from time to time . That is how we function 

within a social environment and that is also what horses show within a herd. They keep  

each other in check and certain behaviours will not be tolerated within the herd. A short, 

powerful deep voice – as a direct technique - can be used as a cue to tell the horse its going 

over a boundary, especially when a situation endangers your safety. Again, I can’t stress 

enough that it has nothing to do with lashing out or to ‘teach the horse a lesson’. Hence, it is 

important to keep your emotions ‘out of it’ when using these cues. To not let yourself get 

worked up and lose yourself in anger, but to stay calm yet decisive and know when to apply 

direct and indirect techniques.  

 

Finally, the relax and reward cues are those to reward the horse. In practise, these cues 

should prevail and applied often – especially in the teaching phase to consolidate learning  

as well as avoiding tension while stimulating relaxation. For example: ‘good boyyyy/girl’, 

‘well done’ or ‘thank you’ and then a small break and a soft cuddle or scratch to give the 

horse time to contemplate and store the information in its brain. You may want to give the 

cue with a soft lowered voice while breathing out.  

 

In summary, a combination of these voice cues can serve as useful supportive aids when 

applied intelligently to guide the horse’s brain towards optimal body coordination.  
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                                     WHIP AIDS 
 

The whip is both an aid on its own as well as an addition to other aids. However, it is 

important to understand that the tool can merely be used as an extension of your arm  

and not a tool of force. Xenophon already stated: “If a dancer was forced to dance by whip 

and spikes, he would be no more beautiful than a horse trained under similar conditions.”  

Thus, the whip should always be understood as a secondary aid on which one should not 

come to rely.  

 

The use of the whip has been well documented within classical literature. La Guérinière 

described the use of both a long whip – which would be the equivalent of a longe whip today 

– and that of a shorter whip – which would be the equivalent of the modern dressage whip.  

 

        ‘’The long whip [la chambriere] is a strip of leather between five and six feet long,  

          attached to the end of a fairly thick cane about four feet long. This instrument is used          

          to animate a horse who is sluggish and resistant and as punishment for refusing to  

          move forward. The long whip is also very useful for training a horse between the pillars.  

         However, one must know how to use it correctly.’’  

 

        ‘’The switch [la gaule] is a birch rod10 that the rider holds in his right hand. It should only  

          be about three and a half feet long, because if it were longer, its middle would come  

          into contact with the shoulder, and it must be the point of the switch which makes  

          contact. The switch gives much grace to a rider when he knows how to use it well,  

          and  it also shows the manner in which the sword should be carried on horseback.’’  

 

The long whip was first introduced to the young horse trotting on the lunge. Another use  

of the long whip was to teach a horse to piaffe between the pillars and it also played a very 

important role in the training and presentation of the airs above the ground since the riders 

sometimes struggled to control their heavy and colossal horses of that time  in such 

                                                        
10 The switch was usually made of the pointed crop of old, a slender, flexible hazelnut or a birch shoot.  
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collected and powerful movements with only conventional aids. They did not have science 

by then to understand the proper biomechanics of the horse to the extent we can today. 

Furthermore, we no longer have to aim to create obedient horses, but instead we can focus 

on creating willing partners. We do not need such reinforcement to bring out a display of 

power.  

 

The switch [short whip] was ever presence since its elegant carriage and it’s correct use was 

a major feature of riding etiquette: ‘’Although the switch is carried more for style than 

necessity, it nevertheless does sometimes prove to be a useful aid.’’  

 

     Left: Nuno Oliveira on Lusitano Andaluz showing the tip-up position of the traditional birch rod [whip] while  

     holding the reins in the left hand only. Right: Le Florido ridden by M. de Nestier going from collected halt into       

     canter while keeping the whip in tip down position. Note the lightness.  

 

The switch was used as an aid to enliven the horse by making a whizzing sound with the  

arm held high or by using it behind girth on sides and the croup of  the horse. It was also 

used to augment the other aids in many upper level dressage movements:  

 

         ‘’The rider carries the crop in his right hand, either with the tip point upward so that it  

           is inclined slightly toward the horse’s left ear as required by a correct position of the  

           hand, or he carries it tip down so that it hangs down behind the right leg. In the tip-up  

           position, he is able, with raised elbow, to reach over his left hand and touch the left  
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           side of the horse from the shoulder to the hind leg, and thus support the aids of the  

           left leg. With the tip downward, the right side of the horse is easy to reach, and thus  

           the activity of the right leg can be supported.’’ – Steinbrecht  

 

Furthermore, the whip was applied through touching the horse’s shoulders in an attempt to 

raise the forehand: ‘’It may also be used as an aid by a man on foot who can by touching it to 

the breast, raise the forequarters or by touching it to the knees, bend the forelegs.’’  

 

Today we know that tapping the horse’s front limbs or shoulder’s is merely a trick rather 

than enhancing sound biomechanics. The horse’s shoulders can only be truly lifted through 

the elevation of the neck and the engagement of the hindquarters.  

 

Although the whip was used as a complentary aid, it often was also applied as punishment:  

 

          ‘’It is also used to make sluggish, lazy horses moves forward; and it is absolutely  

            essential for the restive horse that ignores the spurs. When properly applied, the long  

           whip can make a greater impression on a malicious horse than those aids that only          

           prick or tickle.’’ – La Guérinière 

 

          ‘’The other use, a good smack on the shoulder, is just the thing to correct the horse  

            that continuously bucks or kicks out of sheer malice.’’ – La Guérinière  

 

          ‘’The long training whip is also a driving aid, but mainly for working the very green  

           horse on the lunge, for every lazy horses, or for correcting ruined or stubborn horses  

           that do not want to submit to the rider’s punishment. ‘’  Steinbrecht 

 

         ‘’The whip, however, as the most natural instrument of punishment, is noted by  

           every creature and is therefore the sole and sufficient sceptre of the coachman,  

           the herdsman, and even the bear and tiger tamer.’’ – Steinbrecht  
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Doesn’t sound very enlightening does it? There are no ‘’malicious’’ or ‘’stubborn’’ horses. 

Only misunderstood or poorly educated ones. Hence, this example shows again that classical 

dressage is not about blindly following the masters of the past as gods. Instead, in their 

spirit, we should evolve ourselves and can free the horse from doctrines of obedience and 

submission into a conversation with a willing partner.  

 

This does not mean the whip should be completely abandoned today. Especially,  

when working on the ground. In this case, the leg replaces the aids of the legs and seat:  

 

        ‘’In work in hand, the whip takes the role of the inside leg, is placed on the flank and  

         intervenes with vibrations when the haunches resist.’’ – Oliveira  

 

However, the whip does not only replace the role of the inside leg, but also of the outside 

leg through traversal aids.  

 

Interestingly, not much is written about the exact use of the whip in work on the ground  

or dismounted work [outside of the pillars] in general. For example, Decarpentry was a 

reputed master on the work-in hand preparation for the piaffe but never left any 

description. The main focus of literature was on the riding.  

 

Baucher, during the greatest part of his career, used work in hand only for flexions. It  

was only after the accident that broke both his legs that he pushed work in hand further, 

extending it to pirouettes, and the rassembler all the way to the piaffe while using the long 

whip.  

 

Nuno Oliveira even stated a warning against the practise of work in hand by amateur riders:  

 

         ‘’Dismounted work is extremely complicated, and I would advise any rider who is not  

           well practised in dressage, or who does not understand it well, to avoid trying it. In  

           any event, work with a whip is only a preparatory exercise done in the first phase of  
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           training. Advanced dressage must be carried out mounted.’’  

 

It is true that work in hand can be quite complicated, but in most cases it is also necessary, 

especially in those horses that suffer from poor biomechanics – for whatever reason:  

 

            ‘’There are certain horses that I work a great deal in hand with the whip. I insist using  

              a little adaption of the work invented by Captain Raabe. These are the horses with  

              very defective backs and a poor equilibrium. This type of method muscles their back,  

             balances them, and when I work them mounted they are ready to move in top form.‘’  

 

Let’s now consider the practical applications of the whip as an aid.  

 

BASIC GROUNDWORK  

On the ground, the whip can used as driving aid, restraining aid, or directional aid. For either 

purpose, always consider the whip as an extension of your own body and energy rather than 

a separate tool.  

 

The whip can be used as a driving aid to ask the horse to go (more) forward. In order to  

do so, the tip of the whip can be pointed towards the rear of the horse’s hindquarters. For 

success, make sure to use apply the whip as a supportive  aid in a progressive way:  

 

• Breath in and straighten your posture without becoming stiff  

• Incline to start moving your own body. Keep shoulders back and hips slightly forward.  

•  Use a transitional voice cue such as ‘wa-alk’ if needed to assist.  

•  If the horse doesn’t follow, point the whip towards the rear of the hindquarters. 

• If that is not enough, you can softly ‘swoosh’ the whip to encourage the horse 

•  Finally, you can softly tap with the whip if needed.  

•  Release the aid as soon as the horse responds.  
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The sequence above makes it clear that the whip is only needed if step 1-3 are not sufficient 

to invite the horse to move. If the horse nicely walks along, there is no need for the whip.  

If the whip is needed, then make sure to make it progressively unnecessary so that in the 

future, step 1-2 alone is enough to ensure forwards movement. Clarity in the process will 

enhance the horse’s learning process so that you can keep minimizing your aids as soon as 

the horse understands the question being asked.  

 

The whip can be used as a 

restraining aid by providing an 

artificial barrier. Horses that  

are pushy and/or heavy on the 

forehand tend to find it difficult 

to slow down or halt. As such, 

the whip can be placed 

horizontally in front of the 

horses’ chest as a barrier to 

manage speed and balance. 

However, always remember this 

should only a temporary and secondary aid. By improving the horse’s balance, the whip as a 

restraining aid should become progressively unnecessary.  

 

It is thus important to understand the biomechanics behind the behaviour. A horse that is 

heavily on the forehand – for whatever reason – might simply not be able to halt without 

falling into the ground. As such, in these situations the whip should never be used as a 

restraining aid that demands a halt as a way of a direct approach. Instead, the indirect 

approach should be favoured in which one works on the cause of the behaviour and only 

apply the whip aid if other aids are not sufficient. As such, the whip can be used to remind  

the horse to engage the thoracic sling muscles and as a result come down in speed and 

increase forward movement and balance control for the time being until the horse has 

enough strength to control its own balance.  
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On a final note, make sure to not touch the horse directly as this is quite rude. You’d like  

the horse to respect your space, so you need to return the favour.  

 

As a directional aid, the whip can be applied in two opposite ways:  

 

• Versal aid 

• Traversal aid  

 

 

A versal aid is applied to place the forehand in front of the hindquarters. On the opposite,  

a traversal aid is applied to place the hindquarters behind the forehand.  

 

In the beginning of the horse’s education, the versal aids predominate to acquire basic 

vertical balance. To perfect collection, the traversal aids usually predominate to control  

the horse’s outside hind limb.  

 

Both whip aids can usually be applied in various ways. Let’s consider the most common 

application at the hand of a few realistic situations you will highly likely come across.   

 

In the first example, let’s consider that you are walking the horse on the left rein – either on 

a straight line on the inside track, square or volte. At a given moment, the horse drops over 

the outside shoulder and invertedly rotates its thoracic spine. The horse loses its two track 

purity and instead moves unto three- or four tracks while rotating and disengaging. In order 

to re-align the spine and restore proper biomechanics, the horse’s shoulders must be placed 

back in front of its hind limbs. Hence, a versal whip aid, combined with correct inner 

intention, body posture – and sometimes even rein aid – can ask the outside shoulder back 

in front of the hindquarters.  
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The versal whip aid can either be applied 

under and through or above depending on 

the horse’s level of schooling and preference. 

The whip aid can only be applied in the 

moment the outside front limb is about to 

come into the forward swing phase and 

should be release immediately as soon as the 

horse yields.  

 

The horse is falling over the outside shoulder in the 

pirouette. The whip aid is apply above to draw the 

outside should back in.  

 

In the second example, let’s consider the opposite: instead of falling over the outside, the 

horse is dropping its inside shoulder. As a result, the inside hind leg cannot step forward 

 and has no other choice to rotate sideways and the horse also loses its two track purity.  

To restore vertical balance, a secondary versal whip aid can be applied in combination  

with the other aids already discussed. However, while doing so, it is very important that 

the aid is not used to move the horse simply sideways as this would lead to a leg yield and 

not lead to the desired goal. Instead, the shoulder should be ask to turn and not to simply 

yield for pressure. Thus, we whip can only be a secondary and temporary aid.  

 

Left: the whip under and across to the outside shoulder. Right: whip towards the inside shoulder.  

 

In the third example, let’s consider doing a shoulder-in to the left. The horse brings in the 

shoulders nicely, but then it loses the support of the outside hind limb that starts to swing 
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out. The movement degrades to a leg yielding on the wall and the benefit of the exercise is 

lot. In such a moment, a traversal whip aid can be applied to align the outside hind limb back 

to its desired trajectory after which the aid has to be yielded immediately to make sure  

that it doesn’t cause the horse to fully change to a travers unless desired.  

 

Speak of the latter, a traversal whip aid is essential for all movements involving travers  

like actions as on the ground, we do not have the aid of the seat and the leg. Hence,  

the traversal whip aid places a prominent role in such work, but is not indispensable – 

especially in the work with two reins in which the travers can also be iniated from a  

direct outside rein. For example, to mobilize the horse, Nuno Oliveira recommend use  

of semi-circles while the horse’s haunches are held within in which the croup should not 

escape to the outside: ‘’if in the dismounted work this occurs, the croup must be made to 

come back in to the circle by an opposing force on the outside rein, seconded by the whip.’’ 

 

Thus, even for direct traversal movements, the whip aid should still be considered a 

secondary aid. That being said, it is also important to differentiate between regular traverse 

like actions and the half pass as otherwise the half pass would degrade to a travers on the 

diagonal, which it is not.  

 

        Variations in traversal whip aids  

 

Usually a traversal aid is best applied over and across, whereas the traversal aid for half  

pass is best applied holding the whip more vertically. However, there are no certain rules for  

this so in that sense, whatever works, works. As long as you keep in mind that the whip is a 

secondary aid at all time.  
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RIDING 
When riding,  the whip can be used in addition to control the body parts if needed. When 

neutral, the whip can be placed with tip down in either hand in resting position. When  

riding with one rein, the whip can also be held vertically in tip up position.  

 

To ensure the most efficient application, it is best to keep the reins in one hand for the 

duration of the application. It’s possible applications is limited to either a supportive driving 

aid or a supportive directional aid to control the hind limbs. The horse’s shoulders should be 

controlled by the use of the rider’s seat and reins alone.  

 

In effect, the whip can be applied twofold:  

 

• On the same side of the whip being held 

• On the opposite side of the whip being held  

 

 

The whip can be applied on the same side with tip down the support the inside leg aid if 

needed. To do so, the tip of the whip is place slightly behind the rider’s inside leg. In 

exceptional cases, the tip of the whip can be placed down towards the horse’s hindquarters 

to animate the inside hind limb or create more propulsion.  

 

The whip can also be applied on the opposite side to support the outside hind leg when 

needed. To do so, the whip is crossed over and placed slightly behind the rider’s outside leg. 

In exceptional moments where a horse drifts out and cannot be controlled with 

conventional aids only, the whip can be applied towards the outside haunch as an  

extra sensory input to remind the horse to align this leg properly.  
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COLLECTION & RHYTYM  
In most classical or academic methods, the whip is often used as a primary aid to teach 

collection and ultimately piaffe. However, it must be noted that applying the whip as a 

driving aid is contrary to the demand of the performance and thus not effective.  

 

The piaffe, as the ultimate expression of rassembler, does not rely on the old saying of 

‘practise makes perfect’, but instead favours ‘perfect practise’ where focus is placed on the 

mastery of preparing and coordinating the horse’s body perfectly adapted to the effort at 

hand. Touching or tapping the horse’s front or hind limbs is handicapping the horse’s ability  

to perform a true piaffe and instead degrades the movement to a mere circus trick:  

 

               ‘’Rather than thinking the athletic performance through and concentrate the horses’  

                education on the coordination of muscle activities relative to the effort, training            

                techniques turned to another gimmick.’’ 

 

               '‘The nuances between ‘’hitting’’ and ‘’touching’’ are part of the cocktail party  

                theories that embodies the art of ‘’bamboo [or whip] touching’’. Location,  

                duration, frequency and intensity of the touches are abundantly discussed  

                keeping riders away from training techniques that would efficiently prepare 

               the horses’ physique for the effort.’’ – Jean Luc Cornille 2012 
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Using the whip on the horse’s limbs to teach piaffe is an attempt to solve a problem created 

by a prior misconception. Back in time, scientific biomechanical analysis was limited to the 

naked eye only. Hence, the classical masters were under the impression that during the 

piaffe [and passage] the horse’s hindlegs were engaging deeper under the croup. 

Furthermore, they believed that the hind limbs were creating a propulsive force through 

 the whole stance phase: ‘’In respect of such belief, the longer the hind hoof remains 

 under the horse’s body the greater the hind limb ability to carry the horses body upward.’’  

Hence, they advised stimulating engagement and propulsive activity of the hind limbs 

through touches of the whip.  

 

In reality, modern day science provides a quite different explanation. Instead, during the 

piaffe, the hind hoof ‘’alights and remains under the vertical of the croup during the whole 

support phase.’’  Furthermore, we know that forward movement is the result of a 

coordinated action of the front- and hind limbs on support. The braking and pushing activity 

of the limbs are adjusted in respect to the demand. If the demand is piaffe, the supporting 

hind limb will increase the braking activity in order to resist forward shift of the body over 

the front limbs:  

 

                ‘’The hind legs have a considerable braking activity to avoid forward movement of  

                  the body over the forelegs (..) The forelimbs have a larger propulsive activity.’’ 

                  – Barry & Beau 2002   

 

Thus, increasing the propulsive activity of the hind limb with a whip is contrary to the 

athletic demand of the piaffe by stimulating a greater upwards lift of the croup -  instead of 

 a lowering:  

 

          “If the pelvis is raised, horizontal forces are diminished but gravitational forces  

            are doubly increased since raising the pelvis increases weight exerted at the  

            anterior end and the pushing force is added to the gravitational forces at the  

            anterior end.” - Richard Tucker 1964’’ 
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As a result of the pelvis being raised, the horse has no choice but to shift the weight over  

its front limbs – the so called mountain goat piaffe. If the horse’s front limbs are loaded,  

the elastic recoil system can’t function properly anymore:  

 

             ‘’Lifting the knees higher in response to the whip’s hit, horses increase the  

              duration of the swing phase and shorten in proportion the duration of the  

              stance phase. Doing so, they reduce the time where the energy that will  

              stimulate the following swing phase is stored in the limbs elastic tissues.’’  

              – Jean Luc Cornille 2012 

 

Tapping the horse’s front limb to stimulate a mechanic lift is thus not helping the problem, 

but instead disturbing the movement even more. A horse will always try to comply with our 

requests – even if the horse is forced to compensate its body parts. However, by doing so, 

we are not honouring its biomechanics and increasing its chances for injury.  
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Thus, the whip as a driving aid is not suitable for teaching piaffe – both in standstill and in 

movement. From the standstill position, tapping the horse’s limb with a whip will trigger a 

defence response by the horse as if it getting bitten by an insect. As a result, the horse just 

cramps or kicks the legs up.  

 
 

Alternately tapping the legs so the horse lifts and drops them on the spot is not a piaffe but 

a poor circus trick at its best. Tapping the horse’s hind limbs while in movement leads to a 

lifting of the croup instead of a lowering and loads the horse’s front limbs. Tapping the 

horse’s front limbs to overcome the latter problem is just throwing ineffective approaches 

that deal with symptom control rather than efficient biomechanics.  

 

So does this mean there is no place at all for the whip aid? Not at all. A whip aid can be  

used to encourage the horse to lower its hindquarters or tune in to a rhythm, but only  

when applied above the horse’s croup – and not on its limbs. The whip can be softly and 

rhythmically applied around the area of the horse’s tail as a supportive aid to encourage  

the horse’s efforts. However, while doing so, one must always realise that this is only a 

temporary aid and that the whip aid itself is not creating the movement desired. Neither  

the whip, or even the half halt for that matter can teach a horse the coordination of the 
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piaffe. Instead, it is the result of perfect body control and optimal functioning of the 

vertebral column. Thus, if the horse is not lowering the hindquarters, do not increase your 

whip aids, but instead ask why and go back to preparing the horse’s body more efficiently 

with previous exercises. In that sense, the piaffe will naturally flow when the horse is ready. 

Horses are very rhythmical animals and thus when the body is properly prepared and 

sufficiently strong, the development towards the piaffe will flow quite naturally.  

 

        A whip aid just above the tail could be helpful. However, this does not create towards the piaffe. The horse     

       in this picture is just learning about collection and body control. From there, piaffe will flow naturally.  

 

 

SPANISH WALK  

In line with the previous chapter, you might ask ‘’what about the Spanish walk’’? First of all, 

let me say that I do not commonly apply the practise of the Spanish Walk. Am I against it? 

Not principally. Is it classical? That goes beyond the purpose of this manual and doesn’t 

really matter to me as long as it has a proper function. The Spanish Walk can only be of  

use if the horse has a strong hindquarter supporting the movement.  
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Since most horses I work with are lacking this strength and stability, there is no use for the 

Spanish Walk as the horse will only mechanically elevate its front limbs while destabilizing its 

hind.  

 

That being said, for those that can manage, the Spanish Walk might have some benefits.  

 

Teaching the Spanish Walk – and Trot for that matter, is commonly done by starting off with 

the Jambette in which the front limbs is asked to lift by a direct whip aid in standstill. From 

there, the Jambette is asked in movement until the Spanish Walk results. Struggles can often 

be recognized by stamping or losing of the gait purity [4 or two beat]. As mentioned earlier, 

If this is the case, the exercise serves no purpose and can even be damaging.  

 

Assuming you have a very strong horse that is stable enough and can perform without losing 

purity, the teaching process of the Jambette might be acceptable and functional. However, it 

is important this does not become a trick for the horse – otherwise you risk getting a hoof in 

your belly whenever you want to apply a whip aid in groundwork position. Furthermore, as 

soon as the horse understands the idea, the whip aid should be replaced by more natural 

aids:  

 

              ‘’However, I do not mean to say that when the horse executes airs or dressage he  

                may not be correct by touches of the whip. In the Spanish Walk, the whip’s work is  

                limited by obtaining the leg action. When the high leg action can be procured by  

                the rider’s hands and legs, the result is much more brilliant and exact.’’ 

                – Nuno Oliveira  
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                                     REIN AIDS 
 

‘’The rider who does not understand how to use the reins works without the aids and of rules 

and basic principles (…)  – La Guérinière  

 

The hands are used to master the reins – either attached to a bit or a cavesson:  

 

           ‘’The hand provides communication in two directions: information from the body 

             into your hand, and you giving information to the horse through your hand.’’  

             (Bent Branderup)  

 

The rein aids determine the direction in which the horse is to move, but also the tempo of its 

various gaits – ‘‘the rein aids control the forward urge of the horse (Alois Podhasjky).’’ Finally, 

the reins also regulate the posture of the horse’s chest. As such, la Guérinière stated that 

‘’the hands must always begin the first effect and the legs must accompany this movement; 

because it is a general principle that in all the airs, both natural and artificial, the head and 

shoulders of the horse must move first.’’  According to Steinbrecht ‘’it is therefore the main 

tool with which the rider speak to his horse and communicates his will to it.’’  

 

It was La Guérinière who first described that the bridle hand must be able to produce four 

effects: 

 

      1.  Yielding à Descente de Main  

        2. Resisting à Used to halt, indicate a half halt or rein-back 

       3. Turning to the right 

       4. Turning to the left  

 

 

How to correctly produce these effects will be the centre of this chapter, but before we go 

into details, it must be said that acquiring a good independent hand is one of the hardest 
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skills to master. A good hand ought to be light, easy and firm – without ever being rigid or 

forceful which requires a lot of equestrian tact and finesse: 

 

             ‘‘as for the hands, the first care of a riding teacher must be to impress on the mind  

              of the rider that the mouth of the horse is sensitive, and that to pull or take up  

              continuously on the reins is useless except to tire the rider, and make the horse  

             insensitive to a degree which stiffens him, and eventually makes him almost  

             impossible to stop.’’ – Nuno Oliveira 

 

‘‘Pulling and yanking on the reins is good for nothing other than injuring the tender 

mouth, making the horse head-shy and ultimately forcing it into such resistance that 

it will escape the rider’s control completely (…) Trainers who do not know how to 

work their horses sensibly with the aid of these means are better off to give up riding 

and take on a different profession than to sin against such a noble creature as the 

horse with their lack of skill or unsuitable temperament.’’  - Gustav Steinbrecht  

 

These are strong words to urge anyone who trains a horse – whether it is professionally or 

not - to take great precaution and to always continue to study and practise refinement.  

 

Finally, it must be said that a good hand is never an isolated favourable characteristic of the 

rider:  

 

         ‘‘It is completely erroneous to believe that good hands could be an isolated favourable  

           characteristic of some riders. The influence of the hands becomes a guiding aid only by  

           correct co-action and interaction with the aids of the legs and seat (…) Although the  

           rider’s appropriate weight distribution  may have a reinforcing effect for the hand aids,  

          they cannot replace the influence of the hands, just as the correct follow-up of the  

          rider’s weight can very much support the driving aids, but never completely replace 

          them.’’  – Gustav Steinbrecht  
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De la Guérinière called this ‘‘the agreement of the hand and heel (…) which is the combined 

perfection of all the aids.’’  

 

The actions of the reins is affected by the way they are being held as well as their corrective 

actions. In the next chapters, I will elaborate on each of these elements in more detail.  

 

LENGTH OF THE REINS  
So what is the proper length of the reins? This varies according to the horse’s education and 

flexibility at a given time. Oliveira brilliantly said: ‘‘The hocks need to meet the mouth 

thereby adjusting the reins for you.’’  

 

I think this one quote is enough to understand that the length of the reins need to be adjust 

according to the horse’s general balance and lightness. The length is correct as long as there 

is contact in the sense that the action of the reins are able to flow through the horse’s body.  

I will elaborate more on this on subject in the chapter on contact.  

 
 

HOLDING THE REINS 
Traditionally, the reins were held by the left hand only, so that the right hand was free to 

carry a weapon. Nowadays, with the emerging influence of the FEI and the differences in 

bridles used, the reins are commonly held in each hand. How does this influence our 

training?  
 

First of all, it must be said that in order to ride a horse with the left hand alone, it requires  

an already fully trained horse. Steinbrecht wrote: ‘‘guiding a horse with the left hand alone 

requires a completely trained horses that is capable of responding on the curb only. For 

preparing the green horse, they [masters of the Old School] used the cavesson.’’ 

 

It must be said that although the general rule was to ultimately ride with the left hand on 

the curb rein only, the Old Masters were known to school their horses to reach this goal via 

a combined bridle of cavesson and curb bit. This way, the cavesson served to acquire proper 
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lateral flexion whereas the curb bit guaranteed a leverage effect. Both curb reins were held 

together in the left hand whereas the cavesson rein [sometimes only one, sometimes two] 

was held in the right hand above the curb bit.  

 

As soon as the horse was fully trained and 

able to move in self-carriage [thus keeping 

lateral flexion on its own] the cavesson had 

served its purposed and was removed from 

the equasion from which the horse was 

guided solely by the means of the left hand 

and the curb reins.  

 

 

 

Although this sounds like a logical approach, it must be said though that the curb bit being 

used at that time were not always what we would consider as ‘friendly’ today.  

 

Today the practise of riding on a curb bit alone is rare. The curb bit already requires a certain 

amount of collection and at the same time increases the rassembler as it helps the horse 

with achieving the optimal ramener. However, the horse should never be forced into this 

position. Because the curb is such a refined tool, it is not suitable for inexperienced riders 

and horses. Hence, the snaffle was invented to train the young horse and to ensure that a 

rider with moderate ability would not damage the mouth – or as little as possible. Later  

on, the snaffle was introduced in combination with a curb bit to become the double bridle 

combination as we know today. It is unclear exactly when this system became standard 

practise, but for sure it provided several advantages as the rider could now use the bits 

separately as well as in combination to enhance more subtlety – which has nothing to do 

with some of the abuse of the tools we see today.  

 

 It was again Steinbrecht who already witnessed the introduction of the snaffle and 

understood the changes it would pose to traditional one hand riding:  
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                      ‘‘Today, since we have once and for all added the bridoon [snaffle bit] and its  

                         two reins to the curb bit, we admit right from the start that we do not intend  

                         to, or are not able to, work our horses to such perfection that they can be  

                        mastered under all circumstances with only the curb reins in the left hand.’’ 

 

Due to the introduction of new bits and bridles, the ceasing of the need to carry a weapon 

and the breeding evolution from a peninsular to a more rectangular conformation, reality 

simply does not always allow to follow the general methods of the Old Masters strictly.  

 

For example, an important aspect that must be taken into account is that some horses [most 

of the horses today] suffer from certain physical deficits. In these cases, reality sometimes 

renders it impossible to guide an unbalanced horse from one rein only.  

 

Furthermore, it must be said that historical literature does not include bit less riding – which 

sometimes requires a slightly different holding of the reins. Today, it is more and more 

commonly applied at the wish of the rider or the fact that the horse does not tolerate a bit 

for various reasons. Previous harsh treatment could lead a horse to associate the bit with 

tension and fear. In this case, it might be useful – sometimes even necessary – to ride 

without a bit [for a time] and to realize that it might require slightly different ways to hold 

the reins.  

 

As mentioned earlier, since the horse’s mouth is sensitive, a novice rider might not yet  

have the qualities to control its hands properly. In this case, it might also be best to start 

education with means of the cavesson only to preserve the mouth – in which case any 

roughness also needs to be avoided.  

 

In case of a single bridle – whether cavesson / other type of bit less or snaffle, the reins are 

generally held between pinkie and ring finger with the end of the rein passing over the index 

finger.  
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The regular way of holding the reins. Note the open fingers where air can still flow through  

 

Certain training methods suggest that the rider should hold the reins with all fingers closed, 

pressing the thumb onto the rein where it passes over the index finger. But how much 

lightness can we have in the fingers with a fist closed on the reins? The answer is none, as 

the hand opposes the mouth with a fixed point and imposes a very harsh contact – 

especially when the hand is held in a low position [this position will be discussed in the next 

chapter]. In fact, with low hands and closed fingers on the reins, the riders can only really act 

by moving the hands backwards, or in other words, by pulling.  

 

             ‘‘This is the rather unpleasant reality hidden behind the discreet expression ‘‘active  

               rein’’: a hypocritical way of not saying ‘‘pull on the reins’’ whilst knowing full well  

              that the rider can do nothing else.’’- Philippe Karl  
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Instead riders should strive for relaxed fingers as if one were to breathe through it.  

This way, the temporarily closing of the hand in itself can be a refined aid11, which ceases 

immediately as soon as the horse yields to a more open hand where air can flow between 

the fingers.  

  

Regarding double bridles, there are various ways to hold the reins. In the past, at least eight 

(!) different ways of holding were used. Unfortunately, diversification stopped after the 

1960s and today we only see a few ways of holding – with the most common method being 

the one presented at competitions. Let’s elaborate on the four most important ones that 

have shaped the history of horsemanship:   

 

         1. Crossing way  

         2. Uncrossed way 

                     3. French way  

         4. 3-1 way  

                                                        
11 This is the so-called checking half halt proposed by Steinbrecht  
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1. In the crossing method, the lower snaffle rein crosses over the curb rein. The left snaffle 

and curb reins are held in the left hand, the right snaffle and curb reins are held in the right 

hand. One method sees the snaffle held between pinkie and ring finger and the curb 

between the middle and ring finger – this is most commonly applied. Another method is  

the snaffle under the pinkie and the curb between the pinkie and ring finger.  

 

The double bridle is mandatory for international FEI competition of which its regulations 

specify the application of the crossing way. However, Philippe Karl rightfully points out that 

this way does not allow the rider to differentiate at all between snaffle and curb: 

 

 ‘‘…The snaffle and curb bits have diametrically opposing and complementary effects: 

one is lifting-extending in nature, the other is flexing-lowering by nature, as long as 

the horse accepts and understands them (…) Knowing this, working with four tight 

reins, and those of the snaffle held lower in the hand than those of the curb, is a 
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rather basic nonsense (…) Working in a double bridle is only meaningful if it generates 

even more relaxation, balance and therefore lightness (…) [But] in these conditions 

the rider does not educate the horse to the double bridle, he uses it – and frequently – 

to have power that is lacking in a snaffle. Basically we could say that the curb bit in 

the double bridle is like side reins or draw reins in low hands on a snaffle.’’ 

            

 

All too often we see those dangers realized up to the high levels of competitive dressage. 

Klaus Balkenhol confirms that ‘‘today one dedicates too little to riding with the double 

bridle. ’’ 

 

For above mentioned reasons, I personally do not recommend this way of holding the reins.  

 

2. As the name suggests, this method implies that the reins do not cross over each other. 

The left snaffle and curb reins are held in the left hand, the right snaffle and curb reins are 

held in the right hand.  
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The most common method sees the curb held under the pinkie and the snaffle between 

pinkie and ring finger. Holding the reins that sees the snaffle and curb more separated 

allows the riders to adjust the length of the curb rein more easily than the crossing way. 

Furthermore, it enables the rider to differentiate between the snaffle and the curb and to 

apply the aids much more intelligently.  

 

3. The 3-1 way is unfortunately not seen often anymore, while it was the traditional way 

used at the Spanish Riding School in Vienna and some of Germany’s most successful 

professionals before World War II.  

 

In this method, both curb reins plus the left snaffle rein are held in the left hand. Only the 

right snaffle rein is held in the right hand. This method probably originates from the work  

of past masters who took the cavesson reins in one hand held above the curb hand.  
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The correct placement of reins in the left hand is to hold the left snaffle on the outside of  

the little finger, the left curb rein between little finger and ring finger, and the right curb  

rein between the ring and middle fingers. The right hand holds the right snaffle rein in the 

traditional position between the right little finger and ring finger. The left hand is held  

more to the centre of the horse directly over the withers than off to the left of the withers. 

 

The clear advantage of this method is an even contact with the curb. However, it does 

require a submissive horse – in the sense that the horse doesn’t show any signs of 

resistance, as well as a rider with a quiet hands and seat as the bending has to be mainly 

achieved through the latter.  
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The 3-1 holding method according to Alois Podhasjky 

 

Hence, I think this method is more valuable through the application of cavesson curb 

combination as applied by the Old Masters. It allows the horse to get used to the bit without 

direct interference as well as providing corrective lateral aids through the cavesson when 

needed in the process.  

 

4. The French way  is often refered to as the (James) Fillis Method, but as Philippe Karl 

points out, while Fillis certainly contributes to the renown of this way of holding the reins, he 

is not the inventor. He himself called it the ‘‘French’’ way in his work and thus I will adopt 

the same name.  

 

Within this method, the reins do not cross over. The left snaffle and curb reins are held in 

the left hand and the right snaffle and curb reins are held in the right hand. ‘‘The snaffle rein 

passes over the index finger and the curb rein under the little finger. 
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 In order to better distinguish between the two reins the curb rein leaves the hand between 

the index and middle finger.’’ – Philippe Karl 

 

 

One can easily see how this is the most logical way – evolved from the old masters practise 

of cavesson/curb as mentioned earlier – to hold the reins as it allows the rider to ‘‘separate 

and combine the effects of the bits both as he desires instantly.’’ – Philippe Karl 

 

This way of holding the reins has been promoted by many great riders of different 

nationalities, including James Fillis, Nuno Oliveira, Dom Diogo de Braçanga and Decarpentry.  
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Serguei Filatov holding the reins the French way  

 

Coming back to the original discussion of one hand versus two hand riding, it must be said 

that no matter the circumstances or choice of bridle, today, under the influence of the FEI, 

holding the reins in two separate hands has become the standard for all riding performances 

and tests. In fact, it’s rules even prohibit anything otherwise stating:  

 

              ‘’Riding with both hands is obligatory at FEI Dressage Events. When leaving the arena  

                at a walk on long rein, after having finished the test the Athlete may, at his own  

               discretion, ride with only one (1) hand.’’ - FEI dressage rules 2020 – Article 418.3  

 

I do not see the necessity or usefulness to standardize the way to hold the reins. Some 

horses are better trained with the reins in one hand, others with the reins separated; Some 

are better trained with a double bridle, some are better trained with a cavesson and/or curb 
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combination instead. Also there are riders who are more skilled in using their reins in one 

matter or the others.  

 

That being said, it is important to realize, that stabilizing two separate hands in generally is 

much more difficult than one. It was Beudant (1943) who provided a great insight into this 

matter stating that:  

 

               ‘‘It is from the observation and not from a scientific theory that we learn that the  

                 two hands used together never have the fixity, nor do they have the appropriate  

                soft mobility of the single hand (…) If we carry a glassful or water in one hand, it  

                does not spill; but if we carry it in two hands, it almost always spills. So to seek the  

                fixity of the horse’s head, it is evidently an error to ride with separated reins. The  

               possibility of riding with the reins in one hand, now allowed by the regulations,  

               ought to be seriously considered by the contestants.’’ 

 

Ultimately, what matters only is the quality of the performance and the lightness therein. 

Knowing that lightness equals a giving hand without a supportive contact, I think all riders 

would benefit from experimenting with one hand riding from time to time as a means to 

fully grasp the essence of what Academic Equitation is all about.  

 

POSITION OF THE HAND  

‘’The height of the rider’s hand usually regulates the height of the horse’s head.’’ 

 

So now that I’ve discussed various ways to hold the reins, let’s have a deeper look into the 

position of the hand. No matter what discipline you’re practising, the doctrine of ‘’keeping 

the hands low at all cost’’  is taught as if it were one of the main conditions to achieve 

success in training horses.  
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Low hands  have the same effect as a draw rein  

 

From a scientific point of view, the truth is completely opposite: ‘’these [low hands] mistreat 

the tongue and cause blockage of the hyoid bone with generalised contraction of the jaw, the 

poll, the neck and the shoulders.’’ – Philippe Karl  

 

Logic dictates that the lower the hand is held, the harder it acts on the tongue – or nasal 

bone. Any fixation on low hands as a vast given should be condemned as it is contrary to 

nature. A low hand will always require the combined and active support from propulsive  

aids as the retroactive effect of the hand will oppose the forwards movement of the horse. 

In addition, this opposition will contract and dull the horse’s obedience to the legs.  
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The idea of low hands is not new. Hence it is often argued as being a ‘classical’ approach. 

When looking from a historical perspective, it is indeed true that masters experimented  

with several techniques of positioning the hand as well as artificial training aids.  

 

Left: The Duke of Newcastle with draw reins on the cavesson. Right: an engraving by Ridinger showing a young 

horse being lunged with draw reins.  

 

For example, The Duke of Newcastle invented draw reins – which have the same effect as 

low hands. However, already back then this application showed detrimental effects, which 

led La Guérinière to condemn any artificial training aids.  

 

Since La Guérinière is the father of modern dressage, let’s see what he has to say about the 

position of the hand:  

 

                ‘’The bridle hand governs the horse’s forehand. It should be held above the horse’s  

                   neck neither to one side nor the other. It should be two fingers higher than the  

                   elbow and farther forward than the pommel of the saddle so that there are no  

                  obstructions to the effect of the reins. The bridle hand must be independent of  

                  the rider’s body, kept at a distance from the stomach with the fingernails turned  

                  up a bit and facing his body.’’  
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So the standard position of the hand is not a low hand, but one that is independent and  

does not put constant pressure on the horse’s mouth or nasal bone and ALWAYS forward.  

Low hands force the horse’s head down. Instead, the hands should always remain above the horse’s point of 

contact to truly act independently and not hinder the horse.  

 

La Guérinière continues to describe the actions of the hand of which he says:  

 

                  ‘’The first action, which is to yield and move the hand forward is a movement  

                    that  involves lowering the hand, turning the fingers nails down a bit.’’ 

 

So the lowering of hands are the RESULT of a horse moving in lightness, not a fixed rigid way 

of positioning the hand once and for always as so commonly taught. From this, it becomes 

clear that the hand can, and has to, act  in various positions. When Michel Henriquet 

observed his master Nuno Oliveira he wrote down the following:  

 

        ‘’ He [Nuno Oliveira] does not hesitate to give quick little vibrations with the hand held  

          high if the horse changes his position or lower his neck abruptly (…) At the canter, the  

          hands must always be held quite high, giving little vibrations when the horse lower’s his  

          head and neck abruptly.’’  
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Nuno Oliveira was famous for his fixed low hands, but under no circumstances did he use this as a rigid way of 

training. Instead, while schooling his horses often used the hands in various positions. Thus, the low hands were 

a result, not a training method.  

 

 

These notes again show that the low hands for which Nuno Oliveira was famous, was the 

end result of his training, but not his training process. He always strived for low and giving 

hands as that would mean the horse was in lightness, but untill then, the lowering of the 

hands was not the fixed and rigid position as can be seen today.  
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    Nuno Oliveira with low hands as an end result. Also note the reins being slack.   

 

In conclusion, it is now clear that the position of the hand is not one of ‘‘keeping the hands 

low at all cost’’ as it has become a mistaken principle which naturally leads to authoritarian 

methods and rough processes in which true lightness is simply impossible. Instead, one 

should always strive to a neutral position of the hand above the horse’s point of contact – 

either mouth or nasal bone. From the neutral position, corrective actions can be applied 

upwards which be followed by a lowering of the hand as soon as the horse yields. In that 

sense, the lowering of the hands is always dependent of the yielding of the horse. Using the 

position of the hand this way allows the horse to obtaining the mise-en-main up till a point 

that the horse no longer needs any support so that is becomes ‘completely free and without 

bridle’.  
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                                  ‘’In canter the hands always have to be quite high...’’ – action of the hand in canter  

 

THE FIXED HAND  
The doctrine of ‘’keeping the hands low at all cost’’ is often followed a second doctrine that 

teaches to ‘’keep the hands still at all times’’. This is quite easy when the horse stands still, 

but it becomes much more difficult when the horse starts moving.  

 

The idea of the ‘’fixed hand’’ was developed from the idea that any involuntary hand 

movements provoke immediate jolts. Many classical masters raved about the benefits of  

a fixed hand:  

 

               ‘’These principals should be applied to all horses: minimal aids, no forced raising of  

                the neck with the hands, shoulder-in, voltes, many voltes, hands always immobile.  
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               Baucher and Beudant are in agreement about the immobility of the hand.’’ 

               – Nuno Oliveira  

 

A fixed hand should never be a rigid hand and always be fixed relative to the movement  

 

 

Although the fixation of the hand is valid training objective, it was intended to be a relative 

concept. Unfortunately, today, the concept of the fixed hand has been poorly understand as 

a means to justify as a static and stiff hand. A static and stiff hand does not allow to receive 

the movements of the horse. Interpreting the necessity of a fixed hand as a justification of a 

stiff and rigid hand, produces the very effect the concept tries to prevent: jerks and jolts 

[contact, no contact] at every movement of the horse’s head, neck and back:  

 

            ‘’The student needs to learn to use his hands intelligently.  Submission to the reins  

              must not result from a fight between the horse’s neck and the rider’s arms, but from  

              a dialogue between firstly the mouth and secondly the hand. The first duty of the  

              hand is to accompany the mouth in all of its movements so that it does not force any  

              attitude.’’ – Philippe Karl  
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Thus, above all, the fixed hand is a relative concept in that the hand should remain passive in 

the movement of the horse so that you can first learn to follow the horse’s movement at all 

times and only later can learn to apply corrective actions of the hand.  

 

In the beginning, the famous fixed hand must above all be fixed relative to the horse’s 

mouth/nasal bone rather than the horse’s back. This is become in the unstable and young 

horse, the head moves a lot and in order to avoid jolts, the rider needs to follow these 

movements. The hand becomes fixed relative to the back when, with progress, the mise-en-

main stabilizes the head:  

 

           ‘’It is not the hand that seeks to impose stability of the head, but the head that  

             authorizes the rider to gradually fix the hand. Riding your horse with a fixed hand is  

            therefore an objective, but it must under no circumstances be used as a means of  

            training. ‘’ – Philippe Karl  

 

Thus, only after the head/neck movement becomes more stable due to the progression of 

the training, the hand can be fixed to the horse’s back movements and serves to improve 

the rassembler:  

 

                    ‘’An immobile hand, fingers light, must have beneficial effects of which the main  

                     one is the improvement of the rassembler, stabilizing it, and what emerges from  

                    it: balance and lightness.’’  

 

AND:  

 

                  ‘’The fixed hand is all that is needed. The main thing is that it must be stabilized in  

                  relation to the rider’s supple loins. If the rider has loins that go against the horse’s  

                  back, the hand will always be in opposition. Think about this… The horse’s supple  

                  back, the supple lower back of the rider, the fixed hand, thus supple, that is  

                  everything in equitation.’’ - Nuno Oliveira 
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           My hand ‘fixed’ in the movement of the horse. Position of the hand independent and forward. Soft  

          contact and air flowing through the fingers. That is everything.  

 

In conclusion, it can thus be said that the concept of the fixed hand should be considered 

relative, and never static. It is a valid objective, but should never be used as means of 

training the horse as the fixed hand above all is a result of the horse’s balance, not the  

other way around.  
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CONTACT 
Contact is the feel produced by the action of the bridle in the rider’s hand and, reciprocally, 

the action the rider’s hand produces on the bars of the horse’s mouth or nasal bone.  

 

There are horses with no contact, others with too much, and others who are fully on the bit:  

  

            ‘’Those who have no contact fear the bit and cannot suffer its contact on their bars,  

              which makes them fight the hand and toss their heads. The horses with too much  

              contact lean heavily on the hand. The horses with the best mouths have a contact on  

              the bit; without leaning on or fighting the hand, they have a consistent, light, and  

              moderate contact. These three qualities of a good mouth in a horse correspond to  

              those of a rider’s hand, which must be light, gentle, and persistent.’’ - La Guérinière  

    A horse ‘on the bit’, a horse behind the bit and a horse above and against the bit according to Alois Podhasjky  

 

 

Before discussing the various types of contact, it must be said that contact should never be 

considered a form of force or an act of submission. Any contact worth of its name should 

always be without tension:  
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‘’I cannot control my rage when I hear it said that the horse must be permanently  

               pressed against the bit as this is the only way to vary the speed as wishes, and the  

              only way to have a completely straight horse. I would like to draw attention to the  

              fact that there should never be any confusion between this heavy tension on the bit  

              and the necessary light contact which activates the reins. ‘’ – Nuno Oliveira   

 
So that being said, let’s have a closer look to what the concept of contact entails. 

 

What we call contact, not only refers to ‘‘the connection between the rider’s hand and the 

horse’s mouth’’ – or nasal bone (Alois Podhasjky), it is also the connection between the 

horse’s rear and his front. In other words, the energy created by the hind end travels 

through the horse’s spine to the front where the rider feels this energy in the hand and is 

able to regulate this energy through discreet rein aids – as well as those of the leg and seat. 

If the horse is not connected rear to front, and the rider and the horse are likewise not 

connected, we simply cannot execute any correct work, no matter how simple. Therefore, 

contact gives us information about the functioning of the horse’s body.  

 

Contact is not a static concept, but rather dynamic as good contact varies per horse and also 

depends on its current state of training. The more forward its centre of gravity the stronger 

must be the contact since, in this position, the horse requires more support from the hands 

than guidance. Correct bends and turns are then out of the question.  

 

However, the concept of contact should never be misinterpreted as constant pulling or 

holding the horse on the reins. Nuno Oliveira was very clear in his writing about this matter:  

 

                  ‘‘ I regret very much that so many riders are not acquainted with the book  

                    Exterieur et Haute École, written by Captain Beudant. Therein it may be read that  

                    it is only by allowing horses to move on a free rein, and not in holding them in,  

                   that success may be obtained. Riders who hold in their horses are insignificant  

                   riders and will never advance. Riders who give their horses freedom are those  

                   who will taste the delicacies of equestrian art.’’ 
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Steinbrecht differentiates between three gradations of contact, namely:  

 

        1. Light contact 

        2. Soft contact  

                          3. Firm contact 

 

 

1. For light contact, the reins are longest since there should be as little tension possible. The 

fist is half open so that only the thumb and forefinger hold the ends of the reins. However 

the little finger and the ring finger are not closed. By alternately closing and opening the two 

lower fingers, the rider can influence the horse in a fine and imperceptible manner without 

having to move the wrist.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dom Diogo de Bragança 

riding Jiorno in a true 

cadenced passage with a 

very light contact on the 

bit. Just beautiful. 
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2. For a soft contact, the reins are a bit shorter with a bit more tension. The fists are closed 

in such a way that the last joint of the fingers is extended and a hollow fist is formed.  

 

 
Me riding Frior for the first time with soft contact. A  young horse usually requires a bit more support for 

balance in the beginning. 

 

3. For a firm contact, the reins are shortest with most tension. The hands are formed into 

firmly closed fists so that all of the fingers participate in keeping the reins at the required 

length. But, so he said, ‘‘ never must the horse become firm in my hand!’’ 
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Steinbrecht stressed the importance of the rider knowing how and when to use these 

different hand actions, sometimes in rapid concessions:  

 

                  ‘‘he must be able to keep the hesitant horse moving with a light hand, use his firm  

                   hand to get the horse that lean on the bit or pushes forward too much to settle  

                   down, and, in between, use his soft hand to invite his horse to take on a quiet and  

                  uniform contact.’’ 

 

Although he recognizes the importance of developing a good hand, Steinbrecht’s teaching 

on the hand tends to be more an invitation to authority than to subtlety as it does not 

always include the true concept of lightness.  

 

Taking lightness into account, it can be said that contact is correct, no matter to which 

degree individual horse takes it, depending on its training, as long as the horse reacts or 

responds to the action of the hand. For the horse to be able to do so, good contact is always 

connected with a relaxed mouth and jaw so that the rein actions can travel through the 

horse’s cervical vertebrae to the rest of the spine and the hindquarters. Remember, Dom 

Diogo de Bragança said:  ‘‘Without the ramener, the actions of the hand are not transmitted 

to the hind legs.’’ 

 

Alois Podhasjky rightfully points out that balance and contact are complementary to each 

other: ‘‘the better the balance the better the contact. On the other hand, correct contact will 

improve the balance and suppleness of the horse.’’  

 

It becomes clear that today, contact is mostly explained from the narrow sense of the word 

in which it equals a certain weight or pressure on the reins which does not allow for 

‘soutenir sans tenir’ [support without holding]. This idea of contact is often considered the 

German influence favouring mechanized precision. This explanation of contact might result 

in a very precise movement, but still lack lightness. Hence, in the broader sense of the word, 

correct contact should be considered as indiscernible to relaxation of the jaw and  lightness. 
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Left: René Bacharach in passage with a slack in the reins. The hors goes as by himself. Right: Dom Diogo de 

Bragança in de descente de main in piaffe with slack reins.  

 

In fact, higher airs such as a true piaffe and passage are absolutely impossible without it. 

Colonel Challan-Belval (1956) cited that in these airs ‘‘the material tension on the reins is not 

entirely concrete, there is hardly any remaining; their moral tension must suffice. It is liberty 

on parole.’’ This was later also confirmed by Nuno Oliveira who wrote that:  

 

              ‘’The attitude of the trained horse permits the use of semi-tight reins. Actually, the  

                horse schooled with maximum finesse, may be directed with the ‘’reins attracted by  

                the concept of gravity’’ as expressed by Guérinière (…) I believe this conception of  

                lightness to be the stamp of superior equitation. It is a far cry from the methods,  

                which, under the pretext of making the horse taut like a bow-string, actually  

                provoke and stimulate a constant traction on the reins.’’ 

 

The piaffe and passage, require great efficiency with minimal effort which can only be 

realized through the application of lightness as this allows both horse and rider to put  

into action, only the muscles necessary, to produce the desired result. Any movement  

that is executed using more force than is necessary cannot be pursued for long because  

it is fatiguing. Furthermore the employment of useless force detracts from the quality of 
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the execution. Hence, any training method that recommends a weighted contact for these 

airs, as soft as it might be, of the bit with the lower jaw, not permitting absolute free play of 

the jaw and mouth, obligates the horse into a useless effort:  

 

              ‘‘Even small, this effort exceeds that which was necessary for the production of the  

               requested movement. And this goes not only for the horse, but also for the rider who  

               cannot completely relax his muscles, in that he must act against the horse so that  

               the contact is not lost.’’- Dom Diogo de Bragança 

 

To explain this point in greater deal I will share two more quotes of past masters. The first 

was made by General Alexis L’Hotte (1906) who said:  

 

                   ‘‘The rider imposes his will on the horse, provoking discomfort until the horse  

                    yields. If the rider maintain the pressure permanently, he maintain a discomfort  

                   that his mount can only deliver himself from by hardening against it. This  

                   hardening is transmitted throughout the horse, because the resistances sustain  

                   each other. One could conclude that equitation on the hand carries in itself the  

                   peril of deadening the horse by taking away the natural brilliance that can exist  

                   only in a light horse.’’  

 

 

Since without lightness the correct execution of certain airs is not possible, General 

Decarpentry (1932) specifies that the use of hand without the leg, leg without the hand is 

the only means of arriving at a level of perfection in the transitions into and out of these airs: 

‘‘In the airs, like piaffe and passage requiring a high degree of rassembler, it is therefore an 

ill-fated misinterpretation to support the horse with a physical contact.’’ 
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See pictures next page. Top: Captain Beduant riding Vallerine in 1925. Right: Lt. Colonal Gerhardt riding Fels 

around 1925. The positions of the two horses are nearly identical. And yet a world seperates them. As René 

Bacharach noted in L’Épron of June 1965: ’’Fels is compressed on himself’’ (Steinbrecht). Vallerine ‘’is left as  

free as possible’’ (Faverot). 
 

 

 However, although mechanized precision on contact has roots within the German approach to dressage, 

this doesn’t mean that there haven’t been great German riders who understood the concept of lightness. 

In the centre you can see Heinz Pollay on Kronos 1936 with freedom on the reins. Below, you can see Otto 

Lörke. As such, it would be flawed to wave away German dressage as harsh. It would be to say that French 

dressage is only about bringing the horse’s neck up: it is a faulty and incomplete interpretation of specific 

methods. Both German and French methods have their good and their flaws. Dressage is not French nor 

German: correct dressage is derived from nature and personally applied for each individual horse.  
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  Otto Lörke 

 

So why is it that still so many riders limit themselves to the narrow sense of the concept of 

contact only – even up till piaffe and passage? To answer this question, I refer to a brilliant 

statement made by Dom Diogo de Bragança: 

 

               ‘’Has the Germanic12 concept been beneficial to the progress of contemporary  

                academic dressage? I believe yes, as far as precision is concerned. The tests judged  

                according to Germanic criteria require, in effect, a considerable precision in the aids.  

                It is true that precise execution of movements demanded is facilitated by the  

                pressure – accepted and currently applied – of the lower jaw on the bit. But this kind  

               of contact [ contact with weight or pressure] is not indispensable. It is possible to  

               attain precision in the movement with a horse having a light mouth. But it is more  

               difficult.’’ 

 

And this is the hard truth. Increased difficulty comes with increased time investment and this 

is what so many trainers seem to be lacking today. And even if we think we understand what 

‘give it time’ means, there are always those horses that challenge our understanding of this 

concept as it varies within each individual horse.  

                                                        
12 See comments on page 108 on German vs French  
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From all of the above, it also becomes clear that ‘liberty on parole’ is not the same as a horse 

behind the bit avoiding contact. Captain Beudant (1934) wrote: ‘‘If a rider obtains a soft 

flexible jaw with the reins semi-taut or even floating, he should not believe that his horse is  

in a void and that he has escaped the hand.’’ 

 

So now that we’ve established we should always strive to understand and practise contact  

in the broadest sense of the word, is there no place at all for a weighted contact such as 

Steinbrecht described? On the contrary. It can be useful in trail riding, jumping, races, 

eventing and also at the beginning of training for a horse destined for School horsemanship 

‘‘so that he does not become confused between true lightness and the noisy chomping on the 

bit characteristic of the false lightness of a horse of whom one has demanded the relaxation 

of the jaw too soon, that is to stay, when his general flexibility cannot yet support it without 

risk.’’ – De Bragança  

 

In truth, lightness is a dangerous weapon for the rider that uses it poorly. That is why one 

could advise, before seeking the mobility of the jaw, to let the horse pass through a stage 

where the rider lets him take certain contact – according to Steinbrecht - while confirming 

him in a position from which the rider can, without danger, make the horse work in healthy 

lightness.  

 

The important and difficult thing is to know at what moment one can, without fear,  

move on from contact to the relaxation of the jaw. In effect, even if the latter technique  

has inconveniences in the beginning, contact, when it is badly done, can prevent one from 

reaching a degree of confidant lightness. Again, this all depends on the riders tact to 

correctly feel the horse to make informed and intelligent decisions.  

 

So in conclusion, all questions about contact be summarized as follows:  

 

               ‘‘A balanced horse lightens himself. Since the goal of dressage is to balance the  

                 horse, lightness inevitably becomes a sign of balance. If the rider obtains balance,   

                he must give the greatest possible liberty to his horse, so that the horse can   
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                maintain it himself. A force like a supporting contact [l’appui], useless in the  

                management of balance, is not only unfavourable to that balance if it is  

               maintained  for a long time, it also lead to a loss of balance (De Braçanga).’’ 

 

 

YIELDING OF THE HAND 
So now it’s time to consider the actions of the hand. As mentioned in the introduction, the 

first action of the hand is to yield, which can be done in two ways according to La Guérinière:  

 

              ‘’The first action, which is to yield and move the hand forward is a movement that  

                involves lowering the hand, turning the fingers nails down a bit (…) This aid is used  

                to urge forward for the holds that holds back (…) [Apart from yielding in the manner  

                already described above a second manner is] to take the reins in the right hand  

                above the left and, by loosening the left hand, to gradually transfer contact with  

               the bit to the right hand. Then the left hand is removed. After this the right hand is  

               lowered until it rests on the horse’s neck. Then the horse is completely free and  

               without bridle. This last method of yielding the hand is called descente de main.’’  

 

 

 

 

 

The yielding of the hand in 

process with semi-taut 

reins:  I can give and the 

horse can  stay in balance. 

The aids flow through. No 

more contact is needed.  
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The yielding of the hand thus tells the horse it can go forward by making sure the horse 

doesn’t feel restrained by the rider’s hands. The yielding of the hand should be as practised 

as much as it possible as it also checks the horse’s self-carriage.  

 

The yielding of the hand needs to be preceded by a corrective action such as a half halt if the 

horse is leaning heavily on the shoulders as otherwise, it would collapse even more by giving 

the reins:  

 

           ‘’The rider should guard against using the yielding hand or performing the descente de  

             main when his horse is on its shoulders. The correct time to perform either of these  

             movements is after indicating a half halt. When the rider feels that his horse is on its  

             haunches, then is the time to subtly yield the bridle hand or even to perform the   

            descente de main. ‘’ – La Guérinière  

 

Thus, you give the hand to allow the horse to go forward. If as a result the horse collapses 

on the shoulders, it gives you two pieces of information:  

 

                1. The horse is not in self-carriage 

                2. The horse is not balanced  

 

 

As such, you need to apply a corrective action to such as a half halt to restore the balance 

after which you check again if you can yield the hand while the horse’s posture doesn’t 

change.  

 

It is important to understand the yielding – or corrective actions that follow – should not be 

done suddenly: ‘’The hand should never suddenly yield or resist. This can ruin a horse’s 

mouth and cause head tossing.’’ – Alois Podhaskjy  
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Yielding is not the same as completely dropping the reins only to give a jerking half halt after 

and repeating this process. A horse on loose reins is not the same as horse in balance and 

self-carriage. Thus the necessity of yielding the hand can never be used as a justification for 

just always throwing away the reins. This is avoiding contact and making an unbalanced 

horse nervous. If the horse is vacuum cleaning on the forehand, the yielding of the hand is 

not possible. Hence, balance and self-carriage go hand in hand with yielding of the hand. 

 

Thus, the yielding should always be applied in the movement and the balance of the horse. 

You yield as much as the horse is able and willing to follow.  

 

RESTRAINING ACTIONS  
‘’The restraining aids are limited solely to the action of the hands.’’ – Steinbrecht.  

 

The second action of the hand is to restrain by means of a halt, half halt or rein back which 

are all general actions. Partial actions of the hands will be described later on.  

 

Furthermore, the section will mainly focus on the rein aids itself. The combined application 

of aids – such as inside leg to outside rein will be dealt with in the chapter on diagonal aids.  
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THE HALT & REIN-BACK  

The exact aids of the halt and rein back will be discussed more in-depth in the chapters 

concerning the effet d’ensemble. However, in this section I’d like to outline the benefits  

and the difficulty of both exercises as it is so much more than just a restraining action of  

the hand.  

 

A halt correctly executed will improve the bending of the three joints of the hind legs, and 

will be a test of the degree of balance, of suppleness, and of the action of the rein going 

through the body that the horse has attained by his training:  

  

            ‘’The halt should always be performed in the direction of the movement and without  

               loss of balance. When halted, the horse should carry his own weight and that of his  

               rider equally on all four legs; The horse must remain on the bit and be ready to  

               move off immediately into any pace demanded by his rider.’’  

 

AND:  

 

             ‘’When reducing the pace to the halt, the transitions should be smooth, fluid, and  

               level which is possible only if it is brought about by the correct application of the  

               rider’s back, leg, and rein aids, thus ensuring that the horse does not lose his  

              balance.’’  – Alois Podhasjky  

 

Because the halt requires balance and fluid movement so that the rein action can come 

through, hence, the full halt should not be asked too much in the young horse or untrained 

horse that is not strong enough yet.  

 

The difficulty in the halt lies in the necessity of a perfect equilibrium, which is much harder 

when all the legs are on the ground compared to when they are airborne. When the horse 

stand still on the spot, it is much easier to lean more towards one side/leg. You will notice 

this because as such, the upwards transitions from the halt will not be fluid and the horse 
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crooked. Thus, a horse always benefits from movement first before working in the halt. As 

such, the halt is a checking exercise of the movement: if the movement was balanced, so is 

the halt. The halt will not be improved in the halt, but within movement.  

 

Of course there is a difference in a halt applied for gymnastic purposes and those applied to 

give the horse a break, a food reward etc. Ideally, these halts should also be balanced, but of 

course we cannot expect this in the beginning.  

 

 

Left: the horse halting naturally with hocks behind. Middle: the hocks need to come under the body for a 

balanced halt while riding without losing verticality on the front limbs. The rein-back should be a collecting 

movement with the chest up and a lowering of the haunches.  

 

Now let’s consider the rein-back of which La Guérinière wrote:  

 

                  ‘’The position of the bridle hand, to back a horse, is the same as at the halt  

                    because in accustoming a horse to back up easily, it is necessary [after having  

                    halted him] to draw back on the bridle, with the fingernails up, as if one wished  

                   to indicate a new halt. When the horse obeys, that is to say he takes one or two  

                   steps backwards, it is necessary to yield the hand so that the sense that cause the  

                   feeling to return to the bars.  

 

                   However, the horse cannot accomplish this action well, and one must not demand  

                   it of him until he begins to supple himself and obey the halt; because it is easier to  

                  draw the forehand back to oneself when the shoulders are free rather than  

                  numbs, and since this lesson causes soreness in the loins and hocks, it is necessary  
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                  to use it moderately in the beginning.  

 

                  When a horse begins to back up easily, the best lesson that one can give to make  

                  him light in the hand is to only rein back the shoulders; in other words, to gently  

                  bring the forehand back to oneself as if one wanted to back him, and when one  

                  feels that the horse will back, one must give him the reins and walk forward one or  

                  two steps.’’ 

 

Thus, the rein-back requires even more strength than the regular halt and should not be 

asked of the horse until it can do so fluidly. The rein back requires coiling of the loins and 

thus a supple back and sound pelvis. If the horse braces through the back up, it loses its 

gymnastic purpose and only causes harm.  

 

So in summary, although the halt and rein-back are excellent gymnastic exercises when 

executed with care, they should be considered as advanced and applied intelligently on the 

young, injured or poorly trained horse. Again, it requires a lot of trainer’s tact to know  

when the horse is ready.  

 

It is because these exercises are quite advanced, the half halt is more regularly applied 

through all stages of training – which brings us to the next chapter.  

 

The actions of the hand according to La Guérinière: 1) Left: Yielding forward 2) Collection action: halt, half-halt 

or rein-back 3) Descente de main to checking the horse’s balance. Note the position of the hand upwards. The 

lifting of the fingernails is not necessary and the yielding action requires the hands a bit higher than advised by 

La Guérinière as today we are using cavesson and snaffle bits that have a higher point of contact compared to 

riding with the curb bit alone.  
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HALF-HALTS 
It seems that up to today the half-halts are often poorly understood. Although all classical 

masters say you should use them, there is a great deal of mystery about what exactly they 

are and how and when to use the half halt. A half halt can be applied in many situations:  

 

         ‘’The half-halt may be described as a ‘’call to attention’’ to prepare the horse for the  

            next command of his rider. It can be employed to shorten the stride, improve the  

           contact and collection, and give notice to the horse that an exercise requiring greater  

           proficiency is about to be demanded (…) The half-halt will help the horse to carry  

           himself better and take a lighter contact with the bit. It may be used as a corrective,  

          especially with a horse that is inclined to lie heavily on the reins.’’ – Alois Podhasjky   

 

The confusion about the half halts stems from the fact that there are so many possible 

variations and applications of the half halt. Different masters each had their own versions of  

a half-halt. To add to the many options available, you can also vary the duration and the 

intensity of the half halt. Hence, no half halt is the same:  

 

         “Each half-halt done is different from all the others. The period of restraint (passive  

          resistance) exchanged for a period of forward flow always differs. How long you sustain  

          each, how the proportion of restraint to drive is worked out and how much lightness of  

          forehand, engagement of haunches may be produced, will vary. But even if no two half- 

          halts are identical, they always emphasize the change in the balance of the horse for  

          the better. If you do not feel improvement in the balance, then you have not succeeded  

         in performing a half-halt.’’ - Charles de Kunffy (1992) 

In general, it can be said, that when executed well, half halts can allow one to more finely 

tune the horse’s balance. However, it is important to realize that the half halt itself will  

not create lightness. True lightness is achieved through all the exercises and movements 

executed with a maximum of impulsion and proper coordination of the vertebral column 

mechanism. Hence, to prepare the horse’s physique efficiently for the athletic demand of 
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performance, it is necessary to always think beyond the half halt to truly enhance an 

intelligent conversation with finesse.  

 

To analyse the half halt to a deeper extent, I will elaborate on each of its variables: 

 

§ Interpretation 

§ Conditions   

§ Timing  

§ Application  

§ Execution  

§ Duration  

§ Angle 

§ Gaits 

 

 

 

1. The interpretation of the concept is critical to master the half halts. For some, the half 

halt is considered the same action required for a full halt, ‘’but to a lesser degree and are 

discontinued the moment the horse has responded (Podhasjky 1969).’’ However, just as 

forward should not be confused with speed, the half halt should not be considered as the 

literal interpretation of half-a-halt. There is no stopping in a half halt and when applied 

correctly, it will never come at the expense of impulsion: ‘’Unlike the halt, the half halt can 

be repeated often without breaking the horse’s gait (La Guérinière).’’ Merely slowing down 

the horse does not improve balance and thus the half halt is fundamentally different than 

 a literal half-a-halt and resembles more to ‘half-a-go’.  

 

2. Although the half halt is a very useful aid, it relies on certain conditions for its action  

to be able to flow throughout the horse’s body as mentioned earlier: ‘’Certain actions of the 

hands, such as vibration and especially ‘’demi-arrets’’ [half-halts], require a complete 

ramener.’’ – De Bragança 
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The basic half halt is considered a general action – something explained in coming chapters -  

in the sense that it influences the entire body of the horse. However, in order to do so, it 

relies on the free flow of movement throughout the horse’s body. If these conditions are not 

met, the actions of the half halt will not be able to come through as it’s action gets blocked 

off somewhere. If there is the slightest resistance to allowing the half halt to flow through 

the body of the horse, you end up with an unsteady, irregular, resisting horse whenever you 

ask for more collection, or introduce a new exercise. 

 

Thus, the half halt as a general action can only be effective if the horse is able to yield 

through. If not, one must first work on improving contact and alleviating any possible 

tensions or blockades before the half halts can be properly applied.  

 

However, at the same time, it can be argued that the application of unilateral half halts are 

designed to overcome these blocks. A unilateral half halt is applied on one rein to correct or 

straighten the horse as means of a partial action – although it’s effect could also have 

influence the entire body.  It’s application and usefulness has been praised among several 

masters. For example, General Decarpentry preferred momentary actions of elevating the 

hand as a means to a half-halt on a single rein  affected only on the convex side of the neck 

[outside rein]. These actions also allow the rider to obtain a purely mobilization of the jaw  

to align the horse. The unilateral half halt is also commonly applied in the Spanish Riding 

School:  

 

              ‘’At the Spanish Riding School, the unilateral half halt is considered to be of great  

                importance with horses that take an uneven contact with the bit or are stiff on one  

                side (…) The regular forward movement must not be interrupted by this aid.’’  

                – Alois Podhasjky  

 

By alleviating local tensions, the conditions of the general half halt might be met. In such a 

way, a unilateral or ‘partial’ half halt could thus prepare for the half halt as a general action.  
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      Left: Sketch by Parrocel depicting a unilateral half halt on the inside rein to increase lateral flexion or combat  

     resistances. Right: Waldemar Seunig advise lifting the inside hand to the height of the ears in case of a dead     

    mouth or refusal.  

 

3. As with so many things, the correct timing is even more important than the amount of 

pressure applied. To time the half halts correctly starts with understanding the elastic recoil 

system that creates the ‘’spring’’ in the horse’s movement:  

 

         ‘’Elastic structures, like tendons and ligaments, store energy when elongated. This  

           energy is released when they return to their normal length’’ - Meershoek en van den  

           Bogert (1996) 

 

A half halt strives to optimize the recoil system, but will only succeed when the timing  

is correct. Each stride has two phases:  

 

   1. Coiling à weight bearing phase storing energy  

   2. Push off à releasing the stored energy  

 

 

Coiling the joints creates potential; using that potential to push firmly off the grounded foot 

creates impulsion. The combination of coiling and pushing is a half-halt. Depending on the 

movement, the coiling or pushing phase may be emphasized. In a downwards transition the 
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coiling increases. In an upwards transition the push off the ground predominates, having 

been preceded by coiling.  

 

The correct timing of the half halt is thus when the leg meant to control touches the ground 

in front of the vertical – ready to coil and store energy. Applying a half halt at exactly this 

moments allows the horse to optimize the stored energy so that the recoil allows more 

elasticity and an improvement of impulsion and cadence:  

 

                  ’’Think about the cadence of the gaits, and their amplitude. Improve it with light  

                    half-halts and combined effects given in the cadence and not against the beat.’’  

                   – Nuno Oliveira  

 

The stride phases of the walk. If the limb passed beyond the vertical, it starts to push and the half halt cannot 

have the desired effect anymore to improve the cadence of the gait.  

 

If the half halt is given in the wrong moment – e.g. when the leg passes behind the vertical 

and starts to thrust -  you are half halting against the thrusting leg and the horse has no 

choice but to brace and go against or above the point of contact.  

 

Furthermore, if you would give a collecting half halt when the limb is in the air: 

 

                    ‘’you would shorten the stride and prevent the hind leg from stepping under. It  

                     would have to set down prematurely, maybe not even reaching the vertical,  

                    much less reaching in front of it. That way, the carrying phase would be shortened  

                    or even made impossible. The result would be loss of balance and relaxation not  

                    to mention collection." – Thomas Ritter  
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4. So now it’s time to dive deeper into the possible practical applications. In general,  

the half halts can be grouped into two categories:  

 

• Corrective 

• Collecting  

 

 

As the name suggests, corrective half halts are meant to check or  re-balance the horse. 

Corrective half halts were favoured by Steinbrecht who wrote:  

 

            ‘’As important as it may be to maintain flowing forward movement also in a lateral             

              movement, one must not lose track of the fact that horses which have difficulty  

              maintaining themselves in balance and therefore tend to rush can recover from the  

              lost position only through repeated half halts.’’ 

 

Steinbrecht used the half halts to check and correct the horse’s balance where needed.  

A checking half halts consists of the closing and opening of the hand on the reins. If balance 

are good and the hind legs sufficiently forward, the horse will be able to yield immediately.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       A Steinbrecht checking half halt is nothing more than a closing and opening of the rein  

                      without moving the position of the hand.  
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If this is the case, all good and the training is continued. However, if the horse doesn’t yield, 

a corrective action should be applied to restore or achieve balance either by a turn of the 

wrist or a raising of the hands:  

 

               ‘’The alternating slight yielding and taking up of the reins which is so necessary for  

                 maintaining a sensitive, lively mouth is produced in a fine way by repeated opening  

                and closing and softly raising and lowering of the hands, and by a twist in the wrist  

                so that the little finger alternately faces the rider’s body or the horse’s neck. While  

               doing so, it is not necessary to shorten or lengthen the reins.’’ – Steinbrecht  

 

A unilateral corrective half halt. A bilateral half halt would involve to hands up higher. Steinbrecht and La 

Guérinière originally advised a twist of the wrist upwards, but as explained earlier the different choice of bridles 
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today does not always require this. Note that the hands do not draw backwards [as done by La Guérinière],  just 

up more in the style of General Decarpentry.  

 

The corrective half halts are usually applied unilaterally – to control the leg that is escaping.  

However, in order to not irritate or discourage the horse, one should be careful to not apply 

these type of half halts too much as otherwise the horse’s nervous system does not get the 

time to adapt – I will elaborate on this in the section about duration of the half halts.  

 

The collective half halts were favoured by La Guérinière and Baucher. A half halt 

according to La Guérinière is an upwards action of the hands positioned close to the body 

followed by the descente de main:  

 

             ‘’to indicate the half-halt one holds the bridle hand close to one’s body and acting  

              upwards, to retain and support the forehand of a horse that leans on his jaws, or  

              when one wants to ramener or to put him together [rassembler].’’ 

 

 

 

A portrait of La Guérinière  

showing the start of the 

descente de main after a 

collective half halt: the outside 

rein is still acting, while the 

inside rein is already yielded. 

From this point, the outside 

rein will yield to get a full 

descente de main to check the 

horse’s balance in lightness for 

the ‘liberty on parole’  
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Later on, General Decarpentry developed another collective half-halt that was 

fundamentally different to that of La Guérinière. He described a firm upward movement 

[from bottom to top] on taut reins, with fingers well closed follow quickly by gradual 

relaxation of the fingers and giving [yielding] with the hand: ‘’ This action is analogous to 

that of heaving up a heavy stone from the foot of a staircase and putting it gently down on 

one of the steps without damaging the surface of the step and without making any noise.’’ 

So where Guérinière held the bridle hand close to the body, the action of Decarpentry is 

both upward and slight forward.  

 

Train your eye for different actions of the hand: Left general Decarpentry in the action of the hand to combat 

resistance with hands up and forward. Right: action of the hand by Nuno Oliveira in passage with the hands 

more backwards according to La Guérinière.  

 

Then, Baucher considers the half halts as a way to resolve the resistances due to weight  

on the forehand by elevating the neck to move some of the weight to the hind end. It was 

designed to encourage a lift in front without shortening the neck and helps the horse to  

start to alleviate the weight on the forehand. He turned the wrists upwards while lifting the 

arms. The half halt was correct if the rider could give, without ruining the forward stepping 

of the hind limb. The Baucher half halt is certainly useful – which will be discussed in a later 

chapter –  but there is also the risk of  that it results in a backwards half halt that might 

cause the horse to curl the neck or dive on the bit.  
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Although there are many variations, in general it can be said that the half halt consists of a 

lifting action, either unilateral or bilateral. Either a static pressure of through soft vibrations 

– the latter designed to alleviate local resistances.  

 

 5. By now, it should be clear that each master had his own version of the half halt 

depending on the situation at hand. In some training methods the half halts are executed  

via the means of the hands only whereas others consider the half halt a combined use of 

multiple aids or even a secondary result.	The French version of the half-halt does not include 

any action of the seat or legs, unlike the German version of the same technique13:  

 

        ‘’if the horse leans too heavily on the hand, the half-halts must be more frequent and  

         only indicated by the bridle hand without any aid from the inner thigh or legs; rather it  

         is necessary to loosen the thighs or else he would throw himself on the forehand to an  

         even greater degree.’’ – La Guérinière  

 

       “The half-halt is a hardly visible, almost simultaneous co-ordinated action of the seat,  

         the legs and the hand of the rider.’’ – FEI  

 

        ‘’Half-halts are not executed with the hands. The hands holding the reins correctly  

          must become extensions of the activities and position of the torso and seat.’’		

										–	Charles de Kunffy 

 

Thus, in general the half halt is applied in two ways:  

 

• Coordinated effect 

• Hands without legs, legs without hands  

 

                                                        
13 These differences will be explained more in depth in the coming chapters  
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Within the first principle, the half halt is applied with the simultaneous use of the driving 

aids to maintain the gait or angle. In the second, the driving aids are applied first to create 

energy, which is then quickly harnessed with a half halt and then released. However, when 

riding, it is important to realize that the seat is the only aid that we cannot stop to use and 

thus, the half halt is always a combination of hands and seat. This does not mean the seat 

has to be actively involved  in the action, but it has to be aligned properly to allow the action 

to flow through.  

 

When working on the ground, the half halt is then always a combined action of trainers 

posture and the hand. 

 

Depending on the situation at hand, both applications can be justified at times. For example, 

Steinbrecht advised combined application of legs and hands to either position the shoulders 

or hindquarters through versal and traversal half halts. A versal half halt would be the 

diagonal action of the inside leg to outside rein. A traversal half halt consists of the opposite.  

 

However, it is important to never provide contradictory aids or apply the simultaneous aids 

for a prolonged period as this will only cause the horse to tighten and resist.  

 

Since these principles of coordinated or isolated effects are so essential to dressage, I will 

devote entire chapters to this topics later on in this manual.  

 

6. The duration of the half halt is also critical to its success. As mentioned earlier, the 

correct timing of the half halt is restricted to the window of opportunity presented by the 

coiling phase of the limb. In that sense, the duration of the half halt can never be longer  

than this moment. If a half halt exceeds this momentum, it will be met with resistance.  

 

Furthermore, although half halts can be repeated often, there naturally is a limit. To achieve 

the goals of dressage, self-carriage is an essential element. Self-carriage cannot be achieved 

by the continuous intervention of the rider. We need to give the horse – mostly its brain – 

time to ‘figure it out’. For example, let’s consider a horse that keeps falling out with the 
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outside hind leg. Our human brain designed for executive function start to plan in advance: 

we often start and continue to half halt based on the anticipation of the horse falling out. 

However, this leads to micromanaging and doesn’t provide the horse time to digest the 

information. I refer once again to the quote of Dom Diogo de Braçanga:  

 

          ‘’The rider must train the horse to a permanent state of relaxation, which is not  

           compatible with the need for the intervention of the hand every time there is a loss  

          of lightness, precisely because the hand has ceased to act. Make him understand and  

          then let him do it.’’ – De Bragança  

 

The need for intervention depends of every horse and this is where rider’s tact comes into 

play. Some horse, you can half halt each step for a while and then give it a long break.  For 

some this is detrimental. Thus, act wisely and closely observe the horse.  

 

7. The angle on which you are training the horse is critical as a bended  line usually requires 

different application of the half halts than working on straight lines.  

 

On bended lines, usually the half halts on the outside rein predominate as this rein 

determines the degree of bending and collection. The laws of movement determine that on 

any bent line, the inside hind limb natural carries most weight. Thus, to balance and 

straighten the horse, the rider should half halt mostly with the outside rein to ensure the 

even engagement of this leg. Of course this doesn’t mean the inside rein should be forgotten 

at all – it preserves the softness and lateral flexions of the jaw, which I will explain later in 

the section about inside – outside rein.  

 

8. Finally, the half halt should be applied differently according to the rhythm of the gait.  

The application of half halts in the canter should be different to those in the trot since the 

rhythm of the gait is different.  

 

For example, the trot is a symmetrical gait. So when you are trotting on a straight line, you 

want both hind legs to carry and push equal weight and thus you half halt with both hands. 

However, as soon as you take an angle – either a turn or a lateral exercise – the outside rein 
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predominates again for the reasons mentioned earlier.  

 

The canter on the other hand is an asymmetrical gait, and thus the outside hind leg naturally 

carries more weight than the inside. As such, the unilateral half halts usually predominate in 

this gait.  

 

The same can be said for the walk. Since all limbs travels separately  in this gait, steadiness is 

usually hardest to achieve and requires a very tactful and refined rider that can balance the 

weight on all four limbs as desired.  

 

So, in conclusion of this chapter, it is clear that the half halt can be quite complicated. 

Although the basic action requires a lifting of the hand(s), the many variables make it not so 

simple as to define it into a singular action. To understand and practise the half halt, is not 

about breaking your skull over understanding its theory, but rather to develop correct rider’s 

tact so that their application almost comes ‘naturally’ by feeling your horse.  

 

Yes it is important to read upon the theory as just laid out for you, but as Alois Podhasjky 

said: ‘’Theory into practise becomes something else.’’ As I already mentioned earlier in the 

introduction of this chapter, no half halt is the same and thus it is impossible to define and 

explain the half halt by mere words. Instead, It is essential to develop a correct trainer’s tact 

as by then, the application of the half halts almost come ‘naturally’ by feeling your horse.  

As such, although half halts are useful, it is important to always think beyond them.  

 

Through the remaining of the manual, the applications of the hand in combination to other 

aids will be elaborated extensively. Read the theory, Think about it intelligently [without 

getting lost in your head] and just practise when training your horse and I will guarantee  

that you will master a dialogue of finesse on a higher level.  
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TURNS & BENDING  

According to La Guérinière, the third and fourth action of the rein is to turn either to  

the left or to the right. In general, there are two ways of turning:  

 

• Bending the neck exactly in the axis of movement [inside-bend]  

• Bending the neck opposite to its initial direction [counter-bend] 

 

 

Both actions can be applied either with both reins in one hand or by keeping the reins 

separate in each in hand.  

 

Turning while holding the reins in the right hand 

 

Today, the most common method is turning through inside bend. However, we must 

remember that a horse turns naturally by moving the shoulders and not by bending.  

La Guérinière suggested the following:  

 

           ‘’The third action of the hand is to turn right, by moving the hand to this side with the  

             nails turned a little upwards in order from the outside rein, which is the left rein, the           

             one which must carry out the action, to act more promptly.  
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             The fourth action is to turn left. Moving the hand that way, turning the nails down 

             a little, in order to act on the outside rein, which is the right rein on this occasion.’’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Turning according to La Guérinière while holding the reins in the left hand only. Note that this way of  

                    turning is more about moving the horse’s shoulders than bending.   

 

He also made a distinction between turning with separate reins versus holding the reins 

equal in one hand:  

 

             ‘‘In order to use separated reins well, the left hand should be lowered when drawing  

               the right rein to signal a turn to the right. The same rule applies to the left turn. The  

               right rein should be lowered when the left hand is drawn back because the horse  

              would not know which hand to obey unless the hand opposite to the direction in  

              which the rider wishes to turn is lowered.’’  
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            ‘’When holding equal reins in one hand, the inside rein should be held a little shorter  

             in the bridle hand. This places the horse’s head to the side toward which he is moving  

             (…) But the inner rein must never be too short; that would give a false bend and  

             uneven contact. The rider must always be able to feel the effect of both reins in  

             his bridle hand.’’ 

 

In both cases, La Guérinière already emphasized that the inside and outside rein have 

different actions:  

 

              ‘’We can also note that when we use the outside rein towards the inside, this action  

               causes the outside shoulder to move inwards and makes the outside leg move over  

               the inside one: and when we use the inside rein, moving the hand towards the  

               outside, this movement widens the inside shoulder, in other words, it makes the  

               inside leg move over the outside one. We can see, that through these different  

              inside and outside rein action, that it is what we do with our hands that controls  

              the horse’s forehand.’’  

 

Thus, it can be said that the process of turning and changing position  involves the following 

elements:  

 

• Correct contact 

• Correct movement of the hands 

• Interaction of inside- and outside rein 

• Interactive supporting aids  

 

 

‘’For a change of direction, the horse must most of all have the correct contact; that is,  

it needs the secure and good effect of both reins to guide and support it (Steinbrecht).’’  

The concept of contact has already been described earlier from which it stems that the 

correct contact is not about holding the reins short and firm, but also not completely loose 

as It is unfair to expect a young horse to be able to turn by action of the seat without any 
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contact of the reins. This would chasing rainbows at the expense of the relaxation of the 

horse: ‘’The action of the reins should never be applied from a loose rein, as this would lead 

to a jerk.’’ – Alois Podhasjky  

 

Throughout the advancement in training, the contact on the reins gradually decreases, untill 

the horse is able to turn by intention or seat alone.  

 

The second point concerns the correct movement of the hands. In the previous chapters, 

 I have already argued that pulling the hands downwards or backwards is restricting the 

horse and thus will result in unbalanced turns and bending. The movement of the hands 

depends on whether the turns are asked by means of an inside- or counterbend. In the  

first case, Steinbrecht describes the following action of the hand:  

 

            ‘’From this [straight]14 position, the hand is rotated to the left and right, the little  

              finger indicating the direction of movement.’’  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
14 The straight position according to Steinbrecht is one in which the thumb points upward and the little finger 
downward.  
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Thus, in effect Steinbrecht describes the use of a direct inside rein as pictured below.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A direct opening or leading rein. 1) hand moves to the side 2) horse turns its head to the direction of the hand 3) 

Horse loads the inside front limb to maintain balance in the bend. Hence, on a circle, the inside shoulder is 

always more loaded. This is why La Gueriniere developed the shoulder-in on the straight line and why circle are 

not the best means to free up this shoulder. As soon as the horse yields, the inside rein should be brought closer 

to the horse’s neck and yielded forward. Note, the horse doesn’t turn by means of the inside hand alone. The 

inside hand merely guides lateral flexion which will be explained later. The direct inside rein is a useful means to 

educate the young horse to follow the hand and at the same time for the rider to learn to give direction with the 

hand without working backwards.  

 

When turning by means of counterbend I’d like to refer to the description of Philippe Karl:  

 

         ‘’give a bend by turning the finger nails upwards and pressing the rein against the neck.  

          Weight the opposite side in the stirrup and if necessary help the horse to understand  

          by opening the opposite rein.‘’  
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Picture on the left adapted from Philippe Karl explaining the indirect rein [or neck rein]. It  is important to 

understand that the counterbend is merely a sideways action of the hand as most riders tends to only pull on 

the indirect rein. The hand on the indirect rein moves toward the desired direction of movement, bringing the 

rein into contact with the neck. The horse bend slightly to the indirect rein while the neck and shoulders move 

away from it. The horse loads the opposite front limb as its weight shifts forward and away from the rein aid.  

 

It is important to understand that the exact action of the hands can differ from horse to 

horse. As long as the hands are not restricting and the horse is able to follow, any means  

is correct.  

 

The third point concerns the understanding of the separate functions of both inside- and 

outside rein: ‘’I believe that the attention of the rider should be fixed on the outside rein in a 

way which will complete and counter balance the effect of the inside rein.’’ – Nuno Oliveira  

 

In general, it can be said that the inside rein is tasked to indicate and preserve the proper 

lateral flexion, whereas the outside rein mainly regulates the angle of the bend and the 

required elevation of the forehand.  

 

Both the inside and outside rein can either be used upwards of directional. The inside rein 

can used by carrying to the inside [opening] to invite the horse to take up a lateral flexion. 
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Secondly, the inside rein can be used by carrying the hand upwards as means of a unilateral 

half either and vibrate should contraction occur or to restore lateral flexion. In some training 

methods the inside rein is also use by carrying the hand towards the outside shoulder:  

 

             ‘’When the inside rein is used by carrying the hand to the inside, the movement will  

               extent the inside shoulder. This to say, make the inside leg cross over the outside  

              leg.’’ – La Guérinière  

 

However, La Guérinière did not know yet about inverted rotation. Let’s consider a horse that 

is travelling to the left and falls in to the inside shoulder. The first reflex might be to act by 

bringing the inside hand towards the outside shoulder in an attempt move the weight more 

towards the outside shoulder. The optical illusion confirms this action as indeed the horse 

will start moving towards the outside shoulder. However, the horse will do so by 

compensating the thoracolumbar spine into inverted rotation. Thus, the solution to one 

problem leads to the creation of another. A much more effective way to is to either turn the 

horse to the outside to restore vertical balance by means of an opening outside rein or to 

ask for a counter bend in the opposite direction.  

 

 

Bringing the inside rein over the whithers while turning with an inside bend causes the horse to fall out over  the 

outside shoulder and creates inverted rotation. The inside rein should always be open.  
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Now let’s consider the outside rein:  

 

              ‘’It should be noted again that when using the outside rein by carrying the hand to  

                the inside, that this action moves the horse’s shoulder towards the inside. This   

               causes the outside leg to pass over the inside leg.’’ – La Guérinière  

 

So where La Guérinière thoughts on the inside rein carries some risk, his advice on the 

outside rein still stands today and is a very useful directional aid in which we can control the 

angle of the bend. It must be noted though that the outside rein can be advanced towards 

the inside, but should never cross over the whithers as this would have the opposite effect.  

 

Furthermore, the hand can make a lifting unilateral half halt on the outside rein to straighten 

or collect the horse within the angle of the movement required. Hence, a correct turn 

greatly depends on the correct coherence between both reins:  

 

        ‘’Since the main task of the outside rein is to maintain the required elevation of the  

         forehand, it is very wrong to want to guide or turn only with the aid of the inside rein. 

         It is just as wrong to want to turn the horse only with the outside rein, as this is so often  

         the case when the reins are both of the same length and the hand is incorrectly moved  

         to the side. Good natured and patient horses will gradually understand even this  

         incorrect aid and will obey it as well as possible in its incorrectness; insensitive and  

         spirited horses, however, will turn to the left when asked for a right turn and vice  

         versa, thus greatly embarrassing their riders.’’ – Gustav Steinbrecht 
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Left: outside rein too tight and resisting. Right: outside rein giving when the shoulder is turning forward.  

 

However, although the outside rein is of utmost importance, one must watch against 

stiffness. When turning with an inside bend, the outside front limb has to take the biggest 

step. When the outside rein restricts, the horse cannot turn fluidly and will have to contract 

its neck and back muscles instead. The outside rein shoulder thus guide the angle of the 

bend within the rhythm of the movement which means it has to come forward with the 

movement of the shoulder and limb each step of the way.  

 

  

 

When the outside rein is held back and rigid, it causes restrictions and as such contraction of the horse’s back 

muscles. On the other hand, just turning via the inside rein also causes the same constrictions. Hence, the inside 

and outside rein have to work in good harmony. The inside rein should only ask or maintain lateral flexion from 

which it  is always forward. A supportive indirect outside rein regulates the angle of the bend, but, in order to do 

so, the outside rein must not restrict the movement of the outside shoulder. Remember, the outside front limbs 

has to make the biggest step. As such, it is important to catch ‘lasso’ feeling on this rein and to give it forward 

when the outside front limb has to come forward in order to allow freedom of this limb within the movement.  

 

When turning via counterbend, the opposite is true. For example, consider turning to the 

left via a right counterbend. The right rein advances to the horse’s neck – without pulling. 

The inside rein must allow the horse’s left shoulder and limb to come inwards and take the 
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weight. If the inside rein restricts this movement, the counterbend will be degraded to 

inverted rotation and loses it purpose of straightening the horse - only to make it more 

crooked.  

 

Finally, the process of turning often requires supportive interactive aids: the rider’s seat and 

legs:     

         ‘’The horse must not turn by means of the inside rein, but by rotation of the rider’s pelvis  

         and shoulder who, in turn, maintains the contact on the outside rein. The only role of  

         the inside rein is to indicate flexion of the neck to the inside and nothing more.’’  

        - Nuno Oliveira  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  Anne-Roos turning via inside bend. Opening inside rein, supportive and guiding outside rein. 

                     Outside  shoulder forward, torso and pelvis turned without twisting.  
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Regarding the seat, it is important the rider’s pelvis and upper body is turned in rhythm  

of the horse to maintain vertical congruence. Problems often arise when the rider’s seat 

deviates to the opposite side of the applied rein actions, resulting in inverted rotation.  

 

As mentioned earlier, the horse’s outside shoulder comes slightly forward when asking  

for an inside bend and thus the rider has to follow and allow this movement in its own 

shoulders as otherwise the horse will be forced to turn crookedly and contracted.  

 

Regarding the legs, Steinbrecht describes the following:  

 

        ‘’For bending, the inside leg supports the inside rein in that it bends the horse’s spine  

          and advances the inside hind leg considerably underneath the load15; for elevation, the  

          outside leg supports the outside rein in that it fixes the horse’s outside hind leg or keep  

          it from falling out. Both legs maintain contact by driving the horse into the hand and  

         positioning it between the reins.’’  

 

This is what is commonly referred to as ‘channelling’ the horse between the aids or the 

‘agreement of the hand and heel’.  

 

 

INSIDE VS COUNTERBEND 

In the beginning of this chapter I shortly mentioned there are two types of turns. Now  

that I have elaborated on the aids required, it is important to add straightness into the 

equasion of choosing which type of turn is suitable for which situation.   

 

As mentioned, today the general ruling holds that the horse must only turn with an overall 

bend that exactly matches the curve of the circle it is on. However, although this is a valid 

objective, it should by no means be applied as the sole method of training the horse.  

 

                                                        
15 It must be noted that the inside leg does not have the capacity to ‘bend’ the horse – as will be explained later.  
    Hence, the task of the inside leg is merely to keep the inside hind leg from escaping, whereas the outside leg  
   can control the horse’s outside limb and the degree of collection. 
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By nature, horses turn by a counterbend on the shoulders  in weighting the inside front limb 

while putting the head and neck to the outside as a counter lever. Hence, the concept of 

inside bend is naturally alien to them.  

 

Furthermore, just like humans, horses are not straight. When on the lunge, an asymmetrical 

horse often goes on a bigger circle to one side. When moving on a straight line along the 

wall, a horse often does not stay on track and moves towards the outside shoulder and 

consequently its haunches escape to the inside [inverted rotation].  

 

Let’s consider moving on a right circle with a horse falling over the left outside shoulder.  

By asking the head and neck to the inside, the problem only gets bigger. The base of the 

neck gets destabilized and the rider feels the need to apply stronger aids which results in  

the horse contracting even more on the muscles to the right hand side of the neck. 

Consequently the ideal corrective exercise would involve combining a lateral flexion the  

left and moving the shoulder to the right – in other words: turning in counter-bend.  

 

 

A right bended horse weights the outside shoulder and invertedly rotates. We can straighten the spine through 

applying an indirect neck rein. As soon as the spine is aligned and weight is placed to the inside front limb, the 

reins have to yield forward again as the exercise has served its purpose. Hence, the objective is not to keep the 

horse in the counter bend. No, just for the amount of steps needed to straighten the horse and then let it move 

forward again. The biggest mistake often made in straightness training methods is that they don’t actually train 

the effect of their work, i.e. ask the horse to move forward and straight again and see how that goes. It is not 

about trying to create balance, but instead self-carriage.  
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In the above situation, a counterbend can align  [and thus straighten] the thoracolumbar 

spine of the horse by moving its shoulder to the left or right in the line of the haunches. 

Remember: a horse fundamentally turns by moving the shoulders and not by bending!  

Right bended horse. Bending to the left places weight to right shoulders, but the  haunches 

will want to escape. Thus, a counter turn is the best solution in these cases.  

 

            ‘’Indeed, what could be more logical than modifying the weight distribution between  

             the two shoulders by a sideways movement of the hand? In this case, there is no  

             opposition to the forwards movement and there is no need to compensate with your  

             legs – saving effort.’’  

 

Since counter-bend is more natural for the horse, it often requires no additional supportive 

aids as the reins work only sideways. Faverot de Kerbrecht wrote: ‘’A way of straightening 

the horse is by shifting of the weight from one shoulder to the other, by using the neck-rein, 

that consequently bends the horse in the opposite direction to its initial direction…but these 

direction must be obtained only by the hand.’’ 

 

Hence, whilst bending the neck exactly in the axis of movement is a valid presentation 

objective, it naturally should not be the only way of using the neck throughout the horse’s 

schooling. This has been long recognized as all working equitation methods which use the 

neck rein as a primary turning technique.  

 

To know when to use which type of turns [either inside or outside bend] requires a great  

feel for the movement and alignment of the horse’s thoracolumbar spine. The neck-rein is 

indispensable in achieving vertical balance. Only when the horse’s spine is aligned and the 

horse’s sternum is centred through the turns can an inside bend with correct combination  

of axial rotation and lateral bending be achieved!  
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SUMMARY REIN AIDS 

I am now at the conclusion of describing the actions of the hand. Although I will still consider 

their combined uses in the upcoming chapters, I’d like to quickly summarize the use of the 

hand as follows:  

 

1. The first action is to yield by moving the hand forward so that the horse is 

authorised to move forward 

2. Through the restraining aids, corrective and collective actions are applied to 

straighten the horse and achieve the rassembler 

3. By descente de main the horse is given conditional freedom to test for 

selfcarriage so that ultimately the horse can move without support of the hand  

 

 

 

 

                                     LEG AIDS 
 

‘’Among the driving aids, those that the rider is able to give with his lower legs are of  

the greatest importance because they are the most effective and the most natural (…) 

– Steinbrecht  

 

The rider’s legs serve to guide and govern the hindquarters of the horse. Since forward is 

the motto in equestrian art, the leg aids are of vital importance: ‘’ Often one hears of an 

extraordinary rider simply because he has good hands. Rarely does one hear of a great 

horseman renowned because he knows how to use his legs properly. Each one of these  

two requirements is equally important to achieve fame as a great rider.’’ – Oliveira   
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BASIC CONDITIONS  

To ensure the proper application of the aids, the rider must at first be concerned with  

two specific elements:  

 

• Proper placement 

• Total relaxation  

 

 

For the proper placement of the legs I’d like to refer to La Guérinière:  

 

                  ‘’When correctly positioned they should be straight and free from the knee down  

                     and close to the horse without touching his body. The thighs and calves should be  

                    turned in so that the flat portion of the inner thigh is glued onto the saddle flaps  

                    (…) The heel should be a little lower than the toe, but not too much because that  

                   would cause the legs to become rigid. Properly speaking, it is not the legs at all  

                   that need to be turned in toward the horse, but rather the rider’s upper thighs.  

                   When the inner thighs are correctly placed, then the legs as well as the feet will  

                   be turned in as much as they should be.’’ 

 

A few remarks should be made. First of all, the word ‘glued’ was chosen somewhat poorly 

since that ‘’always suggest a forced union (Steinbrecht).’’ A rider should never strive to 

be glued to the horse as this would not allow for a total yielding of the legs. This is also not  

in line with Guérinière’s teaching for the leg aids. Hence, it is more likely he used the word 

intended as a forceful expression to the importance of the correct placement of the  

thighs inward as the area of contact between the rider and horse. This is not only the  

basis on which the rider must keep the upper body in balance, but is also, simultaneously,  

‘’the means which inform the rider of the horse’s movement (Steinbrecht).’’ A rider should 

thus not try to find soft contact [with the legs] through a forced or artificial position as it will 

establish itself automatically if the rider ‘’lets his legs hang naturally.’’ 
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Secondly, any [modern] dressage method that 

claims to follow La Guérinière’s principle while 

promoting low heels should be considered 

ignorant. Today’s obsession with low heels has 

nothing to do with classical dressage and correct 

biomechanics since La Guérinière himself already 

clearly recognised its disadvantage of stiffening 

the limb. Hence, any rider would be wise to not 

force itself into an unnatural position of the heel. 

Instead of pushing the heel down, it would be 

much wiser to direct the heel towards the hind 

limb of the horse. This position allows you to  

   History wasn’t always better. La Gueriniere             remain soft at the knee and keeping the legs     

  already warned against false practise in his time   relaxed.  

 

And that brings me to the second basic condition, namely the total relaxation of the leg.  

To Nuno Oliveira this was so important that he made it one his key points of his preliminary 

instruction to his pupils.  

 

It is important to understand that relaxation is not the same as looseness. Riders who have 

no control over their legs will only bother the horse because of the constant slamming of  

the legs into the horse’s side. Remember, you are riding the horse’s heart and lungs! So 

while the leg should be relaxed, it should still be stable and controlled as the slightest 

involuntary movement of the leg unbalances the horse’s gait.  

 

Opposite to looseness is tightness. Tightness would make the rider look ‘glued’ to the horse 

– something that I already discussed as not desirable. A rider who has its legs tight around 

the horse’s sides will never be able to drive it properly forward. Again, it would be wise to 

remind yourself that the legs are positioned over the horse’s heart and lungs. Tightness can 

quite literally squeeze your horse’s breath. ‘’ What is essential is not to tighten the legs 
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during the dressage training, but rather to use them without effort while allowing them to 

hang softly near the horse’s sides.’’ – Oliveira  

 

 

 

      

    

     

        

 

 

   

       Relaxed and soft position versus cramped and improper positions 

 

In summary it can thus be said that ‘’the rider’s legs must adhere totally to the horse without 

any muscular contraction, which will ensure a supple application of the legs when needed.’’  

 

LEG ACTIONS  
So now that I’ve discussed the basic placement of the legs, let’s have a look into the possible 

lessons of the leg.  

 

La Guérinière summarizes that the leg has five different actions:   

 

• Movement of the thigh 

• Movement of the knee  

• Movement of the calves 

• The pinch of the spur [heels] 

• Shifting the weight in the stirrups  
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The first two actions, the movement of the thighs and knees  is done by ‘’either closing the 

thighs or the knees together tightening them toward the horse. This drives a horse forward; 

or one can tighten only the outside thigh or inside thigh to support if the horse is pressing or 

hurrying to much on the inside (La Guérinière).’’  

 

Although La Guérinière considers the thighs and the knee aids as the first two driving  

aids a rider should give, Steinbrecht considers the knee aid as one of the most refined  

and advanced:  

 

 

  ‘’As a driving aid, the knee pressure is one of the most subtle aids that is understood    

   only by perfectly trained dressage horses. Even with horses which already move in   

              balance, knee pressure still acts on the forward portion of the rib cage which is quite  

              unyielding and which is not so sensitive that the horse would be caused to move  

              forward. If, however, the horse has its haunches well under itself, it will push its  

             hindquarters forward and in between the rider’s open legs so that the rider’s knees  

             come to rest behind the stirrup leathers and against the more sensitive portion of the  

             rib cage where they will be able to produce an effective, forward driving pressure. It  

             is therefore completely unreasonable to demand a driving effect from knee pressure  

             on green or only poorly trained horses since this is an aid which belongs only to the  

            most refined dressage training.’’ 

 

For the abovementioned reasons, I agree with Steinbrecht that the knee aid is one of 

refinement, but not to start a young horse with. We can only assume that La Guérinière had 

access to such refined horses that he considers it a basic aid, but in our modern time with 

horses that are a more rectangular in shape and often lack balance, it is simply not realistic.  

 

The calves are used as an aid by bringing them gently against the horse’s belly. ‘’The calf aids 

are like steady barriers within which the hindquarters must work (Steinbrecht).’’ Again, this is 

why it is so important to place the legs properly as the soft contact of the calves come from 

a natural position of the legs which ‘’serves the horse as a guideline for the sequence of its 

hind legs while it enables the rider to evaluate the horse’s movement with more certainty.’’  
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The calve aids can thus be used as a driving aid as well as a directional aid by exerting 

pressure with the legs while they drop against the horse’s body in the rhythm of the 

movement.  

 

For La Guérinière, the calves were used third in row, after the thigh and knee aids: ‘’this  

aid [the calves] is used to warn a horse that he has not responded to the aid of the inner 

thighs and that the spurs are not far behind if he does not now pay attention to the calves.’’ 

However, as already argued above, today the calve aids are usually considered as a  

primary aid alongside those of the heel.  

 

Below the calves, there is the aid of the heels. As already mentioned earlier, the heel should 

be soft and now pressed down low as so commonly believed as this stiffens the rider’s leg 

and often pushes the foot forward. On the other hand, the heel should also not be 

contracted upwards as this will push the rider out of the saddle and result in a stiff leg.  

 

 

A basic heel aid is applied through a soft pressure against the horse’s flank, without moving 

the heel up- or downwards. 
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In classical literature, the heel aid was considered those of the spurs which were meant to 

‘’mainly aid the activity of the hind legs and are intended to produce a stimulating, 

electrifying effect in the horse.’’ – Steinbrecht  

 

 

 

Classical literature commonly praised the spurs as being indispensable to horse training:  

‘’Correct and thorough work with the spurs is the only way to make a horse supple and active 

through and through.’’ – Steinbrecht   

 

And:  

 

            ‘’Despite all the danger that the spurs can present, their use – their rational use indeed            

              – is indispensable (…) Small attaques [attacks] with the spurs at the three gaits, in  

             perfect accord with the hand, at a certain stage, are indispensable.’’ – Oliveira   

 

However, with the evolvement of modern day science and combined deterioration in 

general rider’s tact, spurs are no longer proven to be indispensable to horse training. 

Experience has taught me that although spurs can offer refinement for some well trained 

horses and trainers, they should by no means become standard equipment one comes to 

rely on.  

 

I ride most my horses without spurs completely. I ride some of my horses with spurs in 

certain training sessions to bring about refinement, but I never want to come to rely on 

them. Spurs can be useful temporarily, but I always want to return to minimal aids and  

thus be able to always train the horse without them.  

 

As I believe the use of the spurs often is misunderstood or even abused, I will devote the 

entire coming subsection to this topic, so that you can make an informed decision on your 

own.  
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SPURS 
‘’In effect, if the rider does not use them, he will not achieve dressage. If he uses   

them without method, he is headed to certain failure. He must carefully make sure  

of the progression with which he uses spurs if he wants to make them the most 

efficacious means of domination.’’ - De Bragança 

 
The above citation contains strong words. Although I agree with most of De Bragança’s 

work, I do not agree with the use of words such as ‘domination’ and the magical qualities 

assigned to the spurs. But how come that most of the classical literature raves so much 

about them?  

 

Returning to the father of modern dressage, La Guérinière described the spurs as ’’an 

excellent remedy to make a horse keen and sensitive to the aids. [They] are applied on the 

belly about four fingers behind the girth. If they are used too far back on the flanks, the horse 

will stop and kick instead of moving forward. ’’  However, that being said he immediately 

also issued a warning saying:  

 

  ‘’they [the spurs] should only be administered by a wise and experienced horseman.  

               It may be necessary to use them with force on occasion, but this should be done only  

              rarely. For nothing more is likely to break a horse’s spirit and drive it to desperation  

              more quickly than spurs that are used too often and at the wrong times (…) There are  

              some riders who swing and bang their legs against the horse, thereby constantly  

              jabbing the animal with their spurs. This causes a horse to incessantly whisk its tail  

             while walking. This is a disagreeable habit in any mount, but especially so in one that 

             is supposed to be trained.’’ 

 

So la Guérinière warns us against the practise we so commonly see today: the uncontrolled 

jabbing of the spurs. The spurs should only be employed by very skilled and thoughtful riders 

who are able to independently stabilize and control their legs and seat, not by beginners 

who yet not acquired these qualities.  
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That being said, in the hands of a skilled rider, the spurs are assigned the following benefits: 

 

              ‘’They create impulsion, they revive the horse’s action and they make him grown in  

                 his movement. They also serve to discipline him, to put him in ramener, to cadence  

                him, to put him in rassembler, and to immobilize him.’’ – Captain Raabe  

 

From this, it stems the spurs were used both as an aid as well as a punishment depending on 

the strength of their application. So first let’s look at the lesson of the spur as an  aid. To 

teach the horse the lesson of the spurs, Nuno Oliveira reffered to General Faverot de 

Kerbrech who first taught the horse the habit of becoming immobile at the touch of the 

spurs:  

 

               ‘’Once this complete immobility is obtained, depart at a walk, pressing with the spurs  

                 without relaxing the legs. This system accustoms the horse to have great respect for  

                spurs, and to move forward instantaneously without hesitation or abruptness.’’ 

 

Then let’s look at the spurs as a punishment. Steinbrecht identifies four gradations, namely 

the prick with the spur, flat touch with the spur, spur pressure and the jab with the spur – 

the latter being a quite severe punishment:  

 

                 ‘’The jab with the spur is the strongest and most emphatic influence with the spurs.  

                   It gives the horse a momentary, intense pain and, by injuring the skin, causes  

                   infections and swelling of the parts involved so that, for some time, the sensitivity  

                  at that point is even greater. I speak of course of spurs that really deserve their 

                  name and are equipped with five-to-six point rowels. Rowels with very many fine  

                  and very pointed tips are not good since they injury without drawing blood and  

                  therefore often produce unpleasant oedemas. Lazy horses and horse that are  

                  reluctant to use their power are driven into lively actions by a jab with the spurs;  

                 and any stubbornness, resistance or mischievousness is punished with the spurs.’’  
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OR 

 

                ‘’Give free [light] jabs when yielding with the hand and firm jabs with a fixed hand.  

                  Free jabs prepare the horse to accept firm attaques.’’ – Nuno Oliveira  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

        A spurs with rowels and a long neck from the 15th century. Rowel spurs come in many different shapes  

       and sizes, but I think we all can agree they don’t really look as a tool to bring about refined… 

 

Doesn’t sound very nice does it? Again, this example shows us we should not aim to blindly 

follow classical literature as that would mean we would not have evolved and still defend 

the concept of obedience: ‘’A lazy and insensitive horse can be awakened from its dreams 

only by spurs and whip. If, however, the spurs are not able to permanently overcome natural 

weakness and laziness, the horse is no riding horse; it belongs in front of a wagon where the 

driver always has his whip available. ‘’ 

 

A true classical trainer is a scientific trainer, who will always keep experimenting to  

find better solutions to today’s problems. This allows us to step away from concepts 

of punishment that stem from the desire of obedience or the need of a ‘jab’ with the  

rowelled spur as described earlier.  

 

It was actually Baucher – Steinbrecht’s greatest ‘enemy’, but a true scientific trainer - who 

started to experiment with less is more. In his Second Manner, Baucher stopped using spurs 

with sharpened rowels. The points had been removed and he even came to ride without 

spurs. He found that his legs were less tired than before and called it ‘equitation in slippers’.  

Although Nuno Oliveira did not come to rider without spurs completely, he did follow 
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Baucher’s example of less is more:  

 

                ‘’Several years ago, I gave up using spurs with rowels. I ride all horses without  

                  them, whether they be lax, or with hot blood, or whether they be sweet tempered  

                  or irritable. I have had much more satisfying results than when I rode with rowelled  

                 spurs (…)  I want to get all horses with slippers on my feet and my trousers touching  

                 [the sides of the horse] lightly and the reins held at semi-tension (…) Try for  

                 example, to start the piaffer by leg action alone, and then one day, if you touch the  

                horse with the spurs, you will see that he appears to have sprouted wings.’’  

 

In summary, it should be clear that the soft and thoughtful use of the spurs [every now and 

then] might refine the already advanced dressage horse so that it ‘’appears to have sprouted 

wings’’. Any rider who has not yet attained a good independent seat and the use of the legs 

should recognize the danger spurs can pose and wisely choose to not use them at this stage, 

as well not applying them to the green or unschooled horse.  
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Me training Acaliena. This moment shows the teaching process of collection. It is by far not perfect, but as you 

can see it is without whip and spurs. Hence, although the spurs can be of use, by no means are they 

indispensable to good training.  

 

Because as easy as these aids seem to be, their manifold gradations and the need to give 

them at the proper time are very difficult and require, most of all, complete independence 

of the lower leg from the thigh. They are therefore the privilege of such riders who have 

acquired a secure, balanced seat and do not need their legs to maintain it. This is the reason 

why poor and mediocre riders cannot get along with finely and thoroughly schooled horses; 

their heavy seat and their hard leg position unsettles such horses and will often 

inadvertently force such riders into gaits which they cannot handle and which they do not 

understand (Steinbrecht).  

 

 

STIRRUP STEPPING 

The fifth action of the leg is the weight in the stirrups, more commonly known as ‘stirrup-

stepping’. It is the gentlest aids of all in which the rider’s legs act as counter-balances to 

‘’realign the hindquarters and to keep the horse straightened between the heels (De 

Bragança).’’  For this reason, this aid is indispensable to all exercises where it is important to 

keep the hindquarters in a certain artificial position, for example, in the movements on two 

tracks.  

 

It is a very advanced aid and presupposes that the horse is extremely sensitive to the aids 

because it is ’’the pressure alone of one stirrup weighted more than the other that the horse 

must interpret and obey.’’ 

 

Before continuing to explain this aid, it must be noted that some riders strive to ride 

completely without stirrups – mostly on a bareback pad, and ‘’claim they feel closer and less 

encumbered without them (Steinbrecht).’’ Of course, the stirrup must not be necessary for 

the rider’s security. A rider must be made independent of the stirrups without them. But,  
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‘’as recommendable as such [without stirrups] a degree of perfected, secure seat may be, it is 

nevertheless obvious that such riders do not know the great advantages afforded by the fine 

use of stirrups (Steinbrecht).’’  The stirrups are thus not indispensable for securing a good 

rider seat, but to refine a prompt, secure and fine application of all the aids.  

 

The old masters also recognized the importance of the stirrups as an aid:  

 

             ‘’Although they presented their fully trained dressage horses without spurs as a  

               demonstration of absolute obedience, they did not ride without stirrups. In those  

              days it was quite permissible in all the arts to be a bit pedantic; this was believed to  

              dignify the art, and everyone took much more time and pains to learn things. Today,  

              however, man evaluates his art strictly according to its usefulness for practical  

              application, and there is no time for pedantry.’’ – Steinbrecht  

 

Hence, it is beneficial to look deeper into the benefits of this aid. One of the key conditions 

for this aid to be effective, is the correct length of the stirrups. The length of the stirrup 

cannot be set to a fixed standard but must be a function of the natural conformation of the 

horse and also the position in which the horse is ridden. ‘’A broad-chested horses with a full 

barrel requires longer stirrups than the narrow horse on which there is not as much contact 

area for a long leg.’’ – Steinbrecht  

 

   Measure your stirrups. A) above ankle bone for galloping or high jumping B) top of ankle bone: jumping length  

  C) Center of ankle bone: all-purpose or flat work D) Bottom of ankle bone: dressage length.  
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Moreover, the correct length of the stirrups is influenced by training discipline. When riding 

the horse in its natural carriage at free gaits, for example when trail riding or eventing, it will 

be more suitable to ride with short stirrups, not only because the rider requires more 

support from the stirrups in view of its own position and to overcome excess weight on the 

forehand, but also because the extended gaits reduce the volume of the horse’s body. 

Conversely, a dressage rider will always need longer stirrups, as when the horse carries itself 

on the haunches, its body will be expanded to the same degree as it is shortened in length, 

and thus provides a larger contact surface for the rider’s leg. ‘’Longer stirrups permit freer 

movement of the dressage rider’s legs and favour theirs natural hanging from the hips,  

which in turn greatly facilitates control of the hindquarters.’’ – Steinbrecht  

 

 

 

 
       The correct stirrup length varies per discipline  

 

In any case, the length of the stirrup is correct if the leg, hanging freely and relaxed along  

the horse, finds a natural support for its weight in the stirrup: 

 

             ‘’If the rider must artificially stretch his leg or lower the ball of his foot to hold on,  
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              then the stirrup is too long and the rider is forced to assume a crotch seat. Stirrups  

              that are too short deprive the legs of their free mobility and natural position and put  

              the upper body into a clumsy, hard orientation towards the back, in which the rider is  

              unable to softly absorb the hard jolts coming from the horse (…) When the stirrups 

              are in the correct position, they are practically the pans of the scales for the correct      

             distribution of the rider’s weight. The skill of holding the stirrups securely and using  

             them correctly lies in a soft and elastic ankle and in the natural position of the foot as  

             a whole (…) Generally, the foot should rest in the stirrup on the broadest area of the  

             sole. However, for the fine spur  and calf aids, and in the open seat, the stirrup must  

             be held with the tip of the toes as if it were enclosed by the toes.’’ – Steinbrecht  

 

So once the stirrups are secured at the correct length and the rider knows how to hold the 

stirrups without force and with finesse, weight in the stirrups can be applied as a refined aid:  

        

         ‘’When the outside stirrup is weighted then the horse will quicken his action and move  

            to the inside. When the inside stirrup is weighted then the horse is supported and  

            restrained if he hurries too much. When both stirrups are pressed equally, the horse is  

           given notice to pay more attention to this cadence and that he is holding back more  

           than he should.’’ – De Bragança  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              
               Keep the stirrup in natural position when placing down weight.  
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There are various methods described to apply the weight. According to Steinbrecht, the aid 

can be applied in two ways: either with the heels raised or with them pushed down:  

 

           ‘’In the former case, the stirrup serves as a support for the foot, enabling a more secure  

             use of heel and lower leg for the spur or calf aids, much as the arm requires a support  

            when writing or painting. In the second case, the stirrups serve as strong support for  

            the entire body if the rider has to use the full strength of his arm, like someone who  

            wants to pull a heavy weight toward himself or up to himself. This stirrup aid with the  

            heel down often serves to bring he horse from a contact that is too firm to a lighter  

            contact, namely when elevating the forehand by putting weight on the hind legs and  

           flexing them.’’ 

 

However, I would advise from refraining any such displacements of the foot as science and 

experience have shown that this would stiffen and destabilize the rider’s seat, altering with 

the correct biomechanics of the horse’s back muscles. Furthermore, stirrup stepping should 

never be combined with a heavy seat as this would be contra indicative to such a fine aid.  

Hence, I would advise to apply the weight via a soft and elastic push on the contact area of 

the foot, allowing the ankle to recoil in the rhythm of the horse. This way, the aid can be 

applied in the softest of ways and with maximum effect.  

 

 

TEACHING PROCESS 
As mentioned before, the leg has five actions. However, this does not mean that the horse 

immediately understands these actions – there is no physical link between the rider’s legs 

and the hindquarters of the horse. In the words of Philippe Karl: ‘’ Horses are not born with 

small sensor-accelerators usefully built into their sides just behind the girth.’’ 
 
Remember, the horse by nature is a flight animal. Hence, it is completely natural for the 

green horse that is not yet used to the action of the leg to react as if being attacked by a 

predator: ‘’the horse tenses or tries to get rid of the intruder and does not go into a 
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wonderful canter.’’ A rider simply increasing the legs when the horse does not react in  

a desired way is like a teacher who shouts the words because the student does not 

understand it – ‘’simply adding the grotesque to the inefficient!’’ – Philippe Karl  

 

Hence, it is important to properly teach the horse to how to respond to the leg. The Nobel 

laureate physiologist Ivan Petrovitch Pavlov discovered the conditioned reflex in the first 

decade of the 20th century. In principle this involves:  

 

 

• Adding a natural stimulus [causing the result we want] to an artificial  

stimulus [to be taught] 

• Repeat this process often, enhancing each positive respond with a reward, 

particularly the tendency of the animal to anticipate [no longer needing the 

natural stimulus] 

• When the stimuli substitution is complete, periodically strengthen it by 

 returning to the natural stimulus every time the conditioned reflex loses 

sharpness.  

 

 

Translating this to the horse the process woud roughly look like this:  

 

• The horse must advance to immediate acceleration [natural stimulus] by very light 

pressure of the leg [artificial stimulus]. If this does not happen, the leg pressure 

[artificial stimulus] is prolonged or potentially aided by a second stimulus [for 

example voice cue or whip] 

• Let the horse express itself, with the rider ceasing all action. After going at most  

once around the school, stop the horse and praise. Leave the horse to rest, reins  

completely loose. Repeat the process until the horse anticipates stronger pressure 

and reward generously.  

• Strengthen the conditioned reflex by a reminder of the leg if the horse stops or  

slows down.  
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A final remark should be made that it is very important to not oppose the process with 

contradictory signals – for example from a restraining hand. This will confuse the horse, 

hence it is essential to apply the Baucherist principle of ‘’hands without legs, legs without 

hands’’ – which will be explained later in this manual.  

 

The above process described the teaching process of a green horse, but should also  

be applied to that of a badly trained or ‘numb’ horse. However, if the horse has been  

desensitized prior to the aids, the process will take much longer and requires utmost 

patience of the trainer to not be tempted to add ‘more’ legs or force as it will become  

a cycle of inefficiency.  

 

I have had many clients who constantly used their legs as otherwise the horse would slow 

down or even stop. When I said ‘cease all your leg action’ and the horse stopped, for them 

this was justification of having to continuously apply the legs. For me, it was a confirmation 

the horse was not trained properly and lacking self-carriage. 

 

 I once took over the horse of a frustrated client. I mounted the horse [having excluded  

the behaviour could be caused by pain] and applied leg pressure – from very light to a bit 

stronger, follow by a soft tap of the whip. The horse would not move. I ceased all aids and 

repeated the process while giving plenty of breaks in between. The horse would not move 

for 20 minutes. Naturally, it makes the rider – in this case myself - feel very embarrassing. 

However, I stuck to the principle. After 30 minutes, I applied soft leg pressure again and all 

of a sudden the horse moved. I ceased all my aids and the horse kept moving on its own for 

half an arena round. I dismounted and rewarded. I repeated the next day. After five training 

sessions, the horse would move on its own for more than 20 minutes without me having to 

interfere with the legs. My students mounted again and was relieved: her legs weren’t tired 

anymore and the horse wasn’t numb anymore, but light!! This is true equitation in slippers.  
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Finally, it must be said that the correct application of the legs is closely intertwined with 

that of the seat. A rider hollowing its back will not be able to properly control it’s legs. A 

rider arching the back too much will have to push the feet away from its body in a so-called 

driver’s seat. I will elaborate more on these faults in the chapters on the seat.  

 

 

 

A cycle of inefficiency: this horse is considered as ‘flegmatic’ and ‘slow’. As a result, the rider feels inclined to 

give ‘more’ legs all the time while the horse will only learn to ignore them more and more – or possibly even 

resist against it to protect its viscera and abdominal wall. On top of that, the poor seat with a hollow back 

causes the rider to lift up the heel and lose stability of the leg. This cycle can only be stopped through improving 

the seat and yielding the leg as the horse is not ‘slow’, but simply not able to cope with the demand. When 

observing this picture, it is clear to see there is a diagonal advanced placement on the forehand: the right front 

is still on the ground while the left hind already is airborne. As such, the right front is taking all the weight and 

the right hind is blocked in its ability to go forward. Driving ‘more’ with the legs will only make the problem 

worse as the horse will displace even more weight to the forehand. As such, the answer to this problem lies not 

in applying more legs, but in restoring functionality in the front limb. Again, this shows it is not about ‘practise 

makes perfect’, but ‘perfect practise’ so the horse’s body will be properly prepared to perform under a rider.  
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MISCONCEPTIONS 
It is argued by some that unilateral pressure of the calves can make the horse ‘bend’  

around the rider’s [inside] leg:  

 

     ‘’In a lateral bend, the inside leg of the rider is the centre around which the horse is  

       bent.’’  

 

 However, it would be wise to remember that the range of motion for bending in the 

thoracolumbar spine is extremely limited16 and happens mainly under the area of seat. 

Hence, the legs simply do not have the power to bend the horse, but instead maintain 

impulsion or control direction: ‘’In the work on two tracks – especially the voltes  

– the rider’s inside leg takes the principal role in maintaining impulsion.’’ – Oliveira  

 

A rider can use the inside leg when the horse is trying to bring the haunches to the inside, 

and the outside leg if the horse tries to escape to the outside. It is as simple as that. ‘’In 

other words, the rider’s legs do not bend the horse, they channel the haunches to keep 

them exactly In line with the shoulders. This is quite an achievement in itself.’’ – Philippe Karl  

 

Another misconception about the application of the leg aids is that ‘more legs’ will lead to 

enhanced engagement of the hindquarters. As mentioned before, the legs are mainly used  

as a driving aid. It is naturally through forwards movement that a rider develops the 

propulsive force of the horse. However, this force is not generated by the flexion phase 

[engagement] of the hind legs, but instead by the extension phase [disengagement] of the 

weight bearing hind leg which propels the mass forward. Hence:  

 

          ‘’In terms of locomotion ‘’development of the propulsive force’’ and engagement of the  

            hind legs under the body’’ are absolutely incompatible. Whatever the rider does, as  

            long as the horse is moving frankly forward it cannot shorten its frame. This concept of  

           the horse which shortens its base due to the engagement of the hindquarters resulting   

           from the development of their propulsive force is one of the dogmas of modern 

                                                        
16 See manual: Mechanisms Explained: The Thoracolumbar Spine  
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          dressage. The laws of locomotion disprove it categorically.‘’ – Philippe Karl  

 

So giving more or stronger leg aids is not useful as it does not bring about the engagement  

of the hindquarters. Instead, these type of riders often desensitise the horse to the leg aids 

based upon a false assumption and ‘’therefore damaging the very motor of equitation: 

impulsion.’’  

 

THE SEAT 
   ‘’The seat is the only aid you cannot stop using’’ – Bent Branderup  

 

The citation above perfectly captures the importance of the seat. We can yield our hands 

and our legs, but we cannot completely yield the seat since we are sitting on the horse’s 

back. ‘’Only a rider who has a good position may obtain valid results from his horse. This 

position will be bettered when the rider’s seat is as one with the horse, his upper torso 

enlarged, yet flexible, his legs will down, without being overtightened, while gently adhering 

to the horse.  It is only with a good position and a supple horse that the rider may succeed in 

stabilizing his hands, thus being certain of never pulling on the horse’s mouth.’’ – Oliviera   

 

A good seat displays a certain gracefulness: 

 

                    ‘’Gracefulness is such a fine ornament for a rider and, at the same time, such  

                      a great achievement in equestrian art that anyone who wants to become a  

                     horseman must, before doing anything else, take the necessary time to acquire  

                     this quality. By gracefulness I mean an air of relaxed and easy competency that  

                    a rider must be able to maintain with correct posture and an independent seat  

                    in all the movements that a horse is able to make.’’ - La Guérinière   

 

 

The seat becomes at its finest if the horse’s sensitivity to this alone suffices to the full 

development of its power and skill. ‘’At such a state of perfection in training, there are  

no any discernible aids from the rider; with his quiet, naturally beautiful posture, the rider 
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follows all his horse’s movements in seemingly complete inactivity, as if he were a natural 

part of the horse. Such a rider will not give rise to the statement that he seems to be nailed 

or glued to his horse, since that would always suggest a forced union.’’ – Steinbrecht  

 

 

 

  Illustration by Alois Podhasjky. 1) the correct seat 2) ‘’seat on the fork’’ 3) chair seat. The latter two poor   

  postures we can often observe today. Furthermore, these diagrams also show how the seat and leg position 

  go hand in hand.  

 

Classical literature is full of descriptions of what a correct seat is. These descriptions can 

often be long and difficult to read. Hence, I like to keep it as simple as the complexity  

allows. It was Steinbrecht who perfectly summarizes the conditions of a good seat:  

 

       ‘’This use of his limbs [the seat] will be appropriate and successful only if it is based in             

        every respect on a detailed understanding of the nature of the horse and on a precise  

        knowledge of its anatomy (..) A ‘’normal’’ seat on the horse, even if in the majority of  

        cases this means only a posture that is correct, does not exist at all because the rider  

        sits the horse correctly only if his center of gravity, or rather the line of the center of  

        gravity of his body, coincides with that of the horse. Only then is he in complete  

        harmony with his horse and only then does he become one with it. Since, however,  

        the center of gravity of the horse can be displaced in various ways, depending on its  
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        changing position and carriage, the rider’s position must change accordingly every time.  

        It is the privilege of the fine, well-educated rider to feel at once where the horse’s  

        center of gravity lies, to bring himself into harmony with it, and to then displace the  

        horse’s center of gravity so that the horse will carry itself in such a way that it produces  

        the rider’s beautiful, light, and unrestrained seat.’’ 

 

 

Hence, it can be said that the principle constituting a good seat is the precise vertical 

congruence of the centers of gravity of both horse and rider resulting in a neutral balance.  

 

 

Train your eye for small nuances. On the left you can see Armando in extended trot. Although the extended trot 

is beautiful, the rider is just slightly behind the movement and placed too far back into the saddle. Her back and 

leg struggle as result. On the right you can see Nuno Oliveira in extended trot: perfect vertical congruence of 

movement!  

 

As Steinbrecht points out, there is no ‘normal seat’ as the vertical congruence is in balance 

with the horse’s movement and thus it’s outlook changes from time to time. Today, we can 

find many pictures on the internet that draw certain lines and angles as to what is the 

‘perfect’ seat that needs to be maintained at all times. They all refer to classical tradition  

such as quoting general Decarpentry who said: ‘’keep the body vertical, with spurs, hips and 

shoulders in one line’’. However, what they fail to mention is that this particular advice was 

for given the piaffe only! How foolish would be it to expect that you can sit this way on a 

young untrained horse and loading it’s back more than it can take? The principle of vertical 
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congruence and the basic laws of gravity and nature require us to not be fooled by such 

static approach and instead adopt a dynamic position that is in line with the horse at that 

particular moment.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The internet is full of pictures drawing lines that are said to give the perfect seat. However, although the 

attempts are noble, the perfect seat doesn’t exist and it certainly doesn’t adhere to geometrical lines. The 

perfect seat is standstill cannot be compared to that of the horse in movement.  

 

Furthermore, a neutral balance means that the rider’s body weight is not acting front to 

back or back to front, but rather exactly vertically on the horse’s back. Only then will the 

horse be allowed to use its back muscles in harmony. The latter is very important as 

naturally, by placing a saddle on the horse and sitting on its back, the back muscles will be 

compromised in their free function17. A seat that is not vertical, will favour contraction of 

certain back muscles over the others. A so-called driver’s seat [riders seat acting from back 

to front] simulates contraction of the Longissimus Dorsi over the Multifidus group and 

stiffens the horse’s lower back. On the contrary, a seat acting front to back stiffens the 

horse’s thoracic spine:  

 

           ‘’If the rider’s body falls behind the vertical, the horse’s hind leg will push the weight  

             instead of carrying it. If his body leans forward it will check the forward movement,  

             push the forehand into the ground, and fail to activate the hind legs.’’  

             – Alois Podhasjky  

                                                        
17 See manual: Mechanisms Explained: The Thoracolumbar Spine  
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        Allowing the rider to feel vertical congruency  

 

A special note needs to be made that the rider’s head is also part of its upper body – which is 

often forgotten. The human head has a considerable weight in relation to the rest of the 

body and therefore its position will not remain without influence on the total posture. 

 

Hence, a rider should hold back the head a little so that it rests vertically on the upright neck 

vertebrae in order for it to maintain in agreement with the position of the rest of his body.  

‘’If he wants to become a rider, he must learn to dependably judge these by feel because 

nothing is less graceful and reveals a greater lack of independence that when a rider 

relinquishes his position to look at his horse’s legs.’’ – Steinbrecht  

 

 

The idea of considering shifts of the rider’s weight as a nuisance is not a new idea. Already 

 in the 17th century, the Duke of Newcastle said that a rider’s body consists of two moveable 

parts and one which is immobile:  
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                   ‘’The first of the two moveable parts is the torso down the waist; the other mobile  

                     part is the legs from the knee forward. Therefore, the immovable part of the  

                     body is from the waist to the knees [pelvis].’’  

 

The thought that the pelvis of the rider should remain immobile was not intended as a 

justification of being stiff or without movement at all as this would contradict the horse’s 

movement:  ‘’I have seen so many horses in competitions who performed as if asleep, the 

rider passively fixed in a good position – which is not to say I advocate a bad seat.’’ - Oliveira  

Rather, the Duke of Newcastle hinted to a subtle use of the rider’s lower back implying 

reduced undulations of the lumbar vertebrae. What a visionary he was! Today’s modern 

science has been able to confirm this principle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          The pelvis should remain in a neutral ‘’immobile’’ pelvic tilt.  

 

The rider’s spine needs to act as a shock absorbing mechanism on the large range of motion 

induced on the rider’s vertebral column from the horse’s limbs and body movement. Since  

a human spine consists of a subtle concave [kyphosis] S-curve, it allows for quite large 

undulations of the lumbar vertebrae. This flexible movement of the rider’s spine is often 

used as justification of the  ‘swinging back’ theory and commonly applied today.  

 

The problem is that technology has permitted us to prove the swinging back theory as  

false. The large sum of movements that can be perceived in the saddle are not due to large 
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undulations in the horse’s back. On the contrary, scientific measurements have proven that 

the horse’s thoracolumbar spine only allows for a very limited range of movement.  

 

Hence, if the rider absorbs the large range of forces coming from the horse’s legs and body 

movements through large undulations of the lumbar vertebrae [a seat that is too flexible], 

‘’the rider might find some discomfort for himself, but is creating discomfort and protective 

reflex contraction of the horse’s back muscles.’’ – Cornille 2011 

 

Concurrently, apart from absorbing the forces induced by the horse’s body and limbs, the 

rider’s back also needs to resist these forces from the horse, reducing the motion of the 

rider’s back to match that of the horse. In other words, the movements made by the rider’s 

back should be within the range of motion of that of the horse’s through moderated 

movements instead of large undulations of the lumbar vertebrae. ‘’Riding this way, the rider 

and the horse’s vertebral column are functioning alike (…) Harmony between two partners 

can only be achieved dancing the same dance in  which case the subtlety and efficiency of the 

conversation constantly evolve.’’ – Cornille 2011 

 

To acquire such an efficient seat, the old masters put their students on completely trained 

dressage horses, initially at the trot on the lunge, without stirrups or reins:  

 

               ‘’The old method of training the rider by requiring five or six months of trotting  

                 without is still an excellent system. An error in training that occurs all too often is  

                 that beginners are put on school horses to perform the high airs before they have  

                 gained a balanced seat at the trot. Correct balance is a far better method of riding  

                than holding onto a horse with the strength of the legs.’’ – La Guérinière  

 

After the work at the trot, the rider was put on a horse between the pillars to perform the 

piaffe. No other instruction was required than to sit down uninhibitedly the way it felt good, 

to spread the seat bones well, and to let the legs hang down naturally (Steinbrecht). After 

the piaffe, the rider would be placed on a horse who performs half courbettes. This was  

followed by another horse that is able to perform the courbettes and then another  for 
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ballotades or croupades until finally the rider was able to sit to the capriole.  

 

This way, the rider learned to maintain his seat by softly following the movements of the 

horse:  

 

                  ‘’With this system of training the rider slowly but surely, without really being  

                    aware of the progress, acquires a good, firm seat without being stiff, inflexible,  

                    or cramped. He becomes free and at ease in the saddle without either neglecting  

                   the details which are required for a good seat or acquiring unnecessary  

                   affectations which would detract from his good posture. The most important thing  

                   of all is that the rider will never be off balance. This is the greatest of the faults a  

                   rider can commit because a sensitive horse will go either well or poorly, depending  

                   on whether or not the rider is in a state of continuous equilibrium with the moving  

                   horses.’’- La Guérinière  

 

It is easy to see how this is a valuable system to gradually acquire a good seat. However,  

due to the lack of properly schooled horses this system is unfortunately not realistic in 

modern times. Furthermore, riders are often crooked too and hence it is always 

recommended to do gymnastic exercises in favour of acquiring a good seat:  ‘’A good piece 

of advice to all who want to ride well, and who wish to acquire a good position would be to 

do gymnastic exercises; which give suppleness, ease and sureness in riding.’’ – Oliveira  

 

That being said, a rider should not only learn how to sit well on an advanced horse, but  

more importantly how to use the seat on horses who still lack balance. After all, even the 

straightest rider in the world would not be able to sit straight on a crooked horse: 

 

             ‘’Whoever understand that beauty and lightness of seat do not depend only on the  

               posture of the rider, but just as much as on the correct carriage and regular gaits of  

               the horse, will find it quite natural that I recommend directing the student, to work  

               on his horse’s carriage, although this might once in a while occur at the expense of  

               his normal position.’’- Steinbrecht  
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So let me be clear and briefly repeat that the rider’s normal position is one of neutral 

balance through the precise vertical congruence of the centers of gravity of both horse and 

rider. Deviations from such a position are either the result of an incorrect seat or intentional 

aids. The latter is sometimes required to properly train unbalanced horses.  

 

Weight displacements of the upper body as a supportive aid are meant to invite the 

unbalanced horse to a normal and straight position to return to the principle of vertical 

congruence. However, it must be pointed out that such aids are meant to be light since the 

weighting of the seat bones together [a heavy seat] disturbs the horse’s rhythm and has an 

inhibiting effect on impulsion, unlike what is commonly believed: ‘’The well-trained horse 

should go forward when the rider sits deeper into the saddle.’’ – Alois Podhasjky  

 

To prove this point, let’s consider the following experiment: mount a horse bareback and 

move off at a walk while being careful to carry yourself partly on the thighs. Then ask the 

horse to slow down and stop, by sitting as heavily as possible with both seat bones on the 

horse’s back. Result: the horse reacts by contracting its back muscles, hollows and 

consequently disengages the hind legs. Hence, a heavy seat is not desired and contra 

indicative to the purpose of dressage.  

 

A heavy seat will only bring about a hollowing of the topline and disengagement of the hindquarters.  

 

 

That being said, soft weight displacements of the upper body can serve as a refined aid by 

the skilled rider. However, by doing so it is important the rider keeps his chest open [no 

twisting] and the head positioned correctly so that it rests vertically on the upright neck 
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vertebrae, so that when weight aids are given, the head will not act by itself, but only as  

part of the upper body.  

 

Steinbrecht differentiates between longitudinal and lateral weight displacements.  

Longitudinal weight displacements are those applied to either the front or the rear of the 

horse: ‘’Generally, support of the driving and restraining aids by distribution of weight is 

ruled by the principle that relocating the weight further back has a forward pushing effect, 

while leaning forward has an inhibiting effect on the horse’s way of going. This principle is 

confirmed in practise: a hot horse is calmed by leaning the body forward, and the lazy or 

resistant horse is driven forward by the aids with the body directed forcefully backward.’’ 

 

On a horse that is still on its shoulders, the theory of vertical congruence dictates that  

the rider should also be slightly forward. It is then up to the driving and restraining aids to 

alleviate excess weight on the front at which point the rider’s position would straighten in 

accordance with the horse. Using forward weight displacement of the upper body as a 

conscious aid however has the purpose of: ‘’displacing the center of gravity forward on 

horses having weak hindquarters or kidneys so as to take the weight off these parts without 

influencing the thrust of the hind legs and giving the horse the support of a firm contact (..) 

Since the crotch seat is not a normal seat for a certain carriage of the horse, it should be used 

as an aid only if necessary, and the rider should change to one of the normal positions as 

soon as the crotch seat has served its purpose.’’  
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Left: the horse is on the forehand. As such, to maintain vertical congruence, I sit a bit forward and try to lighten 

my seat a bit to not burden the lumbar spine too much because if I would sit completely upright as in the 

ultimate perfect piaffe seat, more weight would be towards the lower back while the horse is not ready yet to 

take this weight. Remember, the hindquarters and the back as well have to be prepared to be able to take up 

the weight. Right: through the training my posture changes to more upright together with the horse.  

 

Steinbrecht then continues to explain that the principle is the same with the distribution of 

weight to the rear: ‘’If the position of the body goes back behind the horse’s center of gravity, 

such a seat acts as an aid, providing support for the driving legs. It is an aid in itself as well. 

By putting more weight on the hind legs, it better fixes them and keeps them and the back 

flexed more.’’ 

 

The latter, again, seems to be contradictory as I explained earlier how putting weight to the 

back favours contraction of one group of the back muscles over the other, disturbing their 

precise coordination. Furthermore, the lumbar spine of the horse is one of its weakest parts.  

General Decarpentry already said: ‘’put more weight on the stirrups and less in the seat when 

the horse’s hindquarters diminish in their action.’’ Hence, although I sometimes use weight 

displacement of the upper body to the front, I never apply weight displacements to the rear 

and strongly disagree with Steinbrecht on this latter point.  

Another example that shows that classical dressage is not infallible as this rider shows a driver’s seat in the 
extended trot as so commonly seen in modern times as well (right) 
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Finally, weight displacements can also be applied laterally in which the riders places the 

weight towards one side:  

 

                ‘’different from the complete displacement of weight toward one side, which is done  

                 to put more weight on the hind leg that does not carry enough weight, or to fix an  

                 escaping leg. By temporarily relinquishing his balanced seat, the rider puts the full  

                 weight of his upper body toward the escaping side and must then compensate by  

                 greater weight in the respective stirrup.  A rider in a steady, finely adjusted,  

                balanced seat makes the fully-trained horse so receptive to the aids of weight  

                displacement that it can be kept in the required movements almost exclusively by  

                such weight displacement. In its desire to keep in harmony with the rider, the horse  

                will inadvertently follow the direction which the rider’s position indicates. Such    

                horses are living masterpieces on which the student can lean fine feeling and the  

                perfectly natural, graceful seat. ‘’ 

 

 

             Left: improper weight displaced as there is a tilted in the upper body. Right: better example 
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So in conclusion of this section, it can be said to forget about all those pictures that draw 

lines as to which is the perfect angle you’ll have to keep your seat at all times. The horse’s 

balance is dynamic and so should be our seat. At the end, what matters most is not the 

outlook of the rider, but the overall quality of the performance. Adhere to the basic principle 

of vertical congruency, match your ROM to that of the horse and invite the horse to balance  

where necessary.  

 

 

 

GAITS 
Now let’s analyse how to maintain the principle of vertical congruency in various gaits.  

 

In the walk, you can feel four movements in two opposing pairs:  

 

§ Forwards-Backwards 

§ Left-Right  

 

 

Because of the shape of the human spine, most riders tend to follow and even emphasize 

the forwards-backwards movement. Remember that the human spine has a forward curve 

to the lower back? The amount can vary per person due to individual patterns of standing 

and moving. However, in a general attempt to ‘sit up straight’ followed by the instruction to 

‘pull your shoulders’ back while riding, most riders tended exaggerate the forward curve and 

hollow the low back. The hollowing of the back naturally leads to a more forward tilt in the 

saddle and thus we can often see riders that undulate large forwards-backwards movements  

[the backwards is more a recoil to original position] which drives the horse on the forehand, 

disturbs the harmony of the back muscles and increases the push.  
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    The horse’s pelvis goes into a figure of eight movement in the walk: left right, up down, forward backward.  
   We need to follow this with our hips.  
 

The Left-Right movement of the horse requires a seat from the hip instead and we can  

only move our hip joint18 freely when we let the natural forward curve of the lower back 

decrease. This way, instead of tightening the muscles that accentuate the curve and trying to 

absorb the horse’s movements, we are able to actually follow it. Another interesting fact is 

that the left and right swing of the horse accentuates the rhythm of the hind legs. Thus, 

instead of driving the horse on the forward by going forward backwards, following the 

natural barrel swing to the left and the right allows us to tune to the horse’s hind limbs!  

 

Correct hip movement is sort of a swing. The hip drops, comes forward and draws back in 

tune with the horse and of these movement resembles in the stride phase of the horse’s 

hind limbs and thus allows us to time our aids even more correctly.  

 

Thus, it is essential to reduce the forward-backwards undulations and focus on the left-right 

swing instead to ride the horse from your hips. However, while doing so, crookedness often 

comes into play: there is more weight and movement in one seat bone than the other. So 

how to help this problem and achieve straightness?  

 

                                                        
18 The male and female pelvis differ in anatomy soft or specific advise, it is important that you choose a  
specialist that recognizes this difference.  
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There are three scenario’s as to what causes the crookedness:  

 

§ Crooked horse 

§ Crooked rider 

§ Combination of both  

 

So let’s consider the first situation. You can be the straightest rider in the world, but if the 

horse is crooked you will not be able to sit straight. Period. As such, it is important to work 

your horse on the ground first and choose the correct exercises to improve its self-carriage. 

From there, you can invite your horse’s brain towards straightness.  

 

Let’s consider a horse that is hollow to the right. Travelling on the right circle, the horse 

pushes you to the left. From there, you have two choices:  

 

§ Diagonal counter measure [inside leg outside rein] 

§ Pushing off with your outside seat bone towards the inside  
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The effect of a crooked horse on rider’s position. A horse hollow to the right will displace the weight towards the 

left shoulder. As a result, the horse will most likely  ‘fall out’’ on the right circle and ‘’fall in’’ on the left. As such, 

the rider’s weight is dropped to the outside on the right circle and to the left on the left circle. Hence, there is no 

straightness in the spine.  

 

The first option is often applied today as the human brain primarily considers a direct 

approach. Hence, the inside seat bone gets weighted and the outside rein applied to  

keep the horse ‘straight’. Needless to say, this leads to false straightness that might  

manage the visual aspect of it – the croup and shoulders are moved - but doesn’t improve 

the horse’s spinal biomechanics and in fact can actually hurt its back as it is just adding more 

weight. Furthermore, instead of alleviating excess weight of the right side and balance it to 

the left, even more weight is added.  

 

On might argue, why not do the opposite? Outside rein first to move the shoulders and then 

inside leg to contain the haunches. It is an excellent idea that can be applied on the ground, 

but when being ridden, the effect of the seat cannot be yielded and thus it would have not 

an effect on the lateral bending of the spine. Thus, when ridden, the only aids that could 

really straighten and align the spine is the seat – and more specific: the corridor of thighs.  

 

 
As such, the second option is a more indirect approach to 

invite the horse to fill up the space in your inside thigh. By 

softly closing the outside thigh while opening the inside 

you can invite the horse’s brain to come towards the 

inside thigh and ‘fill up your seat bone’. Naturally, this 

would bring the shoulders also slightly inwards and thus 

the movement of the seat can assisted with supportive 

secondary rein aids if needed. As a result, the horse’s 

spine will be aligned and vertical balance achieved: the 

excessive load on the left shoulder can be alleviated. As 

such, applying a soft corrective seat aid will straighten the 

horse more efficiently and honour spinal biomechanics.  
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Now let’s look at the second situation, as most of the times, the rider is not straight too.  

In this case, the rider might actually be what is hindering the horse. The same advice applies: 

start improving yourself on the ground. Today, there are many ways to improve your 

posture and seat such as Feldenkrais and Pilatus that allow you to straighten and stabilize 

your back and open up your hip joints. Furthermore, there are great techniques available 

specialized to improve the rider’s seat on the horse such as the Franklin balls.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A crooked rider pushes the spine into inverted rotation: the bending is to the left but the rotation to the right. 

The horse loads the outside front limb. The rider’s outside hip is lowered and carries most weight and the inside 

thigh is compressed while the lower heel is moves away from the body. Inside leg to outside rein doesn’t 

improve the spinal biomechanics. Outside rein to inside leg is also not sufficient when riding. Hence, in this case 

the rider should advance the outside thigh while opening the inside. When need, a supportive outside rein aid 

[counterbend] can be applied to straighten the horse and achieve vertical balance.  
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In general, here are some very basic advices that will be helpful to improve your seat:  

 

• Try to stabilize your back and move the hips instead. If you struggle with this, find a 

zipper bag [fanny pack] and fill it with soft weights. Place the bag around low around 

your waist. Make sure that you can secure the weighted back so that it doesn’t 

bounce around when you ride.  

 

Mount the horse and take a moment at the halt to feel how the weight rests on your 

sacrum. Feel how it pulls gently on your lower back asking you to lengthen your back. 

If this feels painful or uncomfortable reduce the amount of weight or remove the 

belt altogether. 

 

Begin to ride at the walk to get used to the weight on your sacrum in movement.  

Let the weights suggest the downward direction of your sacrum. Once you have 

acclimated begin to ride at the trot. Eventually try the canter. Only increase speed 

when you are comfortable (Wendy Murdoch). 

 

• Allow your thighs to bear weight. Pressing the feet down is not helping this so to 

start off with, place your foot out of the stirrup and let it hang. Feel your thigh 

bearing weight at the halt. Transition into the walk and after a few strides back 

to the halt to feel in a controlled way.  

 

• Once you are accustomed to the feeling, try the stirrup back on and repeat.  

If you feel the glutes back tensing, breath and put the feet out of the stirrup again.  

 

• Train your abdominal, lower back and pelvic girdle muscles  
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• Feel your seat bones. Sit on a chair and place your hands flat under each seat bones. 

Feel and move your seat bones over your hand to feel the effect.  

 

Then mount the horse and place a Franklin balls under each seat bone. By raising  

up, your hip angle gets opened and the thighs lengthened passively through the 

application of the balls.  

 

 

 
It will allow you to become 

more aware of your seat and to 

find your middle point of 

balance.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
You could also apply the Franklin 

balls under your knees to improve 

the relaxation.  

 

To do so, it is recommended to 

use the softer orange balls instead 

of the green ones.  

 

 

 

Finally, to consider the third situation – the most common one - you simply have 

incorporate all of the above together. To achieve success, the most important thing is  

to simply do the work. You don’t have to be an Olympian to improve your posture for the 

better. If you want to ride a horse, you owe it to them to present your best version as to 

make it as comfortable as possible for them!  
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Crookedness as a combined result of the asymmetries  of horse and rider.  

 

So now that I’ve discussed the walk, let’s also look at the trot which has two variations as 

how to seat: either sitting or rising. From an anatomical perspective, a good sitting trot 

honours equine biomechanics better than a rising trot. However, in case of a bad sitting  

trot, [bumping up and down], a rising trot is to be preferred.  

 

 

So first of all, let’s consider the rising trot. The rising trot naturally requires a slightly 

different seat as it is follows a different rhythm. There is much more to into than just going 

‘up and down’:   

 

             It may seem strange that I say it is important to learn how to trot rising, as so many  

            riders think that after the first lessons they know how to do this very well. Rising trot  

            is not limited to knowing how to lift oneself off the saddle and to fall back in rhythm  

            and cadence. It is necessary for the rider to know how to use the legs without effort  

           or tenseness in order to push the horse forward while rising in the saddle (…) When the  

           rider comes down into the saddle, the legs should greet the horse’s body, embracing it  

           in a forward movement.’’ – Oliveira  
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To sit a good rising trot thus depends for a great deal on the control of your own pelvis and 

subsequently your limbs. Most riders tend to brace against the stirrup [either pushing the 

foot forward or backward], which pushes the pelvis the back into the saddle while the chest 

is leaning forward. Since the bracing in the stirrups causes stiffening in the legs it hampers 

and elastic recoil and thus the rider bumps quite heavily on the horse’s back while loading its 

front limbs.  

 

 

Left: rising trot by bracing through the stirrup: the chest leans forward, the back is hollow and the feet pushes 

backwards. Upon landing, this places the rider quite harshly in the back of the saddle with a hollow back.  

 

 

The solution is to this problem is a swing motion. Instead of the regular up-down-up-down,  

a swing motion provides much more stability and rhythm. A swing motion starts with coming 

forward with your pelvis – instead of your chest. Wendy Murdoch describes this as ‘’a rising 

trot leading from the bottom of the zipper and coming back’’ so that the weight transfers to 

the thighs instead of just the stirrup. Think more up then down and lead with seat instead of 

your chest. 
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                       A good rising trot: a swing motion forward  

 

Then let’s analyse the sitting trot. Many riders struggle with this and bump and down in the 

saddle with uncontrolled legs. Just as in the walk, there are two factors to take into account. 

If the horse has poor balance, it simply doesn’t allow you to sit correctly – and thus you 

could return to the rising trot instead and do groundwork to improve this balance before 

returning to the sitting trot again. Secondly, if the rider has poor balance, this hurts the 

horse’s back.  

 

 

So how to improve your own balance for the sitting trot? In general, the same advices apply 

as mentioned earlier in the walk section as the sitting trot also follow the left-right hip 

movement. Although it goes faster, try to really feel and even tell yourself ‘left- right- left - 

right’.  
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From there, try to stabilize the back while moving the hips. Remember, a hollow back is 

detrimental as it will cause you to grip with the legs. Go with the movement so as to ‘’jump 

with the trot instead of trying to absorb it.’’ Feel the weight resting on the thigh instead of 

gripping the stirrups. Remember, tightening your glutes will tighten your horse’s back.  

 

Finally, let’s have a quick look at the canter. The nature of the canter is all about the hips  

to follow the movement smoothly while staying neutral in your upper body. The hips, knees 

and ankle have to open and close in the canter so that it can look effortless with your upper 

body. A lot of problems can be helped by cantering on the ground first without your horse:  

 

                     ‘’Remember when you were a child and you imagined you were a horse? You  

                       would spend the day trotting and cantering around while recreating the horses  

                      movements. Well if you never did this as a child it could explain why you might  

                      have some difficulty as an adult with your riding. Even if you did this as a kid,  

                      years of sitting in the car or at a desk may have created some unwanted stiffness  

                      that effect your canter. So let me suggest you allow yourself to return to your  

                      childhood for a moment.’’ – Wendy Murdoch  

 

Feel your own canter. Does it have good quality? Try to switch leads. Can make easy 

transitions back to walk? So now that you have experienced the canter, how to improve it?  

For that, I have found the following exercise presented by Wendy Murdoch to be very 

efficient:  

 

‘’Place both hands on the thigh of the ‘leading leg’. Start by standing in place and tapping 

your right foot on the ground pushing the thigh down with your hands and having the leg 

spring back up again. Notice that you have to support yourself on the “hind” leg. Let the 

joints of the hip, knee and ankle of the “hind” leg fold a little, rather than locking the leg 

straight. This is the same thing the horse needs to do in order to collect or do a correct down 

transition from canter. By standing on one leg and absorbing into the joints, you simulate the 

balance required for the horse to canter in balance. 
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After tapping your lead foot a few times without losing your balance, canter off continuing to 

send the leading leg to the ground with your hands and letting it rebound back to you.  

 

Notice that by having your hands on your leading leg you are less likely to twist your 

shoulders and torso when you canter. Instead you will be flexing at the hip when you canter, 

allowing that joint to open and close with each stride. Change leads and canter on the other 

leg. Notice if the back leg becomes fatigued when you canter on your “bad” lead.  Stop for a 

moment and repeat the tapping exercise standing on the weaker leg allowing it to find a 

position where it feels supportive, then canter forward again. 

As a test, see if you can “freeze frame” the canter by stopping on your hind leg without 

putting your lead leg on the ground. Do you want to fall forward or sideways when you 

attempt this? Does your stifle (knee) want to wobble? Then canter on again. This exercise  

is a long half-halt in canter.  

Once your canter has improved with your hands on your thighs pretend to hold the reins. 

After you have experimented with a little of this go for a ride and see what happens. ‘’ 

So in conclusion of this section I hope that you a bit more insight as to how to sit in the 

various gaits correctly. On- and upwards!  

 

LATERAL BENDING 
In the previous section I explained the general characteristics of the seat in the basic gaits. 

So what about adding lateral movements?  

 

In general, there seems to be quite some misconception about the correct placement of the 

seat in lateral movements. In modern dressage, the general rule states that ‘’in all lateral 

movements the rider must sit to the inside with more weight on the inside seat-bone (…) 

Incorrect distribution of the rider’s weight disturbs the horse’s balance and rhythm (FEI).’’  
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This principle finds its roots within the writings of Steinbrecht who said that the placement 

of excess weight on the bent side is in complete harmony with the horse: ‘’To the degree the 

horse is bent, the rider’s hip must move forward on the bent side, for the horse must advance 

the hind leg of this shortened side to retain uniform distribution of weight on all four legs.’’ 

 

Now let’s have a closer look at this principle through a little experiment of the queen of all 

lateral exercises, the shoulder-in. Take a fitness ball and place it along the wall. Stand on it 

[you might want to have some helpers on the side to keep you upright] and face inwards as 

with the shoulder-in to the right. Now try to move the ball in a correct shoulder-in track 

while weighting your inside [right] leg. If you succeed, you will be the first in history.  

 

                   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Picture adapted from Philippe Karl  

 

In the shoulder-in, the horse moves to the outside so the rider must therefore sit on the 

outside to remain in vertical congruence with the horse’s balance.  
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Let’s make this even more clear while looking at the shoulder-in at trot in which we can 

distinguish two phases: the flight phase and the weightbearing phase.  

 

 

• Flight phase left diagonal pair: this phase shows the engagement of the inside [right] 

hind leg lowering the right side of the haunches and the horse’s back. The rider’s 

right hip drops and this is the point where the activity of the horse’s  inside leg can  

be supported with the rider’s inside leg in order to assist the oblique engagement.  

 

• Weight bearing phase left diagonal pair: this phase shows the inside [right] hind 

pushing in direction of the outside [left] shoulder. The rider’s left hip drops and this  

is the right time to weight the seat to the outside to accompany the lateral 

movement to the left in harmony with the horse.  

 

 

 

 

 

        Left: the flight phase. Right: the weight bearing phase  
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Bird eye’s view of the shoulder-in ridden by Harry Boldt in 1978. This picture shows multiple important 

elements: 1) the rider’s legs do not have the capacity to create the bending as commonly believed 2) the horse’s 

neck always bends more than the thoracolumbar spine which is very limited in ROM for bending and rotation 3) 

Correct bending is always coupled with axial rotation 4) The horse moves to the outside and thus the principle 

of vertical congruence states that the rider’s weight should follow this direction of movement.  

 

Hence, always weighting the inside seat bone leads to inefficient use of the seat. The 

principle can be explained even more in depth using a  random lateral sequence:  
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1. Shoulder-in to the right on the centre line   

 

2. Shoulder-in to half pass on the diagonal  

 
 

3. Counter shoulder-in through the corner  

 

4. Renvers along the wall on the straight line  

 

 

 

 

In order to adhere to the principle of keeping the seat to the side of the bend, the rider must 

always sit to the right. However, within this sequence, the horse must frequently change 

direction, crossing its limbs either to the right or left. Hence, this would mean that the rider 

would have to adapt its seat all the time, otherwise it would be acting wrong half of the 

time. ‘’All in all, the two above-mentioned points prove absolutely incompatible (…) Wrongly 

believing that they can hold the horse in overall bend weighting the inside seat bone lead to 

inefficient training.’’ – Philippe Karl   

 

So, although Steinbrecht was a genius no doubt, his principle of always weighting the inside 

seat bone is not compatible with the laws of basic locomotion.  

 

To conclude this section, let’s have a look at a few more lateral movements and the correct 

distribution of the seat according to the principle of vertical congruency and neutral balance:   

 

• Shoulder-in on the circle: the horse turns by pivoting around its inside front limb and 

balances itself toward the insider shoulder. Hence, the seat should be to the inside. 
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• Counter shoulder in: The horse moves forwards the outside shoulder. Hence, the 

seat should be towards the outside.  

 
• Counter shoulder in on the circle: The horse crosses the front limbs to the inside and 

pivots around the outside hind. Hence, the seat should be towards the balancing 

outside hind, lightening the shoulders.  

 
• Travers: The horse moves towards the direction of bend. Thus seat to the inside.  

 
• Travers on the circle: The horse moves towards the inside and pivots around the 

inside hind. Thus the seat should be towards the inside.  

 
• Renvers: The horse moves towards the direction of bend. Thus, seat to the inside.  

 
• Half pass: The horse moves forwards the direction of bend. Thus, seat to the inside.  

 

YIELDING OF THE SEAT 

The opening citation of this chapter on the seat made it clear that the seat is the only aid the 

rider cannot fully yield. However, it is possible to alleviate the pressure of the seat as much 

as possible through the application of the so-called open seat. The correct open seat is again 

a very refined aid which requires perfect balance since the rider has no support left other 

than the seat bones and stirrups.  

 

The rules of basic locomotion state that a body gains in circumference the more it is 

shortened by compression. Hence, the horse broadens its ribcage and flanks when moving in 

collection. So as not to interfere with such expansion, but to enhance it as much as possible, 

the rider must intentionally open the thighs and knees in collective movements that require 

considerable lowering of the hindquarters:  

 

             ‘’That is he must move his legs away from the horse, so that not pressure from these  

               limbs, albeit their natural weight, will interfere with the desired shortening and  

              broadening. The main requirement for this aid is that the legs remain in a flat  
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              position, so that the hip always retain their proper position and the legs are ready  

             to grip at a moment’s notice, should that become necessary.’’ – Steinbrecht   

 

Since the horse is not hampered by any hard contact with the rider - whose finely balanced 

body weight is reduced, it will feel almost as if in a state of freedom. ‘’Even at a lesser degree 

of collection and in freer gaits, this seat, used according to the horse’s carriage, gives 

lightness and elasticity to the animal’s movements, as if it were blessed with wings.’’ 

 

The weight in the stirrups are an indispensable aid with the open seat as it must serve to 

support the legs that are almost floating in order to facilitate balance and assist the driving 

aids of the lower legs when needed. Furthermore, the pressure of the knees as a driving aids 

also stand in close relationship to the open seat ‘’ and the horse can be made receptive to 

knee pressure only through the application of such a seat.’’ 

  

The more the horse is able to lower the hindquarters and carry weight, the less you have to 

artificially maintain the open seat. A correctly collected horse will ‘fill’ the your legs in such a 

way that they are held in the open position almost automatically.  

 

Unfortunately, poor riders often demonstrate the wrong application seat with open legs by  

‘’ trying to turn the thighs outward and try to replace the lack of knee pressure by wrapping 

the lower legs around the horse.’’  This is in all cases a poor seat and should be avoided at all 

times.  

 

Examples of a correctly applied open seat as described by Steinbrecht can be found within 

the work and pictures of Nuno Oliveira whom practised it to perfection.  
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                      COMBINED VS SEPERATE APPLICATIONS 
 

In the previous chapters I mainly focussed on explaining all the aids separately. However, 

 it already became clear that the aids are closely intertwined. As such, the questions rises 

whether certain aids should be used alternating each other or applied simultaneously.  

 

The combined use of various aids is referred to as effet d’ensemble, whereas the alternating 

application of the aids refers to the principle of ‘’hands without legs, legs without hands’’.  

 

Both concepts can be justified depending on the situation at hand. However, the application 

of truly Enlighted Equitation will always strive to a minimalistic application of training aids  

to provide both clarity and finesse in the dialogue with the horse.  

 

In the coming chapters I will explain both concepts more in depth.  

 

EFFET D’ENSEMBLE  – 1st MANNER 

The effet d’ensemble [coordinated effect] was a fundamental technique of Baucher’s first 

manner. It consists of the simultaneous use of the impulsive aids and the holding aids, ‘’in a 

fashion that the opposition of forces obtained by those aids leads to the complete annulment 

of these forces (De Braçanga).’’ 

 

                                          Baucher [First Manner]  

 showing the rassembler in  

                                  standstill resulting in the  

                                mountain goat stance  
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However, Baucher wasn’t the first to play with this idea. Already in the 18th century, La 

Guérinière already recommended the simultaneous application of opposite aids to achieve 

the halt. He considered the halt as an effect produced by the action of the hand that 

supports the forehand of the horse, while at the same time it is brought to engage his 

hindquarters by a delicate effect of the rider’s legs so that the horse halts in balance:  

 

         ‘’The halt is the effect achieved by the action one makes in drawing the horse’s head  

         and the other parts of the forehand back with the bridle hand and, at the same time, in  

         delicately driving the haunches forward with the calves, so that the horse’s entire body  

         is sustained in this equilibrium while remaining on his back legs and hooves.’’ 

 

Even Steinbrecht – a great criticaster of Baucher -, sometimes recommended the combined  

use of the driving and restraining aids: ‘’ 

 

       ‘’The spur pressure is a continuation of the leg pressure. With a simultaneously        

         restraining hand, it is the most intensive means to get a horse away from the reins.  

         The horse is held in front and thus prevented from escaping forward from a painful  

         tickling of the spur. It can do nothing else but become light in the hands by pushing  

         itself together and yielding the previously resistant poll.’’ 

 

This last citation is more an expression of authority rather than subtlety. The danger of  

combining aids lie in the possibility of subduing the horse. This might lead to a technically 

correct performance, but possibly at the expense of the horse’s expression. The aim should 

not be to create an obedient horse – as was done in the past, but to create a willing partner.  

 

That being said, let’s have a look at how Baucher changed the idea forever by introducing his 

concept of effet d’ensemble. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, Baucher’s main 
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preoccupation was the annulment of forces to immobilize the horse: ‘’The goal of the effet 

d’ensemble is to immobilize the horse or to force19 him to keep the gait and direction 

desired.’’ - Faverot de Kerbrech 

 

The effet d’ensemble was first used as a means to achieve ‘’collection in place’’ before 

‘’collection in movement’’ [rassembler].  Baucher’s preoccupation in the effet d’ensemble 

and in the rassembler was the mode of action of the rider’s legs: In effet ‘d’ensemble, the 

legs or the spurs, acting simultaneously, are used together with the hand, which acts 

upward. In the rassembler, the legs or spurs, acting alternately, are used conjointly  

with the hand, which softly hold the front.’’ - Faverot de Kerbrech 1891 

 

However, La Guérinière already noted that engaged halts are difficult. Hence, one of 

Baucher’s most loyal disciples, Captain Raabe, found that a reverse order worked better.  

He found that, in order to obtain square halts and ‘’collection in place’’, it is better to 

animate the horse by asking a few ‘’half steps’’ that squares the limbs. The halt is then  

asked as soon as the legs are lined up.  

 

Where Baucher was mainly preoccupied with the mode of action of the rider’s legs,  

Captain Raabe preoccupied himself with the location of their actions – whether at the  

girth, for the effet d’ensemble, or behind the girth on the flanks, for the rassembler and  

for impulsion. 

 

It can be said, that ‘’In the rassembler, the rider’s legs act with alternating little pushes; in the 

effet d’ensemble, they act with simultaneous and prolonged pressure. In the rassembler, the 

hands have an intermittent actions that delicately restrains the forehand, while in the effet 

d’ensemble, the hand has a continuous holding action.’’ – De Bragança 

 

So now that I’ve explained the broad concept, let’s look at some key elements necessary  

to achieve the effet d’ensemble according to the First Manner:  

 

                                                        
19 Again, this is more an expression of authority rather than subtlety.  
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• Fixed hand 

• Walk as the basic gait 

• Flexions 

 

The necessity of the ‘’fixed hands’’ [already briefly discussed in the chapters on rein aids] in 

the application of the effet d’ensemble was explained by Baucher as following:  

 

           ‘’I was in Le Havre and I was going home, one day, from the horse fair with a horse for  

            which I had paid 300 franc. My quick examination had embraced the whole ensemble  

            of the horse, and, upon return to the manège, I attentively examined my horse’s  

            mouth, and recognized with sadness that the thickness of the gums on his bars  

            explained the enormous resistance that he offered to the action of the bit. Time after  

            time, I applied the most powerful brakes, and the mouth remained insensitive. Could  

            it be something else about his conformation?’’ 

 

             One day, as I recall, I rode Bienfaisant [Good Willing] as the gentleness of his  

             character made me name him, and I stopped myself in the manège. I was reflecting,  

             and while my mind was working, my hand remained fixed. All at once, I felt  

             Bienfaisant light. Bienfaisant had yielded. Bienfaisant was not resisting anymore! So  

             what had happened? Since there is no effect without a cause, I recognized that the  

             fixity of my hand had brought about the yielding of the horse, and I got proof that the  

             mouth was for nothing in the resistances, and that they came from contractions in  

             the neck, because I had obviously not modified the anatomy of the bars, I had not  

             reduced their thickness (…) Such was the debut of the method. Bienfaisant had  

             taught me that there are not hard mouths, no insensitive bars.’’ 

 

As mentioned in the previous chapters on the rein aids, it was Nuno Oliveira who often 

recommend the need for the fixed hand: ‘’The fixed hand is all that is needed. The main 

thing is that it must be stabilized in relation to the rider’s supple loins. If the rider has loins 

that go against the horse’s back, the hand will always be in opposition. Think about this… 

The horse’s supple back, the supple lower back of the rider, the fixed hand, thus supple, that 

is everything in equitation.’’ 
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Captain Raabe often used the fixed hand as a solution to a horse forcing the hand: ‘’when 

that happens, the rider fixes the hand without pulling. That way he erects a barrier that must 

prevent the horse from going above the vertical, but not to come behind the vertical.’’ – 

Raabe in Decarpentry 1957 

 

Unfortunately, today the aim of the fixed hand often gets confused with a rigid hand. As 

mentioned earlier, the first duty of the hand is to accompany the mouth -or nasal bone in all 

of its movements so that it does not force any attitude. This way, the hand is fixed within the 

movement of the horse:  

 

        ‘’To obtain the effet d’ensemble tone extends the upper body, while approaching the  

          body of the horse with the legs lightly, then the spurs, raising the wrists to arrive at  

          an  equal [on both reins] contact with the mouth.’’ – Faverot de Kerbrech  

 

Gradually and with progress, the hand becomes fixed relative to the horse’s back. ‘’It is not 

the hand that seeks to impose stability of the head, but the head that authorizes the rider to 

gradually fix the hand (Philippe Karl).  Hence, I can’t stress enough that although the fixed 

hand is a valid objective, it must under no circumstances be used as the sole means of 

training to restrict the horse as this would lead to a loss of impulsion and cadence: ‘’Flexion 

of the poll by pushing with the legs on fixed hands that resist = active legs without increase in 

forward movement.’’ – Philippe Karl  

 

The second element of considering the walk as the basic gait is easily explained, ‘’because 

the horse does not submit to the effet d’ensemble other than perfectly in place or in a slow 

walk.’’ This is in stark contrast with the Old School who set the trot as basic gait.  

 

Finally, to get to the effet d’ensemble on the horse, whether in place, or in movement,  

one gymnasticizes the forehand and the hindquarters by the flexions which will be  

explained the chapters on partial actions.  
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LATERAL OR DIAGONAL AIDS?  

So how to achieve the effet d’ensemble? By lateral or diagonal aids?  

 

Captain Raabe used diagonal effects; that is to say, he divided the opposition the hand 

should make to the leg into two diagonal aids. That is what made Daudel [1857] define  

the effet d’ensemble as ‘’the result of the use of two diagonal effects’’. 

 

He left us an example on how to achieve the reverse pirouettes [turn around the forehand]:  

 

• Leg and rein on the same side – the left for example, if one needs to move  

the haunches from left to right, which he calls the ‘’lateral opposition of the 

shoulders to the haunches’’ 

• Leg only to secure the same rotation 

• Bridoon [snaffle] rein on the side opposite the leg which he called ‘’diagonal 

opposition of the shoulders to the haunches’’ 

 

He said that through the diagonal effect he ‘’lightened, isolated, activated the diagonal pairs 

on the same side, while loading, containing, and holding the opposite pair.’’ 

 

As such, diagonal aids consist of either versal or traversal aids intended to straighten and 

collect the horse.  

 

Today, the most commonly applied diagonal aid is the famous ‘’inside leg to outside rein’’. 

This famous application of diagonal aids stems from Steinbrecht’s idea of costal flexion:  

 

             ‘’The lateral flexion of the spine produced by lateral bending work is called, in the  

               rider’s language, rib cage flexion. This term is actually misleading since there is no  

               bending of the ribcage, which is a fixed bone structure. Rather what we understand  

              to be ‘’rib cage flexion’’ is a lateral bending of the spine which somewhat pushes the  

              ribs together on the bent side (…) Flexion in the ribcage is therefore part of the soul of 

              equestrian art.’’ 
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For Steinbrecht, bending the horse was essential for straightness. He assumed that the 

horse’s shoulders were narrower than its haunches. He observed that by keeping the horse’s 

haunches absolutely straight and pushing the horse’s shoulders slightly toward the inside 

placing the inside front limb in front of the inside hind limb, the horse then bends the 

thoracic spine creating a body coordination appropriated for the shoulder-in. He named the 

concept shoulder-fore. The idea showed his true genius as he basically observed long before 

science could catch up that creating rotation and shifting the horse’s shoulders toward the 

inside, lateral bending was induced.  

 

Hence, followers of Steinbrecht consider straightness in the horse as a ‘bended’ straight. 

Although Steinbrecht chose his words carefully, the practical application of his work became 

a justification for always turning and bending the horse to the inside by means of the famous 

‘inside leg, outside rein’:  

 

             ‘’During turns and collection, the outside rein is supported by the rider’s outside leg  

               which must prevent the croup from falling out. For guiding however, the outside rein   

               is supported by the rider’s inside leg which must drive the hindquarters sideways in  

              harmony with the forehand which is guided by the outside rein.’’  

 

AND  
 

           ‘’For guiding, the outside rein is supported by the rider’s inside leg which must drive  

             the  hindquarters sideways in harmony with the forehand which is guided by the  

             outside rein. It is therefore the main task of the outside rein and inside leg to maintain   

             forward movement and the correct lateral position, with the other aids acting in  

             opposition, correspondingly, and simultaneously.’’ 

 

Interestingly, even Steinbrecht’s greatest adversaries picked up the technique. Although 

everyone focusses on the differences between Baucher and Steinbrecht, both emphasized 

the need for straightness. In Baucher’s Second Manner, we can read the voltes and turns 

were first demanded by the neck rein [counter bend]. However, to set the haunches, 
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Baucher added these aids the use of the inside leg, and even outside rein. In fact, on the 

voltes and the work on two tracks, he made the inside leg predominate.  

 

Unfortunately, the concept of inside leg and outside rein today is poorly applied as a means 

of a shortcut. Where Steinbrecht invented the technique to guide the horse in a lateral 

exercise, today the most common way to apply the technique is in the leg yield or as a 

means to ‘straighten’ the horse between the aids. As such, it is applied as a shortcut that 

might manage the visual of straightness, but doesn’t actually align the horse’s spine 

correctly.  

 

So let’s stick to the example of a leg yield. Assume you want to do a leg yield to the right.  

As such, you apply your leg inside leg. By doing so, the spinous processes can’t come to  

the inside and instead have to push away from the inside leg. As a result, the horse’s spine 

slightly rotates to the outside and displaces most weight the outside [right] front limb. In this 

moment, you apply an outside rein to catch this shoulder and avoid the horse from just 

collapsing sideways: you have successfully applied the inside-leg to outside rein. Visually,  

the horse might look straight on the limbs. But the spine isn’t. It is squeezed in an inverted 

rotation between the aids. This is how we create horses that become leg movers instead of 

‘’back movers’’.  

 

 
Picture adapted from Jean Luc Cornille showing how inside leg outside rein and leg yielding can lead to inverted 

rotation of the spine and thus make the horse crooked.  

 

Then, let’s consider the shoulder-in. A far superior exercise. If you push with the inside leg 

first, you create the same effect as in the leg yield and create a quarters-out instead of a 
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shoulder-in. When riding the primary aid to coordinate the bending is always the seat. From 

there, it makes much more sense to apply the diagonal aids the opposite way: outside rein 

first, then inside leg. Remember, the stepping under of the inside hind is naturally 

guaranteed by placing the shoulders inwards. A horse doesn’t need excessive inside leg.  

So when working on the ground, try a bit more outside rein to inside ‘’leg’’ and see the 

result.  

 

Does this mean ‘’inside leg to outside rein’’ is all bad? No, in certain situations it can guide 

the horse as Steinbrecht meant it. It is mostly the improper explanation behind the 

technique that results in poor execution and make riders dependent on it and believe they 

are straightening the horse as such. It should never be a primary aid and can only be applied 

correctly to enhance a bend – but to do so the bend must first be correct in its essence. If 

the latter is lacking this must be restored first with different aids before the inside leg to 

outside rein can be applied properly.  

 

So what about the opposite you might ask? Outside leg to inside rein? These diagonal 

actions are commonly used in exercises opposite to the shoulder-in such as travers. 

 

For the travers, the same logic can be applied. Asking the haunches in with the outside leg 

often results in a ‘shoulder-out’. The inside rein is not sufficient to bring the outside shoulder 

on track as the purpose of this rain is only to maintain the flexion – not create bending. This 

again shows that a horse cannot perform a good travers before it knows the shoulder in. 

Furthermore, to avoid the danger of inverted rotation the travers is best asked through a 

bended arc such as a corner or coming out of a circle. As such:  

 

              ‘’while in the travers and renvers, the outside rein and the inside leg predominate in    

               during the collecting half halts.’’ – Nuno Oliveira  

 

Another way to arrive at the effet d’ensemble is to use lateral aids which are best explained 

by General L’Hotte [1960] who described that the rider’s legs can act two ways:  
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• By pressure in place, to provoke engagement of the hind leg under the body, 

 and to bend the body on the side where the leg is acting [around the leg]20 

• By acting backward, but without moving the leg, to make the haunches deviate 

 

Equipped with these two leg effects, the rider combines their use with the hand on the same 

side, to act on the horse with lateral effects. The ideal is to direct and control the horse with 

lateral effects on the side toward which he is moving or the hand on which he is working, 

that is to say with direct lateral aids [for half passes, flying changes].   

 

For example, Nuno Oliveira described the use of lateral aids in the following situation:  

 

           ‘’If the horse refuses to extend his trot, and instead breaks into a canter, he must be  

             pushed energetically forward by using a direct opening rein with the aid of the leg on  

            the same side so that he will have to move incurved towards the inside until he drops  

            back to a trot [lateral aids]. Thus, as he starts to trot again, he will be really in  

            impulsion as the legs of the rider push the horse’s mass forward.’’ 

 

The lateral aids are most useful when starting collection, especially in exercises derived from 

the shoulder-in:  

 

            ‘’For collecting the horse in the shoulder-in, the rider must especially drive the free  

               outside hind leg correctly underneath the load, since the inside hind leg is sufficiently  

               secured by the lateral bend (…) Therefore, in the shoulder-in, the outside rein and leg  

               must predominate – Nuno Oliveira’’ 

 

However, just a with the diagonal aids, the improper application of lateral aids possibly lead  

to crookedness and inverted rotation. As such, both systems could be criticised. For example 

General L’Hotte condemns diagonal actions that makes the horse crooked in some sort of 

travers position that ruins the proper placement of the haunches. This indeed is a valid 

                                                        
20 In the chapter on leg aids it has already been explained that ‘’bending around the inside leg’’ is false.  
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criticism as modern science has been able to confirm that this will lead to inverted rotation 

of the thoracolumbar spine and all problems thereof – as discussed earlier.  

 

L’Hotte continues to say that diagonal actions can only be justified as ‘’one of a number of 

means employed momentarily to control the resorts [springs – as in the joints of the horse] 

and arrive at the right position’’. Hence, it is key to understand that diagonal actions should 

not be used at the beginning, but only at the end of a progression that starts with lateral 

aids: ‘’If the haunches or the shoulders refuse to move to the right, the right rein in the first 

case, the left heel in the second, gives a point of support to the resistance, supporting the 

opposition, be it of the shoulders or the haunches (L’Hotte).’’  Hence, one could respond  

that the horse was not yet ready to accept diagonal actions. Remember, Steinbrecht only 

described the ‘’inside leg to outside rein’’ as a means to maintain a given bend. Not to  

create it. Moreover, if the direct diagonal action makes a horse crooked, it needs to be 

compensated for by the counter diagonal action (De Bragança). 

 

The lateral effects could also be criticised as they can also make the horse crooked if the leg 

is improperly applied. If, for example, the leg acts by pressure behind the girth, the lateral 

effect, instead of producing bending on the side where the pressure is applied, a travers or 

crookedness would result – again leading to the problem of inverted rotation.  

 

Thus, both diagonal or lateral effects have the danger of making the horse crooked instead 

of straight. Hence, ultimately, the rider should not have to worry about which exact 

combination of aids to use, but rather that the horse is correctly straightened21:  

 

         ‘’Regardless, in the end what is important is that the inclination [the bend] that the  

          horse takes on from a combined action of the legs and the hand [whether lateral or  

          diagonal] should be corrected by the contrary intervention so as always to be able  

          to re-straighten the horse.  

 

                                                        
21 It is clear that the straighter the horse is on straight lines, the better he will adjust to the curve of the circles 
that a rider would make him describe.  
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          The rider, occupied with placing the head, with making the legs cross, assuring the  

           relaxation of the jaw, the flexibility of the back, the cadenced impulsion of the horse,  

           must have as his dominant preoccupation keeping the horse straight in the corridor of  

           the aids, without having to worry about knowing whether he should use the diagonal  

          or lateral aids.’’- De Bragança  

 

 

 

EFFET D’ENSEMBLE – SECOND MANNER 

It is easy to see how the application of the effet d’ensemble comes with potential risks. 

Baucher’s students often found it impossible to apply the method without making grave 

errors. ‘’The subjection to which the horse was submitted had the great inconvenience of 

deadening the horse to the spur.’’ – De Bragança   

 

Hence, in the Second Manner, the effet d’ensemble is sough with great precaution and used 

only rarely. Baucher even defined the effect d’ensemble, which by then he used only as an 

exception, to be followed by a depart to the trot on an actions of the legs, and even the 

spurs, without any opposition by the hand:  

 

        ‘’In the first phase, the effet d’ensemble is sought directly, as soon as the horse is  

         sufficiently flexed, while in the second, it does not intervene until after the flexions  

         followed by the application of the principle hand without legs, legs without hand.’’ 

- Faverot de Kerbrecht 

 

The principle of hand without legs, legs without hand suggest the complete opposite to the 

effet d’ensemble by favouring the alternating use of the aids. Hence, I will now continue to 

explain this principle in the next chapter.  
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HANDS WITHOUT LEGS, LEGS WITHOUT HANDS  

  ‘’Then Baucher is no longer Baucher’’ – Gerhard 1846 

 

Although a bit dramatic, the above quotation of Gerhard shows the changes brought about 

in the Second Manner were sometimes quite drastic.  

 

If Baucher had come to recommend the alternating use of the aids, it was because of 

 the perpetual contradiction in the legs and hand of the rider ‘’who is always disposed to 

attribute to the horse those faults that the simultaneous use of his legs and hand make  

him commit.’’ 

 

General L’Hotte specified that the new formula in the beginning was applied only to 

everyday horsemanship to obviate the bad results obtained by insufficiently experienced 

riders who applied the effet d’ensemble outside of the presence of the master. 

 

Hence, the rule was established to assign the legs to give impulsion, and the hand to give 

direction and lightness, from where the new Baucherist principle: ‘’hands without legs, legs 

without hand’.  

 

In more advanced dressage, the use of hand without legs, legs without hand is somewhat 

theoretical, so that if one refers to its interpretation by general Decarpentry [1932], it 

resembles an effet d’ensemble sought after with great precaution: ‘’if the hand acts or 

increases the intensity of its action, the leg should either maintain the same intensity or its 

action or decrease  it, as the case requires. However, the leg should never increase its actions 

while the hand is acting or increasing its action.’’ 
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Hence, the concept means to never increase the pressure of the hands and the legs at the 

same time.  In 1945, Captain Beudant published a book entitled ‘Hand without legs’. Why did 

Beudant leave the second part unstated?  Upon an interview he once said: ‘’ Because if the 

hand is well used, one has, so to say, no need for the legs.‘’  

 

One could also conceive the reduction of Baucher’s principle to its second part: ‘legs without 

hands’. This technique is often used in Working Equitation in which the bridle hand only acts 

by slight indications and the rider mainly uses the seat and legs to increase the horse’s 

mobility.  

 

Philippe Karl summarizes the need for the alternating aids as follows:  

 

          ‘’ Half halts and transitions using the legs to engage the hind legs under the horse’s  

           body = chasing rainbows, and active legs associated with a reduction In forwards  

           movement. Hence, anatomical realities, the basic requirements of locomotion and  

           the demands of psychology all favour the separate and modern use of the aids =  

           hand without legs, legs without hand.’’ 

 

 

Although a moderate effet d’ensemble could be useful in certain situations when 

applied by a skilled and tactful rider, the quest for lightness urges us to always strive  

for a minimalistic application for the aids in order to facilitate a dialogue on a higher  

level that requires ‘’courtesy and finesse’’ (Nuno Oliveira). This makes hands without legs,  

legs without hands still one of the main leading principles for efficient equitation today.  
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                            GENERAL VS PARTIAL ACTIONS 
 

General actions involve exercises in which the entire body of the horse is involved. On the 

other hand, partial actions are actions targeting specific body parts. The most commonly 

applied general actions by the Old School included: 

 

• good rider position 

• work in the pillars22, 

• halts, half halts and rein back  

• transitions and gait variations  

• shoulder-in [most important of them all]  

• half passes and airs 

 

It was Baucher who chose to step away from the techniques of the Old School, as he did not 

consider them adequate for the horsemanship of his era. He could not think of making a 

Thoroughbred sit on its huanches by putting it between pillars. As a result, he preferred 

partial actions, because according to him, it was easier to combat resistances one by one. 

 

These  included:  

 

• Flexions 

• Hands without legs, legs without hand 

• Pirouettes 

• Reverse pirouettes 

 

However, this did not mean that Baucher did not have recourse to the general actions after 

the partial actions first. Take for example the effet d’ensemble which was aimed to engage 

                                                        
22 Although this was critisized by the Duke of Newcastle  
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the hind legs, to balance the back, to relax the jaw and to obtain the ramener. And what 

about the rein back? Actually, Baucher used general and partial actions at the same time:  

 

               ‘’In the changes of direction, the voltes, the work on two tracks, one can use the  

                outside rein to direct the horse – a general action, and also vibrations on the inside  

                rein to maintain the relaxation of the jaw – a partial action. For the ramener to be  

                correct, the participation of the jaw, the poll and the neck are required, and for the  

                ramener to be maintained, the participation of the horse’s back and legs are also  

                needed.’’- De Bragança  

 

Although Baucher did have recourse to general actions, his refusal to practise the shoulder-

in might be his biggest pitfall. He did not recognize the necessity of this exercise in ensuring 

proper lateral bending couple with axial rotation – one of the most important exercise to 

properly place the horse’s physique for the athletic demand of performance.   

 

So what is the best way to combat resistances of weight and force? Partial or general 

actions? The first of these resistance are connected to general balance, whether the second 

is caused by muscular contractions. For the problem of resistance of weight, it seems that 

the question does not arise. Even if one wanted to, these cannot be combatted by the 

means of partial actions. Ever action used to alleviate excess weight – for example a half  

halt - from the forehand has an inevitable effect on the horse’s overall balance.  

 

On the contrary, muscular contraction can sometimes be approached directly through 

vibrations, unilateral half halts or the use of the legs. These are partial actions. However, 

these actions in itself will not produce lightness: ‘’working in the pursuit of lightness, does 

not mean to work each part of the horse in an isolated manner, but rather all the legs, all  

the joints and all the muscles will function perfectly as a whole.’’ – Oliveira  

 

Thus, partial actions always need to be followed [and later on replaced] by general actions. 

In fact, it is argued by some that this the ultimate process that leads to lightness:  
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         ‘’Lightness is obtained by the hand alone: vibrations to destroy resistances of force  

          [muscular tension in the jaw and neck] and half-halts to annul the resistance of weight  

          [balance], by shifting the weight from the forehand to the hindquarters.’’ –De Braçanga   

 

This might seem contradictory to earlier statements that the hand in itself cannot produce 

lightness. However, this is not the case. Lightness is produced by guiding the horse’s brain 

towards optimal efficiency with minimal effort. The hand – through its correct and intelligent 

use, can open up this conversation and invite the brain towards rewiring the muscle 

memory.  

 

Since in the previous aids I mainly discussed the general actions brought about by the aids,  

I will now focus on two important partial actions: jaw flexions and elevation of the neck.  

 

JAW FLEXIONS 
        ‘’Flexions done while dismounted are useful to conquer resistances or, should I say,        

         contractions of the jaw. If well done, flexions of the jaw are a very precious aid  

         during  training of the horse. But it must also be said that they are beneficial only  

         when practised by a skilled rider who is accustomed to doing them.’’ – Oliveira 
 
Apart from mastication and digestion, the jaw has an important function for ensuring 

balance and neurology. The jaw and its structures are intimately connected to the 

neurological system through the duramater which extends all the way to the coccyx 

 and pelvis. There are also plenty of muscular connections of the jaw throughout the  

entire body.  

 

For example, the hyoid is located from the skull down between the two mandibula, forward 

to the base of the tongue. The hyoid has relations towards the first neck vertebrae, to the 

organs, to the skull and directly to the shoulder via de Omohyoid muscle. In turn, this muscle 

is related to the obliques, which in turn have a direct connection to the hip joint. 
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Another connection is from the hyoid to the Cutaneous group all the way to the stifle23. 

 

Finally, the jaw is a heavily emotionally invested bone. A lot of emotions are reflected in 

mandible movement, such as anger, stress, peace, calmness. Hence, relaxation of the jaw is 

key to achieving the goals of dressage and was already recognized as early as 400 BC by 

Xenophon who recommend suppling of the neck by relaxing the mouth [Peri Hippikes 

Chapter X). This is why Baucher invented the so-called flexions.   

 

Flexions of the jaw consists of various techniques to achieve the relaxation of the horse’s  

jaw and thus the mise-en-main and ramener. The use of flexions is heavily critised by 

followers of the German school, however as Nuno Oliveira points out, these criticisms  

are erroneous: ‘’They are the result of a different conception of lightness.’’ 

 

To understand the evolution of the jaw flexions, it is necessary to quickly summarize  

the goals of Baucherism which was quite different from the Old School and so brilliantly 

explained by Dom Diogo de Braçanga:  

 

         ‘’Eighteenth Century horsemanship [Old School] had the goals of training the exercises  

          of the low school first, then airs above the ground and school jumps. Baucher intended  

          to perfect the natural gaits, and those that derive from them.  

 

          What is the principle that serves as the base of his method? This one: to substitute the  

          instinctive forces of the horse with the forces transmitted to the horse by the rider.  

          This rule expressed in this way was naturally the butt of the most acerbic critics,  

          because one cannot say that the rider transmits any forces to the horse. Instead, he  

          puts the forces of the horse into action and direct them. Baucher modified this  

          excessive wording of his principle. And we find under his pen the expression of  

          forces  ‘’combated’’, ‘’moderated’’, ‘’used’’, ‘’directed’’, and ‘’harmonized’’. ‘’  

 

 

                                                        
23 See Manual Basic Anatomy & Biomechanics and Opening the Jaw for more visuals 
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Hence, the fundamental principle of Baucher aimed, in its practical application, to 

completely dominate24 the horse without shutting him down. ‘’It was with horses 

Baucherised this way that the Master gave the dazzling exhibitions that made him a 

celebrity, over the course of which he presented about thirty new airs that gave the  

horse’s work a variety and sparkle totally unknown before then.’’ - Decarpentry 1948 

 

In the First Manner, the fundamental technique applied to achieve his goals was the effet 

d’ensemble [coordinated effect]. To get to the effet d’ensemble on the horse, whether in 

place, or in movement, Baucher prepared the horse through the flexions. He started with  

a series of lateral flexions that provoked the relaxation of the jaw and the ramener. The 

lateral flexions were considered as completed only when the horse would relax his jaw  

by ‘’making the bits jingle”. The lateral flexions were followed by direct flexions which 

concerned the yielding of the poll.  

Full lateral flexions as demonstrated by Baucher First manner [faulty] 

 

                                                        
24 Again, this is a bit of a poor word choice by Baucher. However, we must realize that back in the day, words 
such as ‘’domination’’, ‘’absolute subjugation’’ and ‘’total submission’’ were common expressions  of that time 
to suggest that a horse performed all exercises with ease and without any resistance.  
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The flexions were performed by bringing the head to the body by rolling the neck, even 

putting the head inside of the vertical. Hence, early Baucherism is accused of Rollkur by 

 its opponents. Although the early editions of Baucher’s work confirm this assertion, the  

8th edition [1859] of his Manual of Horsemanship reads: ‘’we insist essentially on the vertical 

position of the head and on an elevated neck. We consider as defective any position of the 

head deviating from this line, especially behind the vertical.’’ 

 

 

 
Excessive and exaggerated faulty direct  flexions according to the First Manner.  
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Another common critique was that by the excessive use of flexions, the jaw was made more 

flexible than the other body parts. In the words of general Decarpentry:  ‘’The excessive use 

of these flexions makes the jaw become more supple than the rest of the body. It yields too 

quickly and too easily, before the rest of the muscular system relaxes.’’ At all the times the 

exercise has to executed with great care and skill and never too much as then it can have 

 an opposite – harming effect – to the intended essence. Flexibility must never lead to 

weakness. As necessary as a flexible and relaxed jaw is for the fully trained horse, the  

entire forehand must be connected with perfect steadiness. 

 

 

There is no doubt that Baucher, at the beginning, exaggerated the flexions beyond their 

purpose. However, Baucher never ceased to be preoccupied by the errors committed  both 

by himself as well as his students. As a result of an accident that had diminished his physical 

capabilities and because he saw that his students often found it impossible to apply his 

‘’New Method’’ without making grave errors, Baucher brought modifications to the 

procedures he had first adopted. His principles remained the same, only the methods  

of application would change in his so called Second Manner – sometimes quite profoundly.  

 

 

In the First Manner, the flexions were done by rolling the neck. In the Second Manner, the 

flexions were done through raising the neck and relaxing the jaw with the face above the 

vertical, sometimes even brought up to horizontal. ‘’ Instead of bringing the head to the 

body as he did in the First Manner, the body was now pushed towards the head.’’  

- De Bragança 

 

 

 

Below: Direct Flexions of the Second Manner with head of quite extreme, which should be avoided at all cost.  
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In the First Manner, the direct flexion concerned the flexion of the poll. However, flexing of 

the poll as a priority before the relaxation of the jaw approaches the problem the wrong 

way. Hence,  In the Second Manner, the jaw had to yield before the poll – the latter now 

seen as a consequence of the process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An officers manual that demonstrates direct flexion of the poll.  
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This change in application is very important as it seems today many riders are seemingly 

unaware of this change in method and still  justify their obsession for poll flexion as a 

Baucherist principle – while in fact it is more close to Steinbrecht’s writing on poll flexion 

who stated: ‘’The poll is the first joint through which the rein action must pass. Later on and 

as long as this joint is not completely relaxed, the rider’s action is limited to the mouth 

alone.’’  Let’s try an experiment to evaluate both ideas:  

 

 

        Sit on a horse that is resisting the hand [above the bit] with a stiff poll and neck. At halt,  

        try to get the horse to yield its poll by fixing your hands as hard as you can. Result? The  

        poll does not yield and the horse is more likely to resist even more. Then ask someone  

        to approach you and give the horse some pony nuts. Result: to take the food, the horse  

        will unlock its jaw, and to crunch and swallow them it will move its tongue and salivate.  

        While doing so the poll will round itself and – in case the horse is ridden with a bit, it  

        will ‘play’ with it as result. This the a horse with a ‘’gallant’’ mouth as described by  

        Guérinière through the relaxation of the jaw as described in Baucher’s Second Manner.  

 

 

 

The above experiment shows that often the cause of the problem lies not directly in the poll, 

but in the relationship between the hand and mouth (Philippe Karl). This is mistaking the 

effects for the cause. ‘’Flexing of the poll is not only about the position of the head, it resides 

above all in the submission of the jaw, which is the first spring that received the action of the 
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hand. If this spring yields softly to the action that asks it to move, it will lead to the flexibility 

of the neck and will cause the softness of all the other springs.’’ – Alexis L’Hotte   

 

Another important innovation consisted of the decomposition of the force and the 

movement. If the horse resists the movement, the rider halts him, calms him, obtains 

relaxation [of the of the jaw], and it is only after this, that the restarts the exercises that was 

in the course of the execution. Every time there was a loss of balance that the horse 

manifests by resistances, the rider must proceed in a similar way. This innovation is so 

efficient as to bring into lightness any mute, stiff, or poorly balanced horses that Faverot  

de Kerbrech (1891) counselled decomposing the force and the movement as often as it is 

necessary. 

 

Altogether, the changes in application of the methods lead to a more subtle use of the 

flexions in Baucher’s Second Manner. The focus shifted from the effet d’ensemble to the 

famous ‘hands without legs, legs without hands’ and as a consequence the flexions 

diminished in importance in ‘’that part of the training concerning the relaxation of the jaw 

and the neck, an aspect of the First manner that had often been pushed to exaggeration .’’ 

 

So now that I’ve elaborated on the evolution of the jaw flexions as a technique, let’s 

consider their practical use for today. First, it must be said that not all horses need flexions. 

They serve no use for naturally well-balanced horses and should only be applied for those 

that lack a certain balance:  

 

        ‘’It is a waste of time to ask a horse who is well balanced, who has a good lower neck  

          position and a soft mouth to do them. It is enough to mount such a horse judiciously  

         and methodically while working him gymnastically. These last are horses already born  

         trained, and which give worthwhile results easily. On the other hand, there are 

         innumerable horses who will never be really light or capable of certain exercise, even  

         the most simple ones, unless worked in flexions while dismounted.’’ - Nuno Oliveira  

 

       ‘’In truth, in a well-conformed horse, lightness results from a general equilibrium. But to  

         obtain lightness in those with conformation faults, it is necessary – since these faults  
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         tend to manifest in the mouth – to address the local suppling of the lower jaw. One           

         cannot hope that the lightness will be the results of general equilibrium given when the  

         latter is deficient.’’ - De Bragança 
 

That being said, let’s look at how to correctly apply the flexions – starting with a basic 

relaxation of the jaw.  

 

• At halt, stand next to the horse level with the head 

• Adjust the outside rein and pass it over the head, with the hand near the cheek 

• Take the inside rein and place the index finger softly in the ring of the snaffle  

• Gradually bring the two hands closer together with very small vibrations  

• Release once the horse releases [licking and chew, yawn, swallow] 

• Walk a few strides and ask for the jaw to release again one it becomes dead 

• Repeat until the horse can release the jaw in walk (Philippe Karl) 

 

This way, the horse will learn that the bit is a tool of relaxation. The horse will anticipate  

the action so that after a few training sessions, it will relax the mouth upon the slightest 

indications. Later on, you can also increase the distance.  
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         Asking of a direct flexion in front of the horse straight on the bit. This also release tension in the hyoid  

        apparatus.   

 

 

 

The same technique can be applied ridden through the decomposition of the force and the 

movement as described earlier. Whenever the horse is tense in the mouth of stress, halt it 

and when it is completely immobile, apply very small vibrations while breathing out without 

moving the hand. As soon as the horse releases the jaw, release the reins while giving it a 

break and continue with the training. This way, a true dialogue is set up between the hand 

and the horse’s mouth.  
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Asking for a jaw flexion from a greater distance – more resembling to a rider’s position. I only 

have to use a very small vibrations [almost not visible] to get the desired effect: The horse is 

licking and chewing and note the softness in the eyes.  

 

It should be clear that the basic direct flexion described above can only be applied through 

the use of a bit. A lateral flexion however is best taught through the use of a cavesson:  

 

      ‘’When working the poll, the horse may develop great difficulty by escaping with its  

        tongue and jaw. By taking back or shifting the lower jaw to the right or left, the horse  

        appears to yield to the pull of the bending rein, but the action gets stuck in the stiffer  

       parts and is thus cancelled out. The old masters in their practical thoroughness prevented  

       this fault by using a cavesson to keep the sensitive mouth of the young horse completely  

       untouched and exerted their first influences on the nose bone. This firm, bony member 

       is able to escape the pressure of the cavesson only by bending the poll and the neck  
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      vertebrae. Thus with the aid of this piece of equipment it was possible to prepare the  

      horses thoroughly for the pure, unadulterated effect of the curb bit.’’ - Steinbrecht 

 

Thus, the unique positioning of the cavesson favours this type of equipment over a bit for 

teaching the lateral flexions. This doesn’t mean it is impossible to teach this exercise with  

a bit, but there are simply more risks leaving room for error in the teaching process. With  

a perfectly gifted horse and a tactful rider, the lateral flexion can also be obtained with a  

bit. However, for abovementioned reasons, the cavesson is the wisest option in many cases.  

 

Lateral flexions can be done both as a general and a partial action depending on their angle. 

The more angle, the more it has an effect on the entire vertebral column of the horse and  

is thus considered a general action. Captain Raabe recommended progressive lateral 

placement so that an excessive incurvation would not have any effect on the croup.  

For the action to be partial, it must be limited to a lateral flexion at the poll.  

  

To start off with a subtle lateral flexion at the poll, the horse must stand completely 

gathered together so that no weight falls on the side of flexions, nor on the other side: 

 

           ‘’The horse must have his weight equally distributed on all four legs in order to begin  

             the lateral flexions. If this is not so, when the flexion is incorrectly done, and is  

             demanded from the withers instead of from the poll, the back, because of taking  

            an incorrect position, contracts and becomes hard, making the horse stiff and  

            disobedient.’’25 - Oliveira 

 

 

Once these conditions are met, a lateral flexion [partial action] can be asked as following26:  

 

 

                                                        
25 Hence, when the horse cannot halt without leaning heavily towards one side the trainer must go back to 
moving exercises that improve vertical / horizontal balance and then halt and try again.  
 
26 The techniques – especially those with one rein on the cavesson – are explained more in depth in a separate 
manual Opening the Jaw. Hence, I will only elaborate shortly on this technique using the reins.  
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• Place yourself to the inside – between the horses outside shoulder and nose .  

• Place your outside hand flat on the horse’s poll – no pressure 

• Softly ask [wiggle] with you inside hand.  

• Return to neutral if the horse braces or tils 

• Release when the horse releases.  

 

 

 

See video Opening the Jaw for more specific instructions  

 

 

When asking the lateral flexion with two reins [either cavesson or bit you can apply the 

following technique:  
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• Place yourself to the outside – between the horses outside shoulder and nose .  

• Take a contact on the inside rein and pass it over the middle of the neck.  

• Hold the outside ring [either cavesson or bit] 

• Ask softly with the inside rein while pushing with the outside [main action] 

• Ask for the jaw to yield by raising the inside rein towards the poll  

• Maintain the position for a few seconds.  

• Release the reins and reward [if the flexion is successful, the horse maintains this 

position a few moments and gradually straightens afterwards]  

• Repeat the lateral flexion while standing on the outside.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the lateral flexion it is important the horse doesn’t tilt the head: ‘’this type of flexion is 

only useful when the top of the neck is turned, care being taken to avoid the head going 
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crookedly to the side, and assuring that the bottom of the ears are parallel with the ground 

(Nuno Oliveira).’’  Tilting is often the result of over asking the horse on the inside rein.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left: faulty lateral flexion as the head tilts. Middle: faulty lateral flexion as the neck bends too much and the 

weight is displayed over to the outside shoulder. Right: correct lateral flexion as shown by Baucher.  

 

Furthermore, If the horse forces the hands downwards, you can oppose this movement  

with upwards half halts on both reins - sometimes through little vibrations if needed.  

 
Later on you can also increase the distance. Here you can see the start of a soft lateral flexion to the left using 

the bit.  

The lateral flexions as a general action involve the bending of the neck and positioning the 
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vertebral column: ‘’Lateral flexions, a valuable means of bringing action to the spinal column, 

must be applied correctly (Oliveira).’’  It simply involves a larger action.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A faulty lateral flexion. Too much neck bend and the weight is displaced to the outside shoulder. This has the 

potential of creating an unstable neck.  

 

Although these types of flexions can be useful for certain horses, it must be done executed 

with precaution. As necessary as a flexible and agile neck is for the fully trained horse, it 

must be connected with perfect steadiness:  

 

           ’’When working the neck, it is therefore more the task of the understanding trainer to  

             control its natural mobility and to thus make it steady than to work only on making it  

             yielding and soft (…) This is so because for every bend and position of the neck, the  

             joining surfaces of its vertebrae must remain sufficiently in contact to thus be able to  

             transmit the driving as well as the restraining aids (…) The steadiness of the neck can  

             be ensured only by un-weakened and well-developed thrust. The flexibility of the neck,  

             however, can be ensured only by the carrying capacity of the hindquarters.’’  

            – Steinbrecht   
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Thus the flexions as a general action are usually not desired for horse’s that are hypermobile 

or have a long and flexible neck.  

 

Furthermore, the flexion of the neck, thus its permeability, may not be obtained except by 

impulsion propagated by the hindquarters which travels through the horse’s body. These 

two phenomena, the compliance in the neck and the bend of the hindquarters, go together  

as a pair [Hans Von Heydebreck, quoted in Steinbrecht]. 

 

This type of work takes time. It is interminable. ‘’The hind legs are worked gymnastically, 

head and neck stationary while properly placed by correct flexions and the lowering of the 

hindquarters.’’ – Oliveira   

 

Finally, although applying flexions can be useful for certain horses, please remind yourself 

that the flexions itself do not lead to real lightness, but instead are a precious means to 

school a horse without pulling on the reins. 

 

In conclusion of this chapter it can be said that the principal stumbling block of baucherism  

is no doubt the excessive and improper use of the techniques which were invented. 

However, moderate use of jaw flexions have proven to be a valuable lesson for those horses 

that lack balance when applied by a tactful trainer. It can allow those horses to find 

relaxation and thus move with optimal efficiency and minimal effort.  

 

In the words of Nuno Oliveira: ‘’Thus, certain difficulties can be solved by correct flexions 

carried out while paying attention to the correct attitude of the entire horse taken as a 

whole, ensuring that head and neck position will remain correct during all the horse’s life, 

making him really light.’’ 
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ELEVATING THE NECK  
‘’In dressage…it is always the damned necks that bring up the biggest problems (Colonel des 

Roches 1959, anonymous source).’’ 

 

The elevation of the neck is a necessary condition to achieve the rassembler as it allows the 

horse to alleviate excess weight from the forehand: 

         

        ‘’The elevation of the neck places the cerebral vertebra into an upward position and  

         thus brings the weight of the neck closer to the horse’s natural center of gravity. If  

         it is perfected and well founded, it can be considered the quintessential proof of  

         complete dressage training. The rider then has available a lever with which he can  

         dependably and precisely determine the degree of the load on the hindquarters.  

         The so-called freedom of the shoulders in the horse’s movements is therefore also 

         a function of the correct elevation of the neck and can be obtained only in that way.’’ 

 

So, in summary, the elevation of the neck has two main benefits:  

 

• It acts as a lever enabling the horse to lower the haunches 

• It provides freedom in shoulder movement  

 

 

Although the first point is widely understood, I do feel the need to elaborate slightly on the 

second point. The cervical vertebrae constitute attachment points for the lifting muscles of 

the forearms. The higher and more toward the rear these vertebrae are positioned, the 

more forceful and effectively the muscles are able to manage the weights assigned to them. 

Freedom in the shoulders is therefore not to be found in the shoulder blades or in the front 

limbs, but in the carriage of the neck and, consequently, always more or less in the 

hindquarters, since the forehand is able to find a reliable support only in the hindquarters. 

‘’The more weight is taken away from the front libs and the more activity of the lifting 

muscles is supported, the easier and more elevated will the movement of the forehand 
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become. ‘’ – Gustav Steinbrecht  

 

Although everyone agrees on the necessity for a raised neck in the advanced dressage horse, 

a vivid discussion unfolds whether the lifting of the neck should be accomplished through 

partial or general actions:  

 

          ‘’The connection between raising the head and neck and collection has been one of the  

            most misinterpreted notions of equestrian art.’’ – Alois Podhasjky  

 

The Old School considered the elevation of the neck the result of the engagement of the 

hindquarters – a general action.  

 

As a partial action, the elevation of the neck is ensured through application of rein aids that 

position the horse’s front end in order to stimulate more engagement of the hindquarters. 

The so-called raising of the hands is another method developed by Baucher and his 

followers. As the name suggests, the action of lifting both hands27 is intended to lift the 

horse off the forehand. As soon as the aid has the desired effect, the hands should be 

lowered and giving forward [yielding] as far as horse goes so that contact remains, and the 

rein is not dropped slack and without losing the balance on the haunches.  

 

To consider both approaches, it is important to understand that the elevation of the neck, 

can be considered to be well founded only if it is always aided by the reliable and 

corresponding support of the hindquarters and is connected with an on-the-bit position. 

Only then is the correct effect of the rein action ensured. 

 

The maximum elevation of the neck as a partial action is a practise resulting from Baucher’s 

Second Manner. As explained earlier, certain flexions performed dismounted were done in a 

quite extreme manner, sometimes even with the head coming to a horizontal line. This 

application according the Second Manner is not without problems, because it could provoke 

resistance or at least diminish natural impulsion:  

                                                        
27 The action is different and much more pronounced than a regular half halt.  
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       ‘’We believe that Baucher was right when proceeding by partial actions and beginning  

         with the positioning of the front end. [However] If the horse’s head is lifted above its  

         normal position, the vertebrae of the neck weigh on that cradle of muscles [thoracic  

         sling]. The attempted engagement of the hindquarters that this positioning provokes is  

         obtained at the price of pushing the withers down, with a hollow stiffening of the back,  

        and a rising of the croup. This ‘placer’ is therefore more harmful.’’- De Braçanga 

 

        ‘’ the greatest example of such quackery is Mr Baucher (…) A Baucher-trained horse 

           has been robbed of the main perquisite of pulling and moving forward: its thrust.’’ 

          - Steinbrecht  

 

       ‘’Lifting the neck without Ramener causes the muscles above the neck to slacken, and  

        their slackening is communicated to the rest of the spine which tends to collapse. In this  

        manner, it diminishes the elasticity of the whole of the spinal column, limit’s the play of  

        the hind legs and considerably reduces their ability to engage under the mass…If the  

       lifting is attempted at the beginning of dressage, before the appropriate gymnastics have  

       developed the suppleness of the joints of the hindquarters, the hind legs as a whole under  

       this constraint become unable to bend.’’ - General Decarpentry  

 

       ‘’The rider who concentrates on riding his horse forward on the bit and makes him step  

         well under the body with his hind legs, thus making him raise his forehand correctly, will  

         achieve much greater success than a rider who thinks only of raising his horse’s head  

         with the reins without pushing him forward.’’ – Alois Podhasjky  

 

So, the dangers associated with lifting the head and neck as a partial action are twofold:  

 

• Lifting the head causes a hollowing of the topline  

• The hindquarters are not prepared to take up the load  
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Baucher and Fillis riding with maximum elevation of the neck. It is easy to see how the horse is robbed of its 

thrust and the whither is pushed down. So although Long and Low is problematic, the extreme elevation of the 

neck can do even more harm28.  

 

A hollowing of the topline should be avoided at any times and is the result of improper 

understanding of the horse’s physique. In nature, horses can browse up high perfectly 

without hollowing the topline. The difference is that those horses don’t lift their neck by 

pulling on the direct muscles, but instead through contraction of the thoracic sling and 

cybernetic stabilizing muscles in the chest that causes the base of the neck to rise. This 

mechanism allows them to stay aligned in the vertebral column and upright on the forehand 

while lifting their heads up high and eat from trees and bushes29. Hence, the key to a proper 

elevation lies in the activation of indirect muscles arising from the chest that lift the base of 

the neck. A direct lifting of the head and/or neck through an upwards pull on the reins will 

produce the opposite effect of the purpose for which the aid was intended. ‘’The hand only 

objectively encourages the weight to shift backwards if it causes the base of the neck to 

rise.’’ - Philippe Karl 

 

As already explained in the chapters on the ramener, the placement of the forehand 

facilitates the transmission of the action of the hand along the vertebrae of the neck and 

                                                        
28 See Manual Head and Neck Positions  
29 See Manual Thoracic Sling  
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back, and reciprocally, the actions of the hindquarters up to the horse’s mouth or nasal 

bone. In pursuit of this goal, positioning the forehand in such a way that the muscles 

supporting the base of the neck and whithers come up as much as possible, ‘’a lowering of 

the neck with a somewhat ‘’long’’ ramener [a longer, lowered neck30], is not only to be 

advised as a general rule, but is even indispensable in many cases.’’ - De Bragança  

 

This is an important statement as in the time of Baucher, a lower and longer position of  

the head and neck was not in fashion yet and its benefits not recognized as Oliveira and  

De Braçanga did later. However, Captain Raabe already recommended the full horizontal 

extension of the neck following the work in flexion. 

 

 

 
        This is not what the classical masters meant with ‘’longer’’ and ‘’low’’. This is subduing the horse to    

        ineffectiveness by placing extra weight on the shoulders.  Below: correct’’ long and low’’ from a German  

       military manual!  

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
30 This statement should not be confused with the Long and Low of today. Instead, it was meant against the 
maximum elevation of the head and thus promoting a more neutral head and neck position of ears around or 
slightly above whither height.  
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A lower and longer neck position advised by later classical masters such as Oliveira and de Bragança is not the 

equivalent of long and low as practised today. Back in time, the ramener was the only rule. As such, the longer 

and lower neck frame mentioned is relative to what was the standard and resembles more to a natural head 

and neck position in which the horse has full access to the entire length of its neck [passively, not actively pulling 

on the muscles] and where the ears are about whither height as seen in this picture. 

 

 

 

 

Maximum elevation applied as a partial action is thus detrimental to the goals of dressage. 

Instead, the horse should be stimulated to actively engage the thoracic sling and lift the base 

of its neck, which is best done in the beginning with a somewhat longer and lower neck 

position:  

 

       ‘’since in this position the extensor muscles of the neck are relaxed  and thus are  

        more yielding.’’ – Steinbrecht   

 

      ‘’At first the horse should learn to carry his rider with a straight back and seek contact  

        with the bit by lowering his head.’’  
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So, what is the exact difference in the application of the aids? It is their strength and 

intention. Engaging the horse’s thoracic sling still involves an upwards lifting of the hands, 

but more in the moderate manner resembling a half halt as the aim is not to bring the 

horse’s head up to maximum elevation, but to bring its chest up instead. In order to elevate 

the horse’s head, the lifting hands have to be placed much higher and away from the rider’s 

body [the head of the horse is quite heavy]. In order to elevate the horse’s chest, the hands 

usually don’t have to lift quite that high and can remain in a more vertical position above the 

forehand – as such the action effects the entire body and thus…becomes a general action!!  

 

      It is clear to see how an elevated neck helps to lift the horse’s forehand and create more shoulder freedom.   

      However, this affect can be achieved only if not the neck and head itself are directly lifted by the rider, but  

     instead the indirect supporting muscles of the chest!  

 

A young horse of average to good conformation who has been properly started should need 

nothing more than a momentary closing of both hands – even so slightly upwards -  followed 

by an immediate yielding of the aid in order to be encouraged to carry himself in the balance 

appropriate for his level of schooling. A horse of heavy conformation or one in need of re-

schooling (due to having been ridden collapsed over his shoulders and on his forehand) 

might not respond to the above described aid and might bear down with enough strength to 

require a stronger aid, but even as such the aid should never exceed what is necessary to 

obtain a proper yielding from the horse.31 In nearly all instances, raising the hands a couple 

                                                        
31 This is very important. Lifting the hands to achieve maximum elevation often exceeds the forces necessary 
and thus becomes counterproductive and even harmful.  
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inches and widening them slightly is sufficient to request the horse to ‘pick himself up’. 

Again, this lifting of both hands needs to be performed with precise timing both in the 

execution and in the release, and it is imperative that the contact not be disturbed – lost or 

altered. Otherwise, what might be a useful aid may cause the horse to distrust our hand and 

disturb the contact.  

 

When the horse advances in education and is able to keep his chest lifted in self-carriage, 

the lifting aid will be replaced by the half halt with the outside rein as the horse is more able 

to bend and is ridden more with the outside rein as recommended by General Decarpentry.  

 

Decarpentry envisioned the elevation of the neck and head, by intermittent action of the 

hand, only if the horse presents resistances of weight, ducks down behind the bit, over 

bends, or puts himself on the haunches. At this stage, he performed half halts by means of 

an isolated rein on the convex side of the neck.  

 

Pictures of general Decarpentry in the teaching process of the piaffe. On the left, the horse resists and the croup 

is lifted instead of lowered. On the right, you can see Decarpentry applying a soft unilateral half halt on the 

outside rein [note how minimal it is] with his hand slightly upwards and as a result the movement is corrected: 

the pelvis now lowers and the right front lifts up. This again also shows the importance of the correct timing.  
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Now let’s look at the second danger associated with the maximum elevation of the neck:  

the inadequate preparation of the hindquarters to take up the load. ‘’To systematically 

elevate the head of a horse, especially if he has mediocre and weak hindquarters, is to 

provoke, it seems to me, the lowering of the withers, and the shifting of the weight of the 

body towards the croup, excessively burdens the hindquarters which are generally less 

developed than the forehand.’’ – Dom Diogo de Bragança.  

 

Hence, it is essential to make the position and attitude of the neck in accordance with  

the hindquarters – the latter requiring general actions:  

 

                ‘’If because of a lack of proper gymnastics, the hindlegs are not prepared for the  

                  support of a raised head and neck, all the training will be compromised. All  

                  naturalness in the gaits will be lost and dismounted flexions necessarily must be  

                  practised with the horse standing still.’’ – Nuno Oliveira   

 

In order to be able to move the weight from the forehand to the hindquarters, the horse 

must have a support onto which he can move the weight so that, after being lifted 

artificially, it will not fall back onto its former point of support, namely the front limbs.  

The proper supports can only be the stronger hind limbs:  

 

                 ‘’It is therefore quite useless and unnatural undertaking if many riders attempt to  

                   force their horse’s heads and necks into an elevated position before they are able  

                  to bring the hind legs under correspondingly with their legs. They will be forced to  

                 carry the lifted weight themselves, that is, continuously support it with their hands.  

                 They will not transfer the weight to the hindquarters, but only unnaturally bend  

                 their horse’s backs.’’ - Steinbrecht 

 

A fault committed by many riders is starting with lifting the forehand without adequate 

preparation of strengthening the hind end. This way, the hind legs are unable to take up  

the load. The horse will try to avoid the load by stiffening and the impulsion suffers. The 

intelligent trainer will thus not attempt to move the weight backward by lifting the forehand 
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until the horse is able to ‘’ sufficiently pull the hindquarters forward to enable them to 

reliably carry the load.’’ 

 

In order for the hindquarters to be developed sufficiently, it is again necessary to have 

relaxation of the jaw – and subsequently the poll:  

 

      ‘’The more perfectly the poll32 is bent by nature or correct work, the easier and more  

       perfectly will the hindquarters be developed because the trainer is then able to hold the  

      weight with more reliance and let the hindquarters work against it at will, using this work  

      to strengthen them and make them flexible (…)   

 

      The possibility of elevating the neck therefore initially depends on the bending of the  

       poll, that is, on the rider being able to reliably maintain the correct, steady position of  

      the head, and then also on the capability of the hindquarters to take over the load. The  

      bending of the poll, namely the thoroughness, can be obtained only by the impulsion  

      generated in the hindquarters and flowing through the entire body of the horse. Both  

      yielding of the poll and making the hindquarters go hand in hand. Correctly working the  

      hindquarters create the thoroughness of the poll, and this in turn permits and enhances  

      the further development of the hindquarters.’’ – Steinbrecht  

 

Nuno Oliveira also shared concerns regarding the direct elevation of the head and neck:  

 

      ‘’I consider Baucher the greatest equestrian genius, and the principles of his methods,  

       the results he obtains and claims are formidable. However, never moving away from  

       the question of suppleness and lightness, I believe that horses, according to their  

       conformation, their disposition, and their gaits, cannot all be trained by his method,  

       namely, by the maximum elevation of the neck.’’  

 

                                                        
32 As mentioned in the chapter on jaw flexions, the jaw must yield before the poll. Steinbrecht did not recognize 
this. Hence, I would advise to consider these statements not just in light of flexion of the poll, but first and 
foremost of the jaw to be anatomically true. That being said, it is true that the relaxation of the jaw and poll 
 are both essential to develop carrying power in the hindquarters.  
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       ‘’I claim that my horses are raised on the forehand, as you have seen, but there are  

       some [horses that] one must not start out by elevating [the forehand]. They are the ones  

       with necks that are thick, short, and ewe-necked, have a concave back and weak hocks.  

       With them, one must wait until that elevation and perfect lightness appear as a result of  

       an effective suppling of the back and hind legs.’’ 

 

       ‘’I am sending you [correspondence to Michel Henriquet] other photos of Zafer for you  

        to study. I hate them. After having looked at them, I am all the more convinced against  

        the direct elevation of the forehand through the hands.’’ 

 

       ‘’Only with the greatest prudence can elevation of the neck be demanded while  

        dismounted. Little by little, the horse’s head may be raised without using force, so that  

        the horse does not use his strength against the bit as his neck is raised. Make him give  

       in to the bit in this position and then, only then, allow the horse to bend his neck.’’  

 

Hence, maximum elevation should be understood as conditioned elevation [Faverot de 

Kerbrech]; that is, the one made possible due to the conformation and level of a horse’s 

suppling. Alois Podhaskjy stated: ‘’the amount of neck that will be raised will depend on the 

conformation of the horse, that is to say, the length of his back and the length and shape of 

his neck. The poll, however must be the highest point of the horse’s head regardless of its 

conformation.’’  

 

On horses with poor balance, it sometimes is necessary to apply the lifting of the hands to 

encourage elevation. However, this elevation should always be aimed from the chest – the 

thoracic sling and adjusted to the carrying capacity of the hindquarters. As such, the action 

becomes general as it affects the horse’s entire body posture. Thus, Never should one strive 

to force the head into maximum elevation by the means of a partial action as this position 

carries many potential risks harming the horse.  

 

In truth, Baucher’s Second Manner [maximum elevation] was a double-edged sword. It 

permitted absolute subjugation of the horse. However, the position by which one obtain it 

was not without problems, because it could provoke acculement [backing up, sucking back, 
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and coming behind the bit] or at least extinguish an animal that had fire and natural 

impulsion.  

 
 

                                  YIELDING OF THE AIDS 
 

One preoccupation of each moment in dressage must be to practise descents [yielding] of 

the hands, legs and simultaneous descents of the hand and legs.  

 

In the descent of the hand, the rider progressively abandons the reins on the neck of the 

horse while conserving the acquired position by himself. The gait continues with the same 

cadence and the same lightness. It must be the same in the descent of legs when they 

abandon contact with the flanks.  

 

A horse’s dressage reaches its apogee, according to Baucher and Faverot de Kerbrecht,  

when in the simultaneous descent of the hands and legs, the horse conserves the cadence, 

lightness, collection, and brilliance into which he was brought with the help of the aids.  

 

 Oliveira: ‘’the horse himself will make his rider release the hands and the leg pressure’’  

 

As such, dressage reaches its apogee not when then aids are correctly applied, but when 

they can be yielded as much as possible altogether:  

 

               ‘’the relaxation of the aids acts as both a verification of the degree of collection  

                attained, and as a reward.’’ – Oliveira  
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                                BONUS CHAPTER : CANTER 
 

Why a specific chapter on the chapter you might ask? Simple, because most training 

methods lack a proper understanding of this gait and thus how to use the aids.  

 

The way in which the strike off at the canter should be done has been the object of 

innumerable controversies. The Comte d’Aure provoked the strike off at the canter to the 

right by using his left leg, after having slightly turned the horse’s hindquarters to the right by 

employing the left rein. Baucher – and later James Fillis and many followers, in his first 

method, used diagonal aids. But at the end of his career, Baucher finished by using interior 

lateral aid, preferring the leg on the side of the requested lead: ‘’In the change of lead at the 

canter, Baucher finished by using the leg and rein on the inside, whereas in the First Manner, 

he used the outside leg.’’ – De Bragança 

 

To Nuno Oliveira, each one of these ways was good as long as the preparation was done 

adequately: ‘’The most essential thing is to give the horse the appropriate gymnastic 

preparation in order to strike off in the canter by pre-determined aids.’’ 

 

This proper preparation is what Steinbrecht refers to as the ‘canter position’:  

 

       ‘’Just as the shoulder-in has a furthering and solidifying effect on the young horse’s trot,  

         because the horse’s inside legs must step forward and across in order to move forward  

         – which is possible to perfection only in gaits with diagonal footfalls and only within  

        limits in the canter so that its lower levels, are also called the trot position – the travers  

        is furthering and preparatory for the canter because it requires the inner side to be set  

       forward and both inside legs to reach forward almost simultaneously. The first level of  

       the travers can therefore be considered the canter position and it can be used to make  

        it easier for young horses to learn the transition to the canter since in this position it is  

       easiest for them to naturally find the correct footfalls of the canter.’’  
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However, this canter position should be employed with care for this purpose otherwise it 

could result in the drawbacks of an incorrect travers which causes inverted rotation: the 

horse would escape with the inside hind leg and lean on the outside shoulder. ‘’It can  

be very dangerous when badly done by an inexperienced rider, who, uses the outside leg 

roughly. Almost all riders who do this exercise abusively or tempestuously, use diagonal  

aids. This results in crooked strike offs. Also, the horse will lean inwards while doing  

flying changes instead of remaining straight, as is desirable.’’ – Oliveira  

 

In trot, errors in the travers become clearly evident through irregularities in the cadence and 

the lack of proper lateral bending. In the canter, these fault are more hidden since the gait is 

naturally related to the travers position. It thus takes a very tactful rider to discover these 

faults.  

 

One can find recourse to the advice of the Old Masters who evaluated the perfection of their 

movements according to the purity of the gait in non-related position. The trot was used to 

test the travers and the canter served as a test for the shoulder-in: ‘’They would not assume 

travers positions at the canter until these positions were perfectly established in a pure and 

collected trot temp and until they had developed the canter in the most perfect trot position 

so that they had complete control over the inside hind leg.’’ – Steinbrecht  

 

As should be clear by now, preparation is key to ensure straight strike-offs at the canter 

which is favoured by a slight travers position. So which aids to apply? Inside or outside?  

Let’s compare both application and their outcomes by the two possible canter strike off 

mechanisms going into a right lead:  

 

• Canter strike off by anticipating the weigh-bearing of the right front limb. The right 

shoulder is weighted, the canter starts by lifting the croup. This type of strike off  

is favoured by weighting the seat to the right à inside aids.  
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• Canter strike of by anticipating the weight bearing of the left hind [travers position]. 

The left hind is weighted, the canter starts by lifting the shoulders. This type of strike 

off is favoured by weighting the seat to the left à outside aids.  

 

 

        Above: strike off on the front end. Right: strike of in the hind end.  

 

 

Hence, biomechanically speaking, the application of the outside are favoured. However,  

this does not mean that the inside aids should be completely forgotten to prevent a crooked 

position. Remember, it is about the convergence of the inside and outside aids: one must 

never come at the expense over the other. So applying an outside leg aid should never come 

at the expense of existing quality on the inside leg – i.e. the inside leg should not be drift 

inwards in the canter. As such, the canter often needs to be straightened by a slight shoulder 

fore.  
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When the inside hind drifts to the side [what most horses do] this should be correct through the shoulder fore 

within the canter.  

 

On the subject of straightness within the canter, there are two more particular cases that 

requires great attention:  

 

• Counter-canter on the volte 

• Preparing the pirouette 

 

For the first case, let’s consider a horse on the right lead canter describing a circle to the left 

What is the correct lateral placement? By bending the horse’s neck towards the inside of the 

lead restrict the movement of the leading left front limb. By bending the neck to the outside, 

the movement of the leading front is amplified. This why the position of the canter [right] 
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should be sacrificed to that of the figure described [circle on the left hand (Decarpentry;  

De Bragança). 

 

So how to keep the horse in this position? If the rider has taught the horse to respond to 

diagonal actions [as described by Raabe], the rider acts logically in using the right leg at the 

girth to maintain impulsion, the left rein keeping the horse adjusted to the curve on which 

he is travelling. 

 

Philippe Karl confirms practise with an example of counter canter to the right:  

 

        ‘’For counter canter to the right, the rider weighs his seat to the right, bends the horse  

         to the inside and if necessary shifts the forehand to the left in front of the haunches  

         using a neck-rein on the right. Hence, counter canter must be ridden with the neck  

         bend to the inside. This frees up the movement of the shoulders, gives amplitude to the  

        canter stride and re-establishes straightness. Counter-counter unequivocally confirms  

        the correctness of weighting the seat to the outside for the canter strike offs.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left: wrong counter canter: the neck the outside hinders 

the front. Right: correct aids for counter canter with neck  

to the inside. 

 

 

From there on, the travers in the canter was used as a precious exercise in order to make 

progress with the horse towards the collected canter and movements such as pirouettes.  

Nuno Oliveira described:  
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Hence, only on the circle – volte on two tracks in canter. If the strike offs are correct with the 

horses remaining straight along the wall, the inside hind limb can start to be activated, little 

by little at the canter, while executing the rider’s inside leg makes the horse enlarge the circle 

without changing lead, or becoming disunited. As soon as the horse obeys the rider’s interior 

leg without resisting, while remaining calm and light, he should be made to advance his 

shoulders toward the interior of the circle, which slowly becomes smaller, but the use of 

lateral outside aids. The rider’s inside leg must continue to act, but in moderation, during the 

exercise. A direct rein will counterbalance the effect of the opposite rein, as it prevents the 

latter from turning the horse’s head towards the outside, while supporting the shoulders. If 

alternated, these two exercises – shoulder-in and volte on two tracks, should give the horse 

an extraordinary mobility and lightness at this gait. Only then can the volte on two tracks be 

made smaller in order to start the study of the pirouette. 

 

 

                               LESSONS OF PAST MASTERS 
 

In this second bonus chapter, I’d like to share a few training example of past masters to 

illustrate the diverse application of the training aids in various situations. Enjoy!  

 

NUNO OLIVEIRA  
A NEW WAY OF ASKING FOR YIELDING OF THE JAW – EFFET D’ENSEMBLE  

Working in hand, on the left, holding the curb rein in the left hand, raised, and the snaffle 

reins in the right hand, lowered. Whip in hand, an aide gives little taps on the croup until the 

horse yields his jaw and poll.  

 

The actions are combined but opposed, moving downwards with the snaffle and upwards 

with the curb, yet combined in the mobilization which is almost in place and provoked by the 

whip; they are a sort of effet d’ensemble which loses contractions. Then, continuing in hand, 

holding the two curb reins in the left hand ten cm from the bit, with marked lightness, the 

rider, facing the left shoulder, puts the horse into a smaller, slow and cadenced trot. He 
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provokes and maintains impulsion with the whip on the horse’s sides until he obtains a doux 

passage which he shortens to obtain three or four strides that are very rassemblé and then 

moves forward – in: Letters To Henriquet.  

 

NUNO OLIVEIRA 
A HORSE FORCING THE HAND 

The maître rides a new horse that tosses its head and forces the hand. With each resistance, 

Nuno gives the horse a fleeting touch with the spurs, starting with a gentle pinch 

[progressing] to little attaques. He determines his actions on the strength of the horse’s 

defences. He then stabilizes his hand on the snaffle rein and anticipates, if necessary, the use 

of the curb rein. He maintains the horse at his gait, and does not tolerate any modification.  

 

He frames him within a channel of aids, which, he claims, is a channel of silk. That is to say,  

it is simultaneously a gentle and channelling force, adhering, more than ever, to ‘’hand 

without legs, legs without hand’’ and ‘’forwards, always forwards. This horse has already 

acquired quite a technique of resisting and the treatment he gets from Nuno is more 

coercive than the kind he would have given to a young horse who would resist due to  

poor balance and inexperience.  

 

NUNO OLIVEIRA 

WEIGHT RESISTANCE IN THE HAND 

The master has to cope with weight resistances, that is to say, when the horse lets his head 

and neck carried by his rider’s arms or has strength resistances. When the horse’s mouth 

clearly pulls to avoid the hand or to carry it away, he applies little jabs with the spur, keeping 

a fixed hand. At the slightest yield, he relaxes his fingers. This is the famous ‘’take and give’’. 

 

NUNO OLIVEIRA 

COMBINED AIDS IN THE HALF PASS  

In order to execute a half pass from the right shoulder-in the horse advance from left to 

right. He must keep the same bend that he would have doing a right Si and he must advance, 

bent to the right, shoulders ahead of the hindquarters as a result of the enveloping action by 
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the left rein. The rider’s right leg should maintain the impulsion and the bend to the right 

with the help of the rein on the same side. The rider’s outside leg stay in the same place as  

it was during the right shoulder-in – that is to say – a touch farther back than the inside leg – 

and should only intervene to give impulsion in case the hindquarters become idle.   

 

 

                                             CONCLUSION 
 

You’ve made it all the way to the end! What started off as some writing for a manual  

on the side has evolved into almost a complete bookwork. I hope you enjoyed reading it!  

 

By now, it should be clear that in theory, dressage and the application of the correct aids is 

not necessarily easy. However, I’d like to quote Alois Podhasjky who said: ‘’the theory into 

practise becomes something else’’  

 

So now it is up to you to take this information with you and experiment with it. As a final 

piece of advice, I would like to close with the following wise words of master Nuno Oliveira:  

 

             ‘’Students of dressage must be taught to use their hands and legs in a proper fashion,  

                but above all they must be taught to use their head rationally when an equestrian  

               problem arises.  

 

              I have made countless errors in the training in literally thousands of horses. Luckily I  

              am aware of these faults, for otherwise I would not have made further progress. I  

              know that I still have much to learn, and will go on learning until my dying day, not  

             only by riding, but by studying, thinking deeply, and observing. ‘’ 
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